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Foreword

One night, I was thinking to myself about how many people spend tremendous amounts of time poring
through dozens of blog posts and forum threads in an effort to see what the “gurus” say about this, that
and the other. And about how many of them end up being either misled or left with more questions
than answers.
I remember that well, because when I first set out to learn all I could about SEO some eight years ago,
that’s the way I did it. Sure, I also searched for tutorials and tips, and even bought a couple of books. But
my main thrust was on reading the day to day postings of some of the most prominent SEO bloggers,
and following the posts of prominent practitioners on various forums.
Now, I can’t help but laugh at myself, of course. I realize now that what I did was far from efficient. In
fact, it often proved to be far from reliable, too. Something like checking restrooms at all the gas
stations in town, in hopes of finding a few pearls of wisdom scrawled on the stall doors.
I’ve come to realize that the smartest Internet practitioners have a few things in common:
They’re too busy servicing their clients to spent a lot of time talking about it;
Because they’re actually doing it, instead of just talking about it, they have a better chance of
being up to date on the current state of the art;
Like everyone else, they’re human, with all the quirks and idiosyncrasies that implies (for the
record, opinionated can be considered an idiosyncrasy).

On numerous occasions, I’ve set out to find the answer to a particular question, only to find that
opinions were very divided on the issue. Of course, it’s not uncommon for both sides of an argument to
have some merit. But I found that all too often, one or both sides was unwilling or unable to see the
merit in the other. In fact, disagreement often seemed to lead to attacks on the competence of one or
both sides.
Which, of course, usually left me right back where I’d started.
Now, that’s not all bad. If you’re inclined to be open-minded about something, then hearing all the
arguments at least gives you a leg up. You may have started out totally ignorant on the topic, but after
reading several pages of forum comments and half a dozen blogs, you’ll at least have the question better
defined.
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Eventually, I’d find the answer I needed, even if it meant testing for myself to see which argument held
the most water. And in that process, repeated time after time, I learned something else, too.
You can’t believe everything you hear, regardless of how well-known or respected the source.

So I decided that a book to help out the folks that are trying to get some of those same answers might
be helpful. But I’m pushing sixty, and it occurred to me that a book covering all the ins and outs of
internet marketing, SEO, copywriting and development just might take longer to write than I’ve got left.

Then I recalled the old adage about teaching a man to fish, and I thought, ‘I don’t need to write about
answers, I just need to write about how to find the answers.’
And that’s when this idea really began to take shape. To learn to fish, one needs to learn how fish think.
There are many different fish in the Internet Sea. And just as many different ways to catch them.

Note: Since this book is intended to pertain to practitioners of SEO, SEM, CRO, ORM, copywriters,
developers, designers and others that work on the Internet, I’ve lumped them all into one group for the
sake of easy reference – SEOs. I chose to do that (although I imagine some folks won’t like it) because
virtually all of those groups rely on (or at least, should, in my opinion) some level of SEO knowledge.
I suppose I could just as easily have referred to them as the Borg, but I’m on a sci-fi free diet.
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Dedication
Many of us have watched friends or loved ones slowly fade from some obscure illness, or suffer some
loss that may have destroyed their life or piece of it. Whether stricken by cancer, a home burned to the
ground, or a crushing financial loss, there is one thing that often can make the difference between a
sense of defeat and renewed hope.
When friends and family appear at your side, offering whatever help they can, it means a lot. Some of
you may have experienced this, many of you have probably offered that support to others. In either
case, you already know how much it can mean to someone that’s experiencing total hopelessness.
But for someone in such a state to realize that there are many people out there that care enough to
offer their support, even though they’ve never met you and probably never will… the impact is even
greater.
Critical Thinking is dedicated to those people that need a shoulder to rest on, and to those that offer
their shoulders to others. It’s that sense of humanity that lets us see hope for the future, in spite of
despair in the present.
And this book is especially dedicated to the contributors to Critical Thinking, whose desire to share their
wisdom and help the needy led them to make time in their already hectic schedules to share their
humanity and put their knowledge to work helping others learn.

Contributors
Alan Bleiweiss
Gabriella Sannino
Andrea Scarpetta
Andrew Bleakley
Anthony Verre
Barry Adams
Dana Lookadoo
Danny Sullivan
Dean Cruddace
Debra Mastaler
Dom Hodgson
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Introduction
Critical Thinking isn’t a how-to manual, at least not in the traditional sense. It isn’t meant to teach you
internet marketing, search engine optimization or crossstitching. What’s presented here is intended to illustrate how
the participating professionals think about what they do. As
you read their responses to various questions throughout the
"For myself, I found that I was fitted
book, you’ll begin to detect a common theme… they don’t
for nothing so well as for the study of
accept anything based upon claims of what it can do for their
Truth; as having a mind nimble and
site, or even what it did for another. They may take such
versatile enough to catch the
testimonials into consideration, but they perform their own
analysis.
resemblances of things … and at the
same time steady enough to fix and
They recognize that what was the perfect technique for one
distinguish their subtler differences;
site might be totally ineffective for another. They don’t make
as being gifted by nature with desire
absolute statements about such things, because they know
to seek, patience to doubt, fondness
there are no absolutes.
to meditate, slowness to assert,
readiness to consider, carefulness to
In other words, they know that each and every task they
undertake must be thought about in its own context. Even
dispose and set in order; and as being
what worked beautifully on Site A last month may no longer
a man that neither affects what is
be effective today for that same site.
new nor admires what is old, and that
hates every kind of imposture."
Asking “What is the ideal technique to get my site to rank #1
~Francis Bacon (1605)~
for X keyword?” is like asking “What is the best wine to serve
with dinner?” There are many variables, and each dinner
consists of a different menu or different guests with varying
levels of hunger and tastes.





While you can find many pearls of wisdom in their responses, you should consider those to be only the
gravy. The meat & potatoes of Critical Thinking should be the mindset demonstrated by these seasoned
pros – Critical Thinking.
Look. Learn. Listen. Test. Analyze.
Rinse and Repeat.
I sincerely hope that you enjoy reading this book as much as I’ve enjoyed writing it. I’ve tried to put
some valuable takeaways in here for you. Finding those that fit best is up to you.
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Chapter One

Learn How to Fish

When asked what the single most important thing for any SEO to learn is, my immediate
response is: Learn what to believe, and what to label “Bullshit!”
And that lesson may be both the most difficult and the most inherently dangerous.
When I set out to learn SEO, I immediately built a list of blogs authored by well-known
SEOs, and visited them regularly. Names like Cutts, Sullivan, Slawski, Fishkin, Wall…
and a dozen or so more, were regular reading for me. I also signed up at a handful of
internet and webmaster forums and spent a lot of time reading, asking questions and
laying the foundation of my burgeoning SEO knowledge.
Only thing is, that foundation was laid in a bed of quicksand. I learned a lot of things that
were flat-out wrong!
Some of the folks I followed knew what they were talking about. Others knew some things,
but talked like they knew it all. And an alarmingly large percentage was pumping pure
garbage.
Of course, at that point, I didn’t have much of a clue myself, so determining what was worth
listening to was a crap-shoot. That’s why I’m writing this book, to help others sift through
the sea of misinformation and find reliable sources.
To that end, I’ve enlisted the help of several professionals. These folks are going to share
their perspective on a number of issues, which should help you on your quest for reliable
information. Some of them practice SEO, some specialize in SEM. Others are CRO or ORM
pros, copywriters, designers. All of them, though, have a good grasp of SEO as it pertains to
their jobs, and above all, they don’t BS their clients, each other or themselves.
This book isn’t intended to give you a fish… it’s intended to teach you how to fish.
More accurately, it won’t teach you what to think… it’ll teach you how to think.
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Depending upon how much knowledge you already hold, how much time you can dedicate to
your education and how good you are at sniffing out BS, learning how to make a website do
its job well can take anywhere from a long time to a very, very long time if you go about it
the way I did.
If you’re in a hurry and lucky enough to find one, engage a worthy mentor or tutor. Handson is always better, and learning from one experienced person is much easier than sorting
through all the voices in the crowd. If that’s not an option for you right now, then I suggest
you listen to these very able folks, and learn how to fish the way they do. Read between the
lines in their comments, and you may find their real wisdom. They know when, where and
what the fish are biting.
Most importantly, they’ve all mastered the art of critical thinking.

Return to Table of Contents
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Chapter Two

Challenges

Every job has its challenges. They may not be obvious to the casual observer, but they’re
there, nonetheless. That’s just as true for those of us working our magic on the Internet as
it is for a cop, a plumber or a brain surgeon.
SEO practitioners have to be concerned with the internal politics of their client’s company,
the Webmaster Guidelines put forth by the search engines, the dynamics of the competitive
field in which their client operates, the constant changes in the ranking algorithms… the
list is seemingly endless.
Just keeping a finger on all those pulses is a full-time job. Add to that the necessity of site
surveys, exhaustive research, repetitive analysis, progress reports and attending the
occasional conference, and it’s no surprise that many of us work 80-100 hours a week. There
are a lot of challenges to face.
One of the greatest challenges for you, if not the greatest, is learning how to determine
which of those challenges is the most urgent and which will bear the sweetest fruit.
The strategy by which you undertake your job should be driven by a blend of urgency, ROI
and risk assessment. Put your energy where it’s most needed and will yield the best results,
while ensuring that any changes, errors or unforeseen results do no harm.
Easily said, right?
We all approach things differently, of course. Sometimes it’s a matter of a different mindset,
sometimes it’s simply because we’ve seen different levels of success in various methods. Our
own testing will often yield the best guidance, since a perfectly valid technique for another
site may not be the best for our own.
How we choose to face the challenges we’re presented with can determine the level of
success we’ll enjoy. One thing is certain, though: regardless of the hype attached to any
claim, the “silver bullet” that is promised by so many these days simply doesn’t exist.
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We put this question to our contributors:
1. What do you believe is the single greatest challenge facing SEOs today?

Alan Bleiweiss
The need to understand an ever increasing set of factors at an ever-increasing level of
understanding. It’s no longer a case where someone can just “cover the basics” of social media
for example. Which social platforms have the most impact on SEO, while also maintaining the
integrity of whether those platforms are truly the best for a particular business, is vital.
Just as vital is that while “building depth of engagement on Facebook” might be a very broad
requirement, especially for Bing, exactly what does that mean? SEOs need to understand (or
collaborate with someone who does) what that means. That it requires establishing the client’s
brand as an authority on Facebook is becoming more and more relevant. Or establishing a high
quality reach on Twitter, for example.
Schema.org is another area that’s going to become required as an SEO methodology. I
predicted this when Schema was first announced, and had that prediction confirmed when I
spoke one on one with Stefan Weitz, Microsoft’s Director of Search, during SMX Advanced.
Knowing that Schema is going to be integral to how search engines go from evaluating words on
web pages as nouns today, to their being able to evaluate them as verbs, as Stefan explained in
a lead-up to the Schema announcement, I saw that the future of SEO ranking was going to
become more granular than it is in 2011.
Reference: http://www.stonetemple.com/articles/interview-stefan-weitz.shtml
Andrea Scarpetta
Earning the trust of customers! Doing Seo is easy, you may find a lot of literature and even
though some of the more advanced concepts are debatable, you can easily learn the basics and
use them for a good profit. It’s quite challenging to pitch our skills to new prospective
customers, because there is a lot of misinformation floating around…and “con artists” too. I try
to be as informative and transparent as possible: if I’m able to teach the basics to my customer I
know that I’m creating the basis for a long standing partnership and mutual understanding.
Andrew Bleakley
The biggest challenge juggling client expectations as their budgets shrink and the number of
online marketing opportunities continues to expand. Too many clients are trying to spread
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limited resources across more and more platforms instead of taking a more focussed and
measured approach.
Anthony Verre
In all honesty I don’t think there is “just one” great challenge before us. It’s a combination and
mixture of several problems; for example, still having to fight for the legitimacy of search and
internet marketing to a wide swath of businesses. From that single problem there are several
threads that can be tethered out: market place saturation, non-standardization of credentialism,
what quality really is (from a client perspective). And from the internet marketer perspective,
how to earn fair market value for services and strategy, etc.
Barry Adams
I think it’s the fight for an appropriate budget. I’ve noticed that among our clients internet
marketing is now – finally - taken seriously as a viable strategy, but it’s still way down in the
pecking order to offline marketing channels. This makes it very hard to get effective results,
especially in competitive industries.
We often need to work hard – exceeding our initial budgets and dipping in to our profits – to
make an impact for the customer, before we manage to open their eyes a little bit to the
potential of internet marketing and get sign-off on bigger budgets for more interesting IM
projects.
Also, finding the right people to staff our organisation is a continuing struggle. A lot of people
think they understand various aspects of internet marketing – from SEO to social media, to
email marketing and web usability – just because they’ve read a blog post or two and dabbled a
wee bit in it. But they’re far from competent professionals, and that has many negative effects,
both for our recruitment efforts and for the overall public image of internet marketing.
Dana Lookadoo
Working with clients to ensure their overall online marketing campaigns are unified based on
audience needs, wants and behaviours. For example, many clients approach SEOs with a goal of
better rankings. They want to be #1 for a specific keyword phrase. That phrase is often
“company speak” or an ego term for the CEO. The goal should really be multi-fold:
A. To know more how their audience thinks, their needs, wants, desires, where they hang out,
and more about their demographics.
B. To attain online visibility across multiple channels with unified and customized messaging
(ads and content) – SEO, PPC, social media, etc.
C. To refine keyword phrases as part of the company messaging as a result of listening, having
gained in-depth understanding of one’s audience.
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Online Marketers need to help clients understand that ranking #1 and getting traffic is not the
end all. Giving the prospect and customer content that is engaging and meets their needs,
resulting in conversion of leads and sales and return customers requires a holistic approach,
starting with a little psychology and good old-fashioned listening.
That was the long answer. The short answer is getting clients to take time to listen to their
audience’s needs before developing messaging, writing content and advertising!
Danny Sullivan
Attribution. While we can track everything, there’s so much to track that it’s easy to get
overwhelmed. In addition, new technologies seem to make it harder to track some things as
precisely without putting more effort into things. The days of the referral string doing it all are
long gone.
Dean Cruddace
There is no literal translation of an internet marketer today, it has become so diversified in
specialties, whereas a decade ago you would be a webmaster that would encapsulate
everything from the domain purchase right through to handling the emails via the sites under
your control as well as driving the traffic through organic and paid search.
The internet marketing industry has grown up today to be multi-disciplined and even those
individual disciplines have evolved into full time positions within their own rights. The biggest
challenge today is translating to a potential customer what each and every one of those
disciplines are and how they fit into their marketing strategies or technical needs.
Debra Mastaler
Keeping up with and being able to react to the continual onslaught of new information and
technologies.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
Internet marketing encompasses a whole range of things. There are several areas of expertise
and different factors that influence marketing online.
Some would say that SEO isn’t internet marketing but I have to disagree with that perception.
SEO is a branch of internet marketing and personally it’s the one I focus most of my attention
on. So I’ll have to answer this question from an SEO point of view:
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The single greatest challenge would have to be the Google algorithm changes. You may think
that because you’re following the Google webmaster guidelines, that the changes won’t affect
you.
The fact is that even if your site doesn’t get hit directly, if the changes affect where your
backlinks are placed, it will affect you in some way. You might receive less traffic referrals from a
site that got hit. It might also happen that the link that was giving you more weight to rank, gives
you less weight after the algorithm change. So for internet marketing professionals that use SEO
as a part of their arsenal, the algorithm changes would be the biggest obstacle to overcome.
Gabriella Sannino
The greatest challenge is keeping your marketing efforts running smoothly, whether those
efforts include social, newsletters, email lists or anything (and everything) else. There are
various platforms and networks to use!
Garrett French
I believe the greatest challenge is – and will remain – connecting well with your audience in the
channels they prefer with the content they require. Further to this challenge will be for Internet
Marketers to see through their own “channel blindness” and get a better sense of their market's
content needs. I guess I'm saying “audience is king” and all marketers are publishers. It's simple
to say but I believe acting on this premise organizationally will continue to be enormously
challenging.
Heather Lloyd-Martin
Keeping up with the opportunities. Back in the day, you put up a good site with good content,
and you were set. Sure, there were other things you could do to drive traffic (banners, PPC) - but
having a site was key.
Now, it's not just building a site and calling it good. It's building a Facebook presence. It's
mastering Twitter. It's learning what Google+ can do. The number of ways we can engage
customers is constantly growing - and that's making it hard for some companies to keep up. The
key for marketers is to wade through the noise and discover the solutions that connect with
their customers and work for them.
Hugo Gill
Fitting the ever growing array of marketing opportunities into one cohesive solution where each
discipline work together in perfect harmony to achieve the ideal result for the client within their
budget.
Ian Lurie
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Trust. Our industry is very fragmented, with differing promises, levels of service and client
expectations. It is very, very difficult to convince clients that you’re trustworthy, and you must
continuously re-prove it.
I know you asked for ‘single’ greatest change, but there’s a secondary challenge: Valuation.
What’s our work worth? The lack of client trust in our industry means it’s that much harder for
us to establish that we’re delivering value.
Jahnelle Pittman
Egads! I have to pick just one? In all seriousness, there are multiple challenges – enough so, that
it’s hard to pick the “greatest”. However, the first that comes to mind is how companies,
especially big businesses, view internet marketing. You have those that think it will solve all their
problems, and you have those that think it won’t solve anything. A few are somewhere in
between.
The larger the company, the less they seem able to budget for web marketing. They see the
website as an online brochure, and can’t (for the most part) wrap their minds around building
relationships with customers.
Jey Pandian
At the moment, many marketers are heavily skewed towards their own discipline with callous
disregard for other marketing disciplines. True marketing requires knowledge and the ability to
work together and meld across all disciplines of marketing.
Joe Hall
I think one of the biggest challenges is aligning priorities with the right opportunities within a
given budget. In other words, it seems as if there are LOTS of things you can do with Internet
Marketing, but all marketing is expensive. So the key is to develop strategies that fit inside the
client’s budget and get the most bang for the buck.
Joshua Titsworth
I’d have to say themselves. Rather than focus on getting the client the best possible results or
bettering themselves as an Internet marketing professional, I’m seeing more people focused on
making more money in a shorter amount of time by taking as many short cuts as possible
without thinking about the long term results. This not only leaves a bad taste in the client’s
mouth but whoever picks up that client next will have to deal with someone else’s reputation
being cast on them.
Justin Parks
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The single greatest challenge facing marketers today is, in my very humble opinion, the effective
integration and understanding of social media. With broad strokes, it’s actually the adaptation
to any new media or technology that appears, and they are appearing with more frequency as
time goes by, and I believe that the latest is social media.
The issue is that many marketers have not taken the time to really evaluate what social media
means in the marketing mix and how it can be utilised to the most effective degree for
themselves, their businesses or their clients. Too many have simply approached it with the same
response or methods as previous incarnations of technology and this will prove to be fatal.
For example, many marketing professionals will always look for the largest market, the biggest
impact and the most efficient way of automating the tools or systems at hand in order to spread
the word as far and wide as possible. In social media, many continue this action without
understanding the end result of this effort as they focus on the search aspects of integrating
social media instead of approaching it as its own unique entity, and consequently, they force it
into a box to prop up the search engine ranking efforts. Wrong, wrong, wrong! Formula 1 and
NasCar are all cars, but they don’t race together and you don’t drive them the same way.
While it’s true that social media is being integrated to search and is having an affect, I believe
that the challenge for marketing professionals is to focus and become aware that they cannot
continue with the age-old methods that worked in the past, in a new medium. That will go for
the next evolution of the internet as well, when we all have to learn something very different
and very new again.
Lyena Solomon
Internet marketing is expanding. There is a multitude of marketing channels and paths
customers use to visit your website and buy the products. They may have seen a search ad,
content ad, Facebook promo, then went to the website directly and bought the product. The
challenge starts when marketers want to determine which marketing channel is responsible for
that conversion. Moreover, did they all contribute? In my opinion, the biggest challenge is to
track the marketing efforts and derive actionable insights from the data to focus on the most
profitable channels.
Michelle Robbins
I see maintaining a balance of focus within a discipline while keeping up with changes in the
landscape as the biggest challenge to internet marketers today. Internet marketing is a huge
field that encompasses multiple and varied channels and it's impossible to be an expert in all of
them. But to focus and excel at one or a few, means to risk being behind the curve in many
others – all the more risky if one channel overtakes another in dominance, and budgets shift
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away from your own area of expertise. Networking, partnering and collaborating with
practitioners across disciplines is key.
M.J. Taylor
Specialization. No one person can effectively perform all the tasks a small business needs. On
page SEO, content generation, PPC, link building, traffic analysis, social media marketing … and
that’s just skimming the surface. The other hurdle is convincing clients that they need to
participate in social media. It’s not a wise move to hire that out.
Rand Fishkin
I think focus & prioritization is the most challenging part of a professional web marketer's job.
There are so many paths that can provide opportunity and so much to do, but it all requires time
and resources that aren't always available. Tools/software and knowledge/testing/sharing are a
big part of what we do at Moz to make this easier(hopefully!), but I know it's never enough.
Rebekah May
It’s very difficult to choose a single greatest challenge. I feel that there are many challenges and
issues out there that affect the growth of this profession as well as those that work in it. One of
the biggest issues is the ever growing amount of fraudsters, “snake oil salesman”, or those who
are just plain ignorant and/or lazy.
I feel that individuals like this are unwittingly working to kill the profession as a whole by
destroying its reputation. To help prevent this, I believe we should all take on an added
responsibility in the role of educator, teacher and mentor. The more people we educate, the
more we raise awareness about who the people are that can be trusted, what the benefits are,
what to look out for when hiring someone, and so forth.
It’s also important to not only educate potential clients and customers but also educate the
novice who is looking to get their foot in the door. Help show those new to the profession the
right path and why they should follow it. Over time, with concentrated effort from all those in
the community, we can clean up the stain on the name of “internet marketer “, “SEO” and
similar titles.
I think another challenge is that many still do not see or understand the value behind internet
marketing, social media or SEO. I believe that once more people begin to see the value in these
services, the less it will appear as a fad or fly-by-night type of service offering.
Many old school marketers are simply neglecting to learn these new techniques and continue
trying to fit a square peg into a round hole. Others keep the same philosophy of direct
“interruption” marketing and try to apply that to the newer, permission-based or inbound
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marketing techniques without success. They then find themselves spinning their wheels and
jump to the conclusion that “this doesn’t work at all” or that “it takes too long” without fully
trying to understand it.
Again, this is where our role of educator needs to come in to play. I believe we should not only
strive to educate people about how to avoid scams or find reputable individuals to work with,
but also educate them in the differences between new and old and the benefits online
marketing can bring to the table.
Steve Gerencser
Easily, educating clients. With the overwhelming number of opinions on how SEO is "supposed"
to be done online, it is very easy for someone that does not spend their entire day in the field to
become confused. Sometimes it is old information that has been made obsolete, and sometimes
it is simply bad advice from someone that doesn't really know what they are talking about.
The problem is, how do you convince your client that you are the expert that they should be
listening to? You could document your plan, your decisions and the reasons why you chose
them, along with sources to back up your plan. Not something I'd enjoy doing. I prefer to answer
with results. Be diligent with tracking your analytics and demonstrating a solid ROI to your client
and when you are challenged by a client with bad information you can simply point to the cash
drawer.
S. Emerson
Keeping up with all the changes and sorting out the gossip and speculations to get to the facts is
quite time consuming. There is so much information floating around that unless you keep up
with the search engine blogs yourself and the RSS feeds from the respected SEO authorities you
will miss out on what changes are occurring. It is amazing now much misinformation is floating
around on wannabe SEO sites and forums.
Taylor Pratt
Distractions. It seems like every week there is a new toy, tool, process, algorithm change or even
an upcoming industry that pops up and immediately gets everyone’s attention. They stop
nurturing and building on the dozens of other marketing strategies they’ve been working on. It
happens to us all, we get a great new idea for a site and only get so far with it because we get
distracted by something else. Some of the best marketers in this industry are very focused and
while they are able to stay on top of the latest trends, strategies and technologies, it doesn’t
distract them from execution – which is a lot further than most marketers get. But that noise
can be very harmful.
Thomas Fjordside
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Keeping up with the ever changing landscape without getting carried away with every new
gadget they see. A more specific thing is understanding how mobile users are different in their
needs and intentions on a website.
Tim Nash
Probably the biggest issues facing Internet Marketers are themselves and the pseudo-industry
which has developed. Internet Marketers can be exceptionally clever entrepreneurs looking to
break into a new niche or industry. However the advice and content out there is mainly low
quality, out dated or just badly thought out pseudo-babble from someone who misunderstood
their MBA lecturer. Finding resources and communities within the industry which is right for the
professional marketer is probably one of the hardest things you can do when entering the
industry. The old adage it’s too good to be true is as true on the web as it is anywhere else, if not
more so. A quick look at the underbelly of the web and sites like Digital Point and you will see
large number of “get rich quick”, and “buy my ebook to learn my secrets” .
To make life more complicated, even the more knowledgeable communities still suffer from
being insular and inward facing, especially when it comes to sales and marketing online. A good
example: one of the largest marketing forums has an entire tool range dedicated to selling to its
members for other members. The advice given is focused around advice that it works when
selling to that community so must be useful outside. The community focus is now so insular and
these practices so ingrained, that it is possible to spot these marketers’ attempts outside of the
forum. Needless to say, when the external attempts fail someone, is ready to sell them a new
tool.
It’s not all doom and gloom; using some common sense and a pinch of salt, as well as trying to
reach across a broader community set, gems of wisdom can be found.
William Slawski
Phones.
For many of us who ventured into internet marketing, we did so at our desks, with our monitors
in front of us, chained to the office via dialup phone line or Ethernet cable. The sites we worked
upon were intended to be viewed by visitors at stationary settings.
Small screens and smart phones weren’t something we anticipated, and marketing to the
mobile isn’t something we often think about. For instance, we labor over building up someone’s
presence in Google Maps without having it sink in that people using iPhones will often use the
Apple Maps application instead of a search engine.
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OK, so it’s not really phones that I’m worried about, but rather devices of all shapes and sizes
that people can connect to the Web with, and applications that can bring information directly to
them without requiring that they Google or Bing something.
Even more, it’s a generational change that involves today’s young searchers and users of the
Web who grew up with computers on their homes, computers on their phones, and more
recently internet connected televisions and set top boxes. Many of us internet marketers are
wedged between a generation that might not quite grasp the many uses of the Web and
another generation that might take it too much for granted.
Walk down the Main Street of a small rural town and you might see a Google Places decal on
the window of a single shop, or a “join us on Facebook” poster. Now walk through a college
campus and count how few people don’t have a phone connected to their ears as they rush
from class to class.
The Web is something that people are no longer just connecting to from within the privacy of
their homes or offices, but something more ingrained in their everyday activities. We are everconnected if we want to be, tweeting and IM’ing to social circles filled with many people we’ve
never met in person, announcing our stops at convenience stores and amusement parks and
shopping malls to the rest of the world.
The World and the Web are evolving and changing in ways that we need to accept and
anticipate and try to understand. That’s our challenge.
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Chapter Three

Managing Change

Those that have been around a while will tell you, if you don’t like the way things are on
the Internet, just wait a few days… it’ll change. Actually, it changes more often than that.
Google makes upwards of 500 changes per year to their algorithm alone. Services come and
go, as do the companies that would make use of them; what works best for rankings
changes periodically; what’s acceptable and unacceptable by the search engines’ standards
varies and the shiny object that seems to grab nearly everyone’s attention can change as
quickly as the tide.
With all that said, though, the changes that take place in terms of what does and doesn’t
work in optimization are typically not major. More often than not, they simply involve a bit
more emphasis here, a bit less there.
Major algorithm updates from Google are usually only seen once or twice a year, if that.
The recent Panda update could certainly be called a major update, although in reality, it
just started doing what Google had been talking about for some time. From my point of
view, the cascading changes that seem to be tied to the launch of Google+ are greater
changes than were seen with Panda.
For instance, the removal of citations and 3rd party reviews from Places will hopefully help
mitigate some of the abuse that’s being seen there. Under the surface, of course, it acts as
just another magnet to draw more people in to use Google. I suspect that’s the main goal of
the transformation we’re experiencing.
Regardless of the magnitude of the change, however, there often (usually?) comes an
accompanying wave of misinformation, and care must be taken not to jump at every new
shiny penny that is waved in front of you. Just because someone says it on the internet,
doesn’t necessarily mean it’s true.
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We put this question to our contributors:
2. If you could mandate just one change to the dynamics of search ranking, what would that
change be?

Alan Bleiweiss
Mandate? Yeah. That SEOs learn that User Experience is the foundation by which SEO goes
from okay to great. From myopic to sustainable.
Andrea Scarpetta
Removing the maps from the desktop searches. it’s an incredibly useful feature for mobile
searches, but it’s amazingly confusing while you are sitting on your chair.
Andrew Bleakley
I would like to back some of the social influence out of the result pages for a while. I like that it is
there and I think it adds significant authority to some results to see influential connections listed
there, but too many people are still doing social wrong for it to be universally appropriate.
Anthony Verre
Less emphasis on external linking and anchor text. As we have seen over the years, it is a highly
manipulated metric upon which to be basing trust, relevance, and authority – thus, search
ranking.
Barry Adams
I think links as a core relevance metric are rapidly losing their value. Search needs to take it to
the next level with accurate sentiment analysis, and reliable authenticity metrics need to be
invented – if they don’t exist already.
Dana Lookadoo
That link spam didn’t work and was not part of the mix in the SERPs.
Danny Sullivan
I’d like to see quality content rewarded even more. I feel like sites tend to earn a reputation that
lets any of their content rank well, even if it’s not the best.
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Dean Cruddace
Mandate one change? That for me would be the choice of switching between personal search to
a clean SERP, more from a search user perspective. I love how Google is integrating XFN and
FOAF into our SERPs but sometimes you just want a clean result signed in or out.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
To stop having changes in the Google algorithm – LOL! Since I know that the changes will always
happen no matter what, I just have to eat my humble pie and deal with it ;-) In other words, I
just have to ‘future proof’ my backlinks.
Gabriella Sannino
Relevancy rather than back links.
Heather Lloyd-Martin
"Thin" and stupid content would be automatically be detected and kicked out of the index. And
the site owner would instantly receive an email that said, "What are you thinking? This content
is crap!" I know Panda did this to a certain extent - but you still see stupid content with top
rankings.
Hugo Gill
Without a doubt it would be lowering the importance on anchor text within backlinks.
Ian Lurie
Remove all links that aren’t in the flow of page content from the ranking equation. Only award
authority for in-article or in-text links. That would end practices like comment spam, forums
spam and sitewide footer links. Reputable SEO firms still use these techniques, because they still
work, and because they can’t beat the folks who are using them.
Remove those types of links and link spam loses a lot of its value.
Get on that, Google, will ya? 
Jahnelle Pittman
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From a practitioner’s perspective, I’d like to close that irritating loop hole that allows sites to
rank for scraped content. From a user’s perspective, I’d like to see the age of a specific page be
taken into account in the SERPs. Pulling up single information pages, reading really good
information and finding out that it’s from three years ago and no longer relevant (or viable) is
highly irritating.
While I’m wishing, can we get eHow taken off the map, and can Google just hand me a list of
their algorithms? I’ll take those with steak, please.
Jey Pandian
Nothing.
Joe Hall
Other than the obvious of making all my sites rank #1, I am not sure I would. :P I honestly think
that despite the amount of bickering that SEOs do in regards to ranking, I think the engines,
especially Google has taken Information Retrieval to a new level and I am constantly amazed at
their abilities.
Joshua Titsworth
I’d like to see sites that offer a good user experience rewarded. If a website is able to take a user
from the search results to two clicks or less, that site should be rewarded for it. Sites that offer
difficult navigability, or don’t have the information presented in a logical manner should be
penalized for it.
Justin Parks
I would be inclined to push for search engines to drop the preference for exact domain names
that they currently hold. I think it’s an outdated method of deciding the importance of a website
and unfair to the smaller operators out there who haven’t got the liquidity or budgets to run off
and purchase single, exact match words for some of the extortionate amounts that they can be
bought and sold for across nearly every vertical.
The ownership of an exact match domain has no relevance in the real world to the quality of the
underlying site either, and currently, I have seen occasions when the most ridiculous and
ludicrous sites can obtain highly targeted traffic incredibly quickly without much effort above
sites that have spent ten times as much in terms of expenditure and effort to produce quality
over a much longer period of time.
Lyena Solomon
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If I could change just one thing in determining how relevant a page is to a search, I would
decrease the value of exact domain match. The fact that someone was savvy enough in the 90’s
to snatch a domain with valuable keywords in it, does not mean they are determined to provide
content most relevant to those keywords.
Michelle Robbins
I don't think a single change to any of the many dynamics that influence search ranking would
make a difference, because I don't believe there is a single variable that both negatively impacts
results overall and is weighted heavily enough to effect positive change in SERP relevancy if it
were removed or altered.
M.J. Taylor
I would let Google have what it wants – the ability to return quality SERPs.
Rand Fishkin
Google should do more to fight the influence and power of obviously manipulative and spammy
links. There's still far too many sites/pages ranking because of spam-based link building, and
until this ends, too many marketers will be tempted to take the easy path. I wrote about this indepth here: http://www.seomoz.org/blog/im-getting-more-worried-about-the-effectiveness-ofwebspam
Rebekah May
I may hear some gasps with this answer, but I would place much less emphasis on the role of
links in SEO. The level of importance linkbuilding has risen to, is not only part of what
contributes to so many fraudsters in the industry, but has over the years, played a large role in
turning the internet into a giant spam filled cesspool.
A change needs to be made which cannot be easily manipulated and automated through the use
of robots. Unfortunately, hindsight is 20/20 and I doubt that Larry Page could have foreseen the
issues this would cause when Page Rank was first conceived.
On the bright side, search engines – most notably Google - are moving toward a more socialcentric method of ranking pages. I can see some areas where this can be just as easily
manipulated as links are, so it is a wait-and-see game at this time as to how well that will help to
clean up much of the spam we see today.
Steve Gerencser
I'm not one that lives and dies by search rankings so I have no mandate on what I would change
or should be changed. I try to use search engine traffic as an accent or supporting role to the
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overall traffic for the web sites that we work on. This gives us the freedom not be tied to the
demands of the search engines while at the same time giving us the opportunity to chase better
converting traffic than you can get from natural search results.
S. Emerson
Some way to truly give those who work hard to build a legitimate informative site (or blog) their
proper spot in the search results instead of getting knocked out of the top by those who do not
deserve to be there. There must be a way to give the little guys a fair shake at being on the
front page of the results instead of some big name brand just because of who they are. Some of
the branded site are the most useless sites around and it just does not seem fair when there are
so many small guys working their hearts out (legitimately) to get on the front page.
Taylor Pratt
As both a user and a marketer, I’d like to see a stronger focus on the freshness of content. I run
into search results over and over again with 4-5 year old information on them that isn’t even
relevant anymore to what I’m searching for. The search engines need to start considering how
recent certain results are for various queries. A good example would be if you’re having trouble
with your latest Apple/Windows update and you search on it and results are showing up from 23 versions ago.
Thomas Fjordside
I honestly don’t know but I think their QDF algorithm could use some work, at least in the nonEnglish language, sometimes really random and old stuff shows up for a day or two, just to
disappear again. I wouldn’t mind that, but they are often irrelevant to the search term.
Tim Nash
Wouldn’t we all want our sites to always appear at the top, the emphasis switch to ranking our
great content over that useless drivel our competition writes? Unfortunately, search rankings
are always going to be gamed. As we see more block segmentation usage within the search
engines, we should hopefully see a slight bias for content linked to within articles, not just footer
of the article, bios and similar. As emphasis and content is analysed - not just words - and with
additional technologies, content hopefully will return to being king and I will not have to worry
about this SEO malarkey.
William Slawski
As a searcher, I’d like the ability to choose the algorithm that I use to search with. Let me decide
whether I want the help of a reference librarian to power my results, or the village expert on a
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specific subject, or a buying agent who has my best interests in mind, or the most
knowledgeable tour guide.
A reference librarian mode might focus upon finding useful informational type results, geared
towards my knowledge level, giving me access to both main stream sources and more narrow
niche results.
The village expert mode might help me find answers from my friends, or people who have
shown some level of expertise on a topic, whether those answers are coming in response to my
questions in real time, or giving me access to answers for the same question in the past.
A buying agent mode might bring me consumer report quality reviews of products and services,
and reviews from my peers and others who might be in a similar situation as me. I’d have access
to product searches and reviews, to manufacturers websites, to comparison shopping and
booking and relevant news. I would be able to make informed decisions with the help of the
buying agent mode.
A tour guide mode would give me access to events and businesses and services in an area of my
choosing. It would enable me to find out about the history of somewhere I’ve travelled to,
places to stay, things to see.
I could see other useful modes of searching that might be useful and defined by a specific
persona that I would like help from. If I’m a java programmer visiting Java searching for a cup of
Java, I’d prefer to provide a little information up front to a search engine about the intent of my
search than have it try to guess.
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Chapter Four

Who has Time to Waste?

In most careers, you’ll hear someone groan, “There’s never enough time in the day!”
While it probably seems to be true at times, I think the fact of the matter is, we often aren’t managing
our time well. Sure, you can argue that we have many more things to do these days than was the case
100 or 200 years ago. But by the same token, most of the things that had to be done on a daily basis
back then, are now done for us. I’ve had to chop wood, or the house would have no heat, and there’d be
no way to cook or heat water. It’s a great way to spend a week or two roughing it, but a bit of a drag
when it’s a matter of day-to-day survival.
In those days, people had to manage their time. With no electric lights, they had to get as much as
possible accomplished while the sun shone. If they got sidetracked and didn’t chop any wood, they ate a
cold meal and shivered through the night. There are always trade-offs, huh?
Today, we’re relieved of those burdens, but we have others to take their place. Mow the lawn, wash the
car, clean the microwave... and don’t forget taking the kids to school, band practice and friend Johnny’s
birthday party. An hour’s commute each way for work, shopping trips, standing in line at the DMV…
these things add up, too.
Plus, the nature of our work, for those of us in the SEO/IM fields, dictates that we spend a lot of time
doing keyword research, traffic analysis, performance reports, copywriting… that list can go on and on,
as well.
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So really, while our situation is technically different, it’s conceptually the same as that shared by our
great grandfathers. There’s just not enough time in the day.
The solution for them was to manage their time effectively, and the same will work for us. We can’t
afford to waste precious time on activities that don’t yield the benefit needed. We need to ensure we’re
getting the biggest bang for the buck, all day, every day.
I’d say it’s highly unlikely that the webmasters of whitehouse.gov or google.com are spending much
time on linkbuilding. Why bother, right? They have more productive things to do with their time. Each of
us is in the same boat, time-wise. We need to figure out what will serve us best, and get on with it,
because there are other tasks waiting for our attention.
That’s one of the biggest reasons that it’s so important to be able to sort through all the nonsense and
determine what can work for our sites and how to make it work. We have to cast aside the pie-in-thesky notions of silver bullets, never-before-shared-secrets, guru tactics and other assorted snake-oil
offerings, so that every moment is well spent.
The process of sorting through all that garbage is really mostly common sense. Like the old saying goes,
“if it sounds too good to be true, it probably is.” I’ve heard some really good ideas from people, that
were new (at least to me) and exciting, but they come along at the rate of about 1 out of 3,000. Face it –
there are no secrets or silver bullets. New workable techniques may pop up now and then, but very
infrequently. And when they do, they’re all just common sense.

We put this question to our contributors:

3. What is the one aspect of internet marketing that you feel is most counter-productive?

Alan Bleiweiss
Myopic SEO. Or for Twitter, #MyopicSEO.
It’s a phrase I coined at SMX Advanced this year during my Google Survivor Tips panel. It’s
magic bullet madness, stuck-in-the-mud, fails to anticipate where search is going, and ultimately
doomed to suffer the consequences as search engines improve their ability to detect it. Panda
victims were a great case study on Myopic SEO techniques.
Andrea Scarpetta
Corporate blogging. Unless there is some really interesting story to tell, it’s usually wasted time.
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Andrew Bleakley
Cheap, spun and/or poorly written articles. The major search engines and Internet users in
general are getting more sophisticated and poorly written content no longer passes muster. It is
quickly identified and passed over.
Anthony Verre
Sadly, the wealth of information available about our profession over the last three to five years.
With superfluous outlets of information, hundreds/thousands of different voices with differing
opinions, it creates diffusion amongst the general populous. In a sense, our information
overload creates the same end result as if we were to shroud the entire industry in a blackout
blanket. To quote Pink Floyd: “Who knows which is which, and who is who.”
Barry Adams
I think every aspect of internet marketing has its own strengths and advantages. It’s about
finding the right mix of activities that fit with the client and their message. Some channels just
don’t work well for some clients, and this needs to be recognised. Doing all types of IM just for
the sake of it isn’t helping businesses perform better.
Dana Lookadoo
Getting distracted by shiny new objects and shifting direction based off the winds of the latest
algo change.
Danny Sullivan
I see a lot of focus on social media to provide customer service. That’s nice, but to me, it’s like
asking people to walk into your store and scream if they have a problem. I’d rather see customer
service be handled well through dedicated customer service channels, so that social media isn’t
some sort of escape valve.
Dean Cruddace
Counterproductive internet marketing for me is the time wasted on worrying what your
competitors are up to instead of concentrating on what you can improve.
Dom Hodgson

Gabriella Sannino
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Social networking; there are too many platforms to really get the most benefit. Therefore,
picking quality over quantity in a campaign approach will give you more value.
Garrett French
Obsessing over new channels (G+ for example) rather than meeting audience needs with
content... Also the echo chamber of content created not from actual experience but from
reading the work of others.
Heather Lloyd-Martin
Ah, this is an easy one - and that's "chasing the search engine algorithm." People get so focused
on "gaming" Google that they ignore everything else. They build out strange content and linking
strategies and walk the spammy SEO line. Eventually, most companies fall off the line and into
Google's spam pit...so it's never a smart long-term strategy plan.
Hugo Gill
In particular for clients with small budgets, putting too much focus on social media where they
would be better off investing in a forward compatible, usable, accessible and attractive website
along with great on-site SEO, keyword research and a well optimised Google Places profile.
Ian Lurie
The focus on quantity. Clients always want more Twitter users, more Facebook followers, more
traffic. Emphasizing quantity of valueless metrics draws everyone’s attention away from the real
goal, which is almost never proportionally linked to those metrics.
Jahnelle Pittman
Social – IF it’s not handled correctly. If you don’t know how to evaluate a platform, or if you’re
one of those continually jumping on the newest bandwagon this and network that, you can
quickly end up in social meltdown. From experience, 3 to 4 social accounts seems to be the most
one person can competently handle before some of the quality interaction is lost.
Jey Pandian
I believe that banner advertisements are a serious waste of time and effort because current
measurement strategies such as impressions and Click-Through-Rate (CTR) fall short of painting
the complete picture. Additionally, industry standards for banner advertising is 0.15%- this
number is so abysmally low when compared to other channels such as Search or Pay Per Click
(PPC) advertising. From a Return on Advertising Spend (ROAS) standpoint, it does not make
sense to drop a huge chunk of a client’s marketing budget into this channel when a) it’s not
tracked effectively and b) media penetration is poor.
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Joe Hall
Talking about Internet Marketing. There are way more people talking about internet marketing
then those doing it. Talking is a waste of time.
Joshua Titsworth
As much flack as I’ll get for saying this, reactive ORM. It’s one thing to get control of the SERPs
for your name or your business name, but when you need to get control of it to cover something
up it gets a little ridiculous. An apology goes a long way, but not everyone wants to apologize or
even own up to the fact they screwed up. So instead they call someone to clean up their mess. I
think time spent fixing that could be spent owning up to the issue and admitting any short
comings and making a mends to get past the issue. It would be even better if those companies
had an outstanding customer service team to handle any and all complaints. Focus on giving
your customers a controlled place to vent so they can get the help they need. But you have to
provide awesome help. Sure, some competitors may start a flame war, but that’s not the time to
react to control it. Instead focus on doing good business and eventually people will recognize
the different screen names complaining all have the same tone and grammatical mistakes.
Putting out fires short term will affect your long term goals as a business.
Justin Parks
I’m tempted to say other internet marketers, but I don’t want to alienate 80% of the internet as
I’m a nice guy. I think on this occasion I will go for... other internet marketers (I’m not bothered
about being “liked”, I prefer to call it as I see it).
Specifically I mean the get rich quick pundits and other associated “snake oil salesmen” who
have undeniably got skills when it comes to thinking up ideas and products, but who prey
mercilessly on the uninformed and desperate masses to churn out something that promises the
world and delivers nothing but a plateful of false hope and lost time.
Lyena Solomon
Rank tracking is the most counter-productive aspect of internet marketing, in my opinion. So,
you are ranking #1 for some keyword – so what? Yes, high ranking brings you traffic, but what
are you doing with this traffic? How high is your ranking page bounce rate? Do people find that
page useful? How much money is it making for you?
Ranking tells us only a part of the story – the page’s reputation among search engines. A better
story is, can that page be a breadwinner. Track revenue, not ranking.
Michelle Robbins
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The most counter-productive aspect of internet marketing today is the “us against them”
attitude I see played out 'in the community' when media 'outside the community' turns its gaze
upon it. Instead of reaching out to mainstream media and traditional marketing associations to
improve understanding of the methods and tactics used, and to broaden the spectrum so that
internet marketing becomes part and parcel of 'traditional marketing' – as it should by this point
be – most seem to want to close up the gates and lob missiles. Marketing is marketing. The
fundamentals remain relatively the same regardless of the channel or platform. The "us against
them" mentality is not only immature, but incredibly counter-productive in moving the industry
forward as a whole.
Rand Fishkin
Marketers (and especially their bosses/clients) are often not driven or even influenced by data.
Sometimes, this is a collection problem (e.g. getting data about how many converting visitors
were, at one point, exposed to a given channel, even if that wasn't the direct referrer), but
oftentimes it's a cultural approach to marketing driven by years of experience in the offline and
branding world (where measurement/analytics are much less prevalent).
I hope in the future, marketers and businesses embrace data as a way to make decisions and
attempt new investments.
Rebekah May
I would say the incorrect use of social media. Social Media can be an excellent tool to add to
your marketing arsenal… when used correctly. Let’s face it, we all have so much stuff to get to
and accomplish during our workday that it can be difficult to find that extra time each day to get
on social media sites.
If you are strapped for time and you are not going to take the time to use social media channels
in a way which provides you with the most benefit, you might as well spend that time doing
something more productive.
Now I don’t recommend ignoring social media – it really is an invaluable tool. Just use it
correctly and avoid common mistakes. A mistake I see too often is over-automation. Don’t
automate all of your social media campaigns so your blog auto posts to your Facebook and your
Facebook auto posts to your Twitter and your Twitter feed is auto-posted to your LinkedIn
account, etc etc. Who will want to follow you on each of these accounts if they are all the same
robotic messages?
Spend your time wisely. Make personal connections with people, reach out to others and
answer questions. Be authentic.
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In all honestly, I can go on and on talking about what to do and what not to do with your Social
Media campaigns. If you are seeking some great advice then I recommend checking out Social
Media Consultant Justin Parks’ blog or the advice Francisco offers over on Socialmouths.
Steve Gerencser
Arguing with other SEOs about what works and what doesn't work. I've come to the conclusion
in the last few years that there are many paths to the same goal. It all depends on the niche, the
competition level and the goals of the client. In some areas a pile of directory links is all you
need, then at the other extreme you are building dozens of feeder sites, creating unbranded
authority sites or even just hammering out hundreds of thousands of junk links. (yes, this does
work in some niches).
In many discussions about tactics and techniques you end up with a polarized group arguing
about the competence of another group while all the time not knowing what the niche is, what
the competition levels are and most certainly what the client's goals are. Getting deeply
involved in these "discussions" is easily the most counter-productive thing you can do as an SEO.
S. Emerson
People believing that writing and submitting articles to article sites, particularly if they submit
the same article to a number of sites, is going to help build quality backlinks. (Create a Link
Building Strategy. Since the Panda update these article sites lost their standing in the search
results. To me spending time building quality content for your own site and working on some
other marketing task that suits your target market would be more productive use of your time.
Taylor Pratt
Creating overly complicated and sophisticated data reports. This could be about anything from
rankings to analytics data. The result is the same – they pull so much data, look at so many
different components that they don’t know what to do with all that data. So many marketers
are focusing on the quantity of data they are pulling, and not the quality of it.
Thomas Fjordside
Creating reports that nobody read. The system can be as simple as “something’s wrong”
“everything’s normal” and “Something good happened”. Or “you made this much money this
week from your website” but people seem intent on keeping ranking reports alive.
Tim Nash
Self-proclaimed gurus, if you believe your own hype or stop learning, then you are inevitably
going to hurt yourself and clients. Only through trying out new things can you go forward.
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William Slawski
One aspect of internet marketing that I would like to see disappear is the temptation for some
people to pursue low impact initiatives to influence search results or visibility on the Web.
I’m tired of deleting comment spam from my site where people enter keywords into name
fields and contribute meaningless or minimal comments that add little. I’m tired of blocking or
reporting fake twitter accounts and social media spam. I’m not alone.
Companies offering bulk Google +’s, fake verified Craig’s List Accounts, and fictitious social
media profiles aren’t offering marketing services, but instead are committing fraud.
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Chapter Five

If Rumplestiltskin Could do it…

Once we’ve seen a technique perform successfully on another site, there’s still the matter of
determining if and how it will work on our site. There are a ton of factors that vary from one site to
another, and even if all but one of the factors are identical (and believe me, the chances of that are slim
to none), that one single difference is still bound to have some bearing on the outcome.
Niche, competition, market demographic, locality, timing… these are just a few of the external factors
that can drive different results from the same technique. Add the on-page factors to the mix, and it
becomes obvious that there’s no such thing as apples & apples, in this context. Similar, perhaps, but
never the same.
This is probably one of the most significant justifications for testing things for ourselves. Certainly,
seeing it work on another similar site makes a technique worth considering. But as I said, one single
difference can cause different results. In either direction, I should add.
For that matter, what’s to say that what didn’t work for another site absolutely won’t work for our
own? No absolutes, remember? Maybe there are some subtle variations in our site’s situation that make
that approach more viable.
Again, testing for ourselves is the only way to be sure. Don’t buy into, or discount, anything, without at
least looking at it with an open mind. If it seems worthy, consider testing it. Cautiously.
You never know, you just might get lucky, and find a way to figuratively turn straw into gold.
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We put this question to our contributors:

4. What is the one aspect of internet marketing that you feel yields the greatest results?
Alan Bleiweiss
Sustainable SEO. Or for Twitter #SustainableSEO
Another phrase I coined at SMX for that same panel. It’s the understanding that to succeed at
SEO, and not have a site be as subject to the continual changes coming from search engines, you
need to truly focus on user experience as seen through the eyes of search algorithms.
Andrea Scarpetta
Conversion marketing. It doesn’t matter which industry or non-profit you are helping, you must
do everything you can help your visitor! Be focused on connecting buyers and sellers and
everybody will be happy.
Andrew Bleakley
Creating quality content. The only way to get to the top of the SERPs and stay there through all
the algorithm changes is to create a website people want to visit time and time again. Buy all
the links and eyeballs you want for your website but sooner or later if you do not belong at the
top of the search results you will be removed.
Anthony Verre
The wealth of metrics available to us. In years past (i.e. ad agencies), there was very little
analysis of campaigns and strategies. It was “gut-check” if it worked or not, based on sales
volumes after a particular ad campaign, obviously leaving a lot to be desired in terms of ROI.
Now, we can know decisively if our strategy worked; we can make adjust-fires in near real-time
to curb deficiencies in strategy.
Barry Adams
I’m probably biased, but SEO for me is the champion of all IM disciplines. The research backs up
the domination of search, with most online purchases starting with a search query. Sure, some
particular businesses can succeed online just fine without search, but they are very few and far
between. In nearly all cases, a business needs to be visible in search engines for relevant,
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revenue-driving keywords, or have a presence on a specific vertical search such as local. Ignoring
that is a dangerous strategy.
Dana Lookadoo
Testing and refining design and messaging. Testing and refining design and messaging. Testing
and refining design and messaging. As Winston Churchill said, “Never. Never. Never give up!”
Danny Sullivan
Right now, I think social media can be incredibly rewarding. With relatively minor effort and
little-to-no spend, you can generate visits and conversions.
Dean Cruddace
If you have done your keyword research correctly from the very beginning then the insights that
your analytics offers up are the greatest wins and indicators towards what your customers are
looking for, don’t go looking for vanity rankings that yield nothing but large visitor numbers
because your competitors will be running circles around you scooping up all of those keyphrases
that actually convert. Pay close attention to how you are being found but don’t get too anal.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
Networking with an authentic and loving heart is the most important aspect of internet
marketing. Many people attempt to network but fail because they have the wrong mindset.
They either fear showing who they really are or dive in with a “what’s in it for me” attitude.
Being genuine and truly caring about others is the basis of effective networking. People can’t
stand masks. Allow your real ‘self’ to appear. No one has to be perfect and trying to live up to
that ‘perfect image’ is exhausting to say the least.
Of course there are those ‘self-centered jerks’ that confuse being sincere with being rude and
bulldozing over other people’s feelings. No one wants to be around that type of person, and I’m
not advocating that you be that way. You can be honest while taking into consideration where
other people are ‘coming from’. Sincerity without love is a major turn off.
If you have love in your heart, it will show. Think about how you can help others. When you see
a ‘dark’ situation, imagine that you are a shining beam of light bringing clarity into that ‘dark’
circumstance. Seek to make a difference and you will build relationships that will last a lifetime.
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Doors will naturally open and good things will happen to you. The more you give without
thinking of what you’ll get back, the more good things will come your way. If you don’t have this
mentality yet, then I suggest doing some internal work and personal development before
attempting to be an internet marketer. That will yield the greatest results other than the fact
that you will be much happier.
Gabriella Sannino
SEO & Brand Marketing
Garrett French
Understanding your target market as an audience and meeting its informational needs with
great content for the purpose of building brand, expertise, links and of course leads. As a
content-based link builder I'm certainly biased though :)
Heather Lloyd-Martin
Granted, I'm a tad biased - but I would say (good) content marketing. The reason why is because
strong content helps you with SEO - and it also helps move prospects along the buying cycle.
Are your customers looking for more information on X before they make a purchase? Great. Add
a page addressing their issue - or even develop a white paper. Are your prospects more visual
and they need to see your items in action? Video is a great alternative. Do you need to sell
more product? Write a fantastic sales-oriented page and watch your conversion rates soar. The
possibilities are endless.
Hugo Gill
A well optimised local presence if appropriate to client's business.
Ian Lurie
Analytics! Real analytics that focus on the true value of a visitor to a web site. If you can attach a
value to every site visitor, you can make an informed decision about almost every aspect of your
marketing campaign. That means you have to know the value of a single customer, and the
number of visitors who become customers. Once you have that, you’ve got the magic formula.
Jahnelle Pittman
I don’t think any one aspect of internet marketing yields the greatest results, although, if I had
to list them, PPC would come in last. For the best results, from a time + money = ROI
perspective, I think it takes a mix of SEO, content development and social for strong ROI.
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You use the SEO to make sure your site is (and stays) relevant to your industry – important to
both the SERPs and visitors, by the way. Then, you develop content according to what’s relevant
to the visitor and your industry, to appease the informavores in all of us. Finally, you use social
to publicize all this great, relevant, informative content.
Jey Pandian
Search marketing, because it taps directly into the demand stream. When people want
information or would like to purchase something, their first steps usually consist of going online
and searching for it.
Joe Hall
It depends on the situation.
Joshua Titsworth
One thing about Internet marketing that always gets clients the results they want is when on
their site they give the user what they want. When a client site can answer the solution the user
is searching for it’s a win for everyone. Link building won’t resolve the solution; even good
content won’t resolve it.
Justin Parks
Speaking in general terms of attitude and approach, there is no doubt in my mind that
dedication is the key to success when it comes to internet marketing. In specific terms of
attitude and approach it’s all about being creatively original.
In the technical world, the greatest results come from simple systems and processes. No matter
what you are doing and how you are doing it, if the process and system behind the approach
isn’t as simple and user friendly as possible, it will cost you fortunes in lost opportunities.
Marketing something and sending the potential client to a fat, obtuse and complicated setup
means frustration, irritation, displeasure and loss. Not acceptable results for a marketer but
something that is easily and often overlooked. You can be the best marketer in the world and if
the end product causes any of the sentiment mentioned, you will lose. Then again, the best
marketers in the world know this and ensure that simplicity is the key aspect of the campaign.
Keeping things simple however, is not simple. All too often we forget how something that we
see as simple can grow extra fingers and thumbs. It’s a matter of planning and testing and
although you may not get it 100% correct the first time, so long as you are willing and able to
aim for simplicity, then you will see the benefits of any and all marketing efforts.
Lyena Solomon
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When companies focus on their customers, the marketing efforts pay off the most. For your
website it means that you have to focus on personas. Your content, offers, promotions,
language – everything should target your favourite customer type.
As far as the specific tactic that works best, I would think it is remarketing. If done right, you will
be able to get fantastic results.
Michelle Robbins
Creating a well architected and easy to navigate web site yields the greatest results. This
involves a number of moving parts, and really falls more to development and technical SEO than
internet marketing, but you can't separate the foundation from the house.
M.J. Taylor
PPC. Though I don’t do Pay Per Click for more than a handful of clients, I think it’s the fastest,
easiest way to drive targeted traffic.
Rand Fishkin
If the business/website/organization hasn't yet invested in conversion rate optimization (CRO),
they should. It almost always delivers the best results. More
here: http://www.seomoz.org/blog/a-checklist-to-choose-which-internet-marketing-channel-isright-for-your-business
Rebekah May
It may not be directly considered an aspect of internet marketing, but if I could pick one thing
that yields the greatest results in internet marketing, I would say networking. Never
underestimate the power of networking and making friends with other individuals in your field.
At first it may seem like sharing your knowledge, skills or resources with another person would
be counterproductive to your own marketing, but having a circle of people you can work with to
help overcome obstacles, share insights and help one another is a powerful thing.
Social Media sites can be turned into powerful networking tools. For SEO and internet
marketing specifically, there are also great community sites – SEOMoz is one of the well known
ones. Another one I would recommend, which has excellent features that sites like SEOMoz
lack, is the SEODojo which has its own private forum and chatroom that not only allow you to
ask and answer questions like you can on SEOMoz, but chat live with your peers. There really
are some great people around these places that I am glad I have met, and would recommend
that anyone who is seriously getting into this profession look into.
Steve Gerencser
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A/B testing. If you can't measure what works vs what doesn't, no amount of effort will ever get
you to the level of results that you and your clients deserve. I have seen SEO projects run for
years with not one person bothering to see if there was a better way.
Running a very close second, analytics. I gave a seminar recently and asked how many people
check their analytics at least once a month. Less than 20% of the attendees even knew what
analytics were. If you aren't watching where your traffic comes from, and then what it does
once it lands on your site, how can you possibly know if you are as successful as you could be?
S. Emerson
This is going to sound like an a typical answer but quality content hands down. With quality
content I have gotten incoming links from educational sites and other respected sources without
really trying. Just provided quality information with just the right on page search engine
optimization to be found without asking.
Taylor Pratt
Focusing on entertaining, helpful and useful content. Every aspect of marketing goes back to
this. Whether you’re creating an article, a video, a tool or even a funny picture – you need to
have something to offer people to get their attention. From SEO to social media, people are
looking for what you have to offer them and that always comes down to content. That will never
change.
Thomas Fjordside
Creating content and having a decent outreach program to promote it. And then of course
building a proper website with good internal structure.
Tim Nash
Personal or near personal interaction. If you can engage with your users, be it directly through
social media or email, then you can clinch and seal deals more easily. Recently, there has been a
trend towards live chat on web sites. This is a great chance to talk to customers and engage with
them.
William Slawski
Helping to enabling online businesses and site owners to introduce integrity, empathy and
responsiveness into their efforts on the Web. Helping them learn how to use an authentic voice
when they blog or create content for their web pages or social media accounts.
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Chapter Six

What Do You Read?

There are more blogs and websites offering SEO and IM wisdom than all of us together could read in a
week, so determining which are the best to follow can be a major undertaking. Let’s make a couple of
assumptions, just to simplify things and make a point.
Assumptions:
A. 50% of them are spouting incorrect or outdated information (personally, I think that’s a generous
number… some would probably say 75% or more);
B. Of the rest, 75% are simply repeating something they saw elsewhere;
That would mean that only 12.5% of those fonts of wisdom are offering information that they feel they
can vouch for as valid. Let’s take it a step further:
C. Only 10% of those sources actually test a theory (remember that word, “test”… we’ll be coming
back to it later)
Now we’re down to 1.25% that are offering information that they have found to be valid through a
“testing” process.
Now, of course, those numbers are arbitrary figures, and could be way off. But I honestly believe they’re
charitable assumtions. If you disagree with them, feel free to plug in your own percentages and do your
own math… I doubt the result will be different enough to paint a vastly different picture.
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For the sake of argument, let’s run with my numbers. 1.25% of the sites and blogs offering SEO and IM
information are offering something that they feel is valid, because they tested it.
Because I’m feeling so charitable, we’ll gloss over the fact that probably less than 1 in 1,000 has a clue of
how to perform a proper test with multiple variables. We’ll just assume that they all tested in a reliable
manner.
How many different sources do you absorb on a weekly basis? Two? Ten? Twenty? One hundred?
Fine. Let’s go with 100 different sources per week (that’s a lot of reading).
On average, ONE of them will be providing you with tested (supposedly validly, remember) information.
Only ONE!
Now if you’re already careful about who you follow, and selective about what you accept, you’re
probably seeing a considerably better number than one. But if you’re new to the game, you’re probably
reading someone’s blog either because it was recommended to you, or because you just saw it so often
that you assumed they must know what they’re talking about.
My point is, you can’t afford to blindly accept anything you read, no matter the source. There are too
many reasons that what they’re saying might not be valid. And even if it’s valid for them, that doenst’
necessarily mean it’ll be valid for you.
The key is to find out who’s got their act together, and the only way to do that with any certainty is to
test things yourself!
Once you find out that someone consistently provides solid information, you’ll probably be willing to
relax a bit on testing their data. That’s up to you. I certainly do. You can also take advantage of various
opportunities to see how others react to their theories and statements, via forums, blog comments and
communities. Networking is a wonderful thing, and this is just one area in which it can be very useful.
Slowly, but surely, you’ll begin to classify individuals as to the level of credibility you feel they deserve. It
can be a time consuming process, and if you’re just starting out and anxious to learn, it can be a little
frustrating. But taking time to learn the right things the right way is a lot less frustrating than having to
undo things because you learned to do them the wrong way.

We put this question to our contributors:

5. If you could only follow one single source of information pertaining to your internet work, which
would it be, and why?
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Alan Bleiweiss
I wouldn’t. Sorry – can’t give in to that temptation. If you want to succeed in this industry, you
need to follow multiple sources across a wide variety of specialty topics. No single source that
I’ve found truly covers the breadth of areas we need to have expertise in or at least collaborate
with a team who has a combined expertise in.
Sphinn, Search Engine Land and Search Engine Journal come close, in combination, in some
ways. Yet not everything that matters gets in even those three combined sources, just because
there are so many places high quality information ends up being found these days.
Andrea Scarpetta
At the moment I would say “Google+”, because there are a lot of amazing people discussing
internet marketing and the possibilities to interact in real time is amazing.
Andrew Bleakley
I love SEODojo for the people, but if I had to pick just one source you can’t beat the experience
and depth of knowledge at Webmaster World, it is probably the ugliest website online but
before you see it on Twitter it has been dissected and argued about in detail on Webmaster
World.
Anthony Verre
I would have to choose Search Engine Land. It offers the broadest overview of all internet
marketing from SEO to Local to Social to PPC and everything in between. They produce timely
news, keeping me abreast of “what’s next”.
Barry Adams
If I say Twitter would that be cheating? Technically it’s a single source, but I follow hundreds of
people that share valuable insights on a daily basis. That makes my Twitter feed the most
valuable information source I have. I rarely visit my feed reader anymore these days, because if
it’s not shared on Twitter by the people I follow, it’s probably not worth reading.
Dana Lookadoo
Google – Read and watch everything that comes out of the Google webmaster blog.
Danny Sullivan
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If I couldn’t follow our own Search Engine Land site, it would be Techmeme. That’s my daily tech
newspaper, keeping me apprised of all the major stories.
Dean Cruddace
I suppose it is personal choice and being able to have dedicated answers from experienced
journeymen and women for me though I have drawn so much knowledge from the SEO Dojo
members, there is such a fountain of experience from within the forums and chat room at so
many different stages of the journey.
Debra Mastaler
I have three sources I read daily: Search Engine Land, SeoByTheSea and SEOBook.
Search Engine Land is my daily newspaper, if it's happening in our SEO world, I'll read about it
there.
SEOByTheSea helps me understand why search engine results may be displaying the way they
are. Bill does a good job of tying in ranking trends with what's being published by the search
engines and other prominent search engineers.
SEOBook is thought provoking, I don't always agree with Aaron, but his content motivates me to
look at issues in a different way.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
Single source? I don’t follow single sources as that would give me tunnel vision and a distorted
perception of reality.
However when there are the best minds united in one place, you will find the highest quality of
information to research from and draw great conclusions. Therefore, if I could only go to one
place for information about my internet work it would be at the SEO Training Dojo.
Gabriella Sannino
Twitter, because there is so much information. I can go through various lists /accounts and find
exactly what I’m looking for…plus it helps establish your presence, authority, and value online.
Garrett French
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Would it be cheating to say Twitter? I follow a fantastic collection of link building and content
experts that keep me updated on the latest great content from everywhere. In case that's
cheating I'd have to say SEL since they have the SearchCap that rounds up the day's most
notable search stories :)
Heather Lloyd-Martin
This is a hard question to answer because I read so many blogs - and they all pertain to what I
do. Search Engine Land is a fantastic site. As is ClickZ. Target Marketing Magazine has some good
articles, as well as Search Engine Journal. I couldn't choose just one - I enjoy reading multiple
perspectives.
Hugo Gill
Search Engine Land as it brings together a good blend of news, tips and information.
Ian Lurie
That changes every few months. Right now, I’d say Hacker News. It gives me a little bit of
everything, from nerdy stuff to marketing to trending stories I should look at for content work.
Jahnelle Pittman
There’s no such thing. I have yet to come across a single site that offers up all the necessary
information. If I could only pick a few, though, they’d be The Blind Five Year Old, SEO By the Sea
and Search News Central.
Jey Pandian
I’d go straight into the SEO Dojo’s Study Hall. Content is presented as factually as
possible with scientific rigor and several rounds of feedback by prominent SEOs. It is
rare in the online world to find such a place where user generated comments do not run
amuck.
Joe Hall
My Twitter stream. I get probably 90% of my information from it now.
Joshua Titsworth
I try not to get tied to one single source. Instead I follow a list of people that write awesome
content consistently and read what they publish, when they publish. In that similar manner I
follow a core set of people on Twitter that share information that might not be written by
people on my “must read list” but are gold nuggets that are “must reads”.
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Justin Parks
It would be the SEO Training Dojo, without a doubt. The people involved in that community are
real, experienced and friendly experts in their respective fields and in all the years I have been
working online, no other community has been so supportive, instructive or helpful.
While catering to all levels from beginners to the most experienced individuals, the level of
expertise that is behind The SEO Dojo still boggles my mind and in conjunction with this, the
access and willingness to share ideas, results and pertinent information is fantastic.
It’s the first and last place I go to for feedback and advice.
Lyena Solomon
The most valuable source for me is Avinash Kaushik’s Analytics blog. The reason is simple – if
you – an SEO professional – cannot make the company money, you are useless to that company.
Analytics gives us areas of focus and provides us with information about how we are affecting
the bottom line. If you made millions for your client, they will not care that your ranking did not
change much.
Michelle Robbins
I have a diverse background, and my position requires that I stay abreast of 3 distinct fields –
web design, web/web application development, and internet marketing. So I'm going to have to
give a source for each discipline.
For web design, hands down, it's A List Apart – it's absolutely the best resource for standards
based web design and usability.
For web development and programming, I look to O'Reilly. I have multiple shelves filled end to
end with their books which include comprehensive programming manuals as well as field guide
like 'cookbooks' for specific languages and protocols. They are an excellent training and
reference resource.
For search and internet marketing information, I follow Search Engine Land. There's no way to
include that without it seeming self promotional, but I honestly don't think there is another
publication that better presents the broad spectrum of information and news that encompasses
internet marketing. The coverage is comprehensive, the writing top notch, and the combined
experience and knowledge of the editorial staff as well as columnists and contributors is
unmatched in my opinion - as both a reader and a practitioner.
M.J. Taylor
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SEOMoz. They back up their work with solid research.
Rand Fishkin
Probably Hacker News: http://news.ycombinator.com
Rebekah May
This question is probably the hardest because I am forced to just choose one! There are a
variety of great sites I like to follow which specialize in different aspects of online marketing.
Due to this, I might cheat and say Twitter as Twitter will provide me with direct access to a
variety of content from multiple sources.
Steve Gerencser
Only one? My own testing and analytics. Online marketing has finally evolved to a point where
there are too many variables, too many ways of driving traffic, and too many ways to convert
that traffic to limit yourself to just one source of information.
S. Emerson
The webmaster guidelines published by each of the main search engines and directories. It just
happens that Google is the most forward about providing easily accessible information between
their Webmaster Tools Help and GoogleWebmasterHelp YouTube channel. You can learn a lot
from reading through these sources yourself and be able to verify or debunk other information
you see around.
Taylor Pratt
My analytics. It provides me with everything I need to know. I can see which areas of my site
aren’t converting or aren’t getting enough traffic and can then form my hypothesis as to why.
There is no more telling and helpful resource than your own analytics.
Thomas Fjordside
This one is unfair :) but I think it would be http://econsultancy.com/uk/blog well rounded, all
around marketing reading and you don’t get 200 articles about how a title tag should look. I
believe that to do SEO you don’t really need to know whether Google counts bold or h6 as being
most important. These small details will keep you from doing more important stuff, like creating
content or reaching out or buying advertising.
Tim Nash
I warn people away from any single source (unless you count google.com search results) but if I
had to choose one, it would be Stack Overflow. While not a dedicated Internet Marketing
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resource and being aimed at programmers, its wealth of information goes from coding
problems, to analytics and javascript issues. It has become such a central point for information
for me that I actually include a modifier when googling to search stack overflow first.
William Slawski
I’m a huge fan of primary sources, which brings me to the pages of the USPTO often to search
for patent filings from the search engines, Google scholar for whitepapers from search
engineers and the official blogs and research sites from Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo.
If I had to choose between those sources, I’d pick the patent office offerings every day.
Granted patents may have some age to them, but they can sometimes fill in details that have
been guessed at, introduce new ideas that may not have surfaced but should have, and
sometimes even introduce approaches that haven’t happened yet, but still may.
Published pending patents may offer insights into contemporary processes that are in use today,
or tell us about areas of research that a search engine may have explored or might introduce in
the future.
Both have the power to allow us to see through the eyes of search engineers, a perspective that
can add to our knowledge and experience of optimizing pages and of marketing sites. We can
learn from them some of the assumptions that search engines work with when considering
search, searchers, and the Web.
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Chapter Seven

Foreseeing the Future

For as long as man has been around, he’s had the desire to see into the future, but after centuries of
failure, seems to have finally accepted its impossibility (except for a few fringe-riders, anyway). Still,
there are ways to foresee possibilities and probabilities, and those that do so successfully often reap
significant benefits.
One way this can pay off for those of us in the SEO/IM fields is in future-proofing our sites. That may
sound difficult, but it’s actually quite a lot easier than picking a winner at the track.
I look upon future-proofing as having two facets. One is not using any techniques that may have a
negative backlash in the future, and the other is being an early adopter of techniques that have (or will
have) a positive effect in the future.
Let’s talk about the negative possibilities first. A good example would be the sites that buy inbound
links. It doesn’t take a brain surgeon to figure out that doing something that’s against the search
engines’ guidelines just might eventually get the site hammered. Playing around the edge of acceptable
practices can have a short-term benefit, but can also create big problems if caught.
Having thin content or poor quality (subjective, I know, but still an issue) can be other issues that could
be foreseen as risky. Ideally, one doesn’t play around in areas that are known to be frowned upon, or
that are likely to be frowned upon in the future.
The other side of future-proofing involves a bit more imagination, tempered with common sense. Here,
we try to foresee what may become a positive, even if it isn’t yet. A prime example would be the folks
that started building a strong social persona way back when. An SEO-practicing Barbara Mandrell might
have sung, “I was social when social wasn’t cool.”
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Those people may have thought it likely that social connections would one day take on an important
role in search, and by being early adopters, established themselves so they could reap the benefits later.
Others may have foreseen that the search engines would eventually have to begin phasing out links and
pagerank as a major ranking factor, and saw social connections as the logical progression.
Almost exactly a year ago, I predicted exactly that on my old blog, and then republished it on my new
one. I also discussed it again last year here and here. This year, it appears as though Google may have an
image of a different type of Linked Data, somewhat different from what Tim Berners-Lee had in mind so
many years ago. I’m still as convinced as I was last year that links will be greatly devalued, and pagerank
will be phased out in favor of some new, more socially-centric “rank”.
I wasn’t exactly what you could call an “early adopter” of social media. In fact, I resisted it, for the most
part. But last year, I decided that it was time to dive into it, and put my money where my mouth was, so
to speak. All it cost me was a little more time, and there was no risk associated with it.
However, at the same time, I stopped worrying about gaining links to my site. Pagerank stopped being
important to me, since I decided that some new sort of “rank” would be coming down the pike,
probably closely tied to social media connections. Forsaking any linkbuilding efforts did carry some risk,
if I was wrong, but not enough to concern me greatly.
Don’t misunderstand me… I’m not saying that ranking is going to evolve into a system that is solely, or
even largely, based upon social connections. But I am convinced that those connections will play a role,
and a greater role than links will. I think pagerank is breathing its last breath and will soon expire.
That’s what I have done to future-proof my approach. What about you?
We put this question to our contributors:

6. What dramatic changes do you foresee in the next year or two in the way webpages are
optimized/ranked? Why do you see this as probable?

Alan Bleiweiss
Schema.org – as I mentioned in answering a previous question. It’s going to take content level
optimization to a whole new level – exponentially more granular than it is today. Because it’s
going to involve code level optimization specific to content.
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If you think you’ve seen enough of that already with image alt attributes, link labels and old
school table headers, then breadcrumbs and hReview or hRecipe microformats, you ain’t seen
nothin’ yet!
Andrea Scarpetta
Some business sectors are going to be dominated by social signals (eg: google +1) because they
are the basics of a “recommendation engine”, I’d say that the days of the “social shopping” are
near the corner: since I trust my friends’ opinions, if three of them recommend a hotel, a certain
TV model or a carbon-fiber crocheting hook… I will probably click on the “buy” button… and if I
still have doubt, I can ask my friends more details almost immediately. In this scenario, link
building is going to be devaluated, while it will be strong and important for those business
sectors where a great deal of knowledge is required (eg: high-end tools, Academics, Medicine,
etc.).
Implementing Schemas will also be vital, in order to improve the crawling of complex websites
like big ecommerce and news portals.
Andrew Bleakley
Webpages will need to become more self-describing and self contained. Be that microdata,
microformats, the schema.org vocabulary or something new entirely, search engines have
signalled that they are approaching the extent to which they can extract the intent from HTML
documents and we will need to find a better way to define purpose and relationships between
documents.
Anthony Verre
Two big changes that are already happening now but will be much more prominent in a year or
two: social and page speed. With the introduction of Google+, it is clear that Google is looking to
social signals as an identifier through the general populous to help augment the algorithm as to
what constitutes good content. With smart phones, and visa via the mobile web, becoming
more and more prevalent, I tend to think that page loading speed will become a much larger
factor in order to assure that the mobile web continues to grow.
Barry Adams
I think that big search engines such as Google realise the link graph is losing its potency, and are
looking for authenticity signals to separate the spam from the genuine content. Social Media
plays a huge role there, and there are many signals pointing to the growing importance of social
media signals playing a larger role in search.
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That of course opens up a new can of worms with abundant spam on social media sites, but this
is a fight search engines aren’t waging on their own – social media sites themselves have a
vested interest in keeping spam on their platforms to a minimum. This shares the spam-fighting
burden, and helps make social signals more valuable.
So there you go, I’ve gone from a social media sceptic a few years ago to someone who’s aware
of its enormous potential for search. Now if you’ll excuse me, I need to send a parka to Satan
because Hell just froze over.
Dana Lookadoo
Social and off-site signals will have a greater predominance as ranking factors. Google and Bing
are increasingly giving more weight to social. They are leveraging multiple signals to associate
entities and to incorporate user behaviour as signals – what people talk about, what they share,
how they interact with the SERPs and with pages. (Ah, now see, that’s why marketers should
also be looking at people first!)
Danny Sullivan
Social media signals will continue to be used and used more strongly. I call social media shares
“the new link building.” I see this because search engines desperately need an off-the-page
ranking criteria, and links have become degraded due to being sold or not given freely when
deserved. I think social shares are a form of trusted linking.
Dean Cruddace
The search teams within the Googleplex, Bing and Yahoo have some of the smartest engineering
brains on the planet and they have been tweaking our search results for quite a while now in
every kind of vertical imaginable, the more they discover about us the more they will tweak
their own products to fit in with their advertising models and at the same time offer relevancy.
Of course I am talking about local search with a good sprinkling of personalization, we are still in
my mind at the very beginning of how much Google et al actually know about us and how much
of that is being integrated into our search experience, how much are they holding back that they
could integrate into our SERPs? The social graph is growing and how long or how much of a leap
of faith would it be to suggest that “Doc Sheldon Campbell has actually bought the same thing
you are looking at right now”.
My short answer would be local personalized search suggesting navigational, informational and
Transactional.
Debra Mastaler
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No doubt social media signals will play a role ranking web pages but I believe personalization
signals will play a larger role. With Google introducing G+1 and Bing getting ready to launch
their version, it will be easy for each engine to track and evaluate how people are sharing
between services. Incorporating usage stats from platforms such as email, video sites, feed
readers, image sharing etc engines can assign credibility and reputation levels to the signals
passed between them. Fake people, new people and spam bots won't have the historical
credibility behind their profiles and their interactions won't carry as much/any weight.
Cultivating your brand appearance and reputation will become a key factor for all SEO's.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
There are so many updates implemented each year, it’s hard to try to figure out exactly what
Google will be doing next. However if you watch Google Webmaster videos, you’ll get a better
understanding of where they’re heading. For example, Matt Cutts ‘hinted’ in one of the videos
that article directories were low quality and not surprisingly those sites were some of the most
affected by the ‘Panda’ updates. Once in a while, you’ll find these non direct statements that
you can read into and figure out what’s going to happen next. Based on what I’ve been reading,
I believe mobile, personalization, page segmentation and social signals will all impact rankings.
When Google launched Chrome, they had ulterior motives (a.k.a. data retrieval). In the same
way, I believe they will use the data that they get from Google Plus users to make changes in the
algorithm. (Of course we can never be sure of anything that will happen; just make our best
educated guess.)
Ultimately the best thing to do when optimizing your pages, is to focus on practices that will
never be frowned upon by Google, (or at least not penalized). That way, no matter what
happens, you’re safe from major hits.
Gabriella Sannino
Link building for the sake of authority won’t be as important. Links now have more value when
they are earned. Especially with social it will have a heavier hand in how pages are ranked,
especially with personalization and, of course, depending on where and how Google+ fairs in all
of this new network.
Garrett French
Bill Slawski – that's who I'd ask for this one ;)
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Heather Lloyd-Martin
I'm not sure if "dramatic" would be the right term to use. For instance, I know that Panda
represented a dramatic change in ranking for some companies - but I see the update as "Google
getting back to valuing quality content." If anything, I see more opportunities for companies to
connect with their readers/prospects.
Hugo Gill
At a guess I would say sentiment analysis as search engines are now able to access peoples’
feelings on a product/service through social media channels as well as forums, review sites and
blogs.
Ian Lurie
We’re going to see a continuing devaluation of links. It’ll be dramatic, though, because links
have been such a large perceived part of the equation for so long. It’s going to flip a lot of the
rankings on their heads. It’s unavoidable, though, given the work and changes Google’s been
rolling out. Panda showed a real focus on document and site quality, and they’ve been working
on using social media as a ranking factor for a while now. Put those together and you can see
links’ relative value dropping fast.
Jahnelle Pittman
Social and local – search is obviously becoming more social, more personalized and more
targeted towards local results. SEO is useful from technical and relevance standpoints (it’s
amazing how easy it is to get your site off track as months go by), but internet marketers will
really need to embrace – and understand! - social marketing for their clients.
Then again, the future is really hard to foresee, due to how fast search is changing. All I really
know is that it’s going to be exciting, it’s going to be challenging, and we’re going to have to
work hard to keep up.
Jey Pandian
I see us moving away from links as a dominant factor with more reliance on the
linguistics of a particular language. Google already uses n-grams to calculate
probabilities of words appearing in web documents, I don’t think it’s a haphazard guess
to wager the creation of an IR technology with AI-like intelligence with the ability to
comprehend web pages by simply reading them and running them through mathematical
equations.
Joe Hall
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I think we will see an increase in social signals and more blended search products. The increase
in social only seems logical as Google slowly moves away from dependence on the link graph.
Blended search products means that as Google and Bing rely more on structured data we will
see more search related apps but aren’t intended on a click through. For example why should I
search for a “review site” on a product if I can see all the reviews right in the SERPs? Product
name: Product Review Search.
Joshua Titsworth
I think Google is gearing up to something very similar again to Panda, but instead of being
focused on content, it will be focused on backlinks. I think the mass amount of link networks and
mini-nets that have been created over years are beginning to show their “foot-print”. As
random as the creators think they are creating them, a randomized pattern is still a pattern. It’s
only a matter of time before Google is able to see it, and then devalue those links.
Justin Parks
Social Media is already having a massive impact on search results as the search engines try
harder and harder to produce more focused and relevant results for the end user via
personalised search. Taking this evolution into account, I think the trend will continue and in a
few years, the difference between search and social will become almost unnoticeable as they
combine more and more and the networks we are involved in and are allowed to exert more
influence on what we, as users, see in return when we perform a search.
In regards to how this will affect search in the future it, will almost certainly become more about
“ME” as an individual, a completely unique set of data will be presented for every search I do
and as such, the importance of things like code, website links, exact domain names and
keywords will become more levelled to the point where some of these factors will become
obsolete. I still believe they will be used as signals to help the overall algorithm perform, but the
usage of my “social graph”, “social profile” and existing “social network” will become more and
more important, making SEO as we know it today, almost unrecognisable in a few short years.
This, of course, raises massive questions about the industry and how it functions in terms of
technical structure and approach. We have to account for the way that the technology is
developing to become more and more user friendly and accessible by the normal user. Today
we can see “ordinary” or “untrained” people set up a website in Wordpress, start Twitter or
Facebook, add some apps and call APIs or RSS, add their business on local listings, get an online
billing system and CRM or ecommerce provider and suddenly they are up and running with an
infrastructure and marketing capability that could put many fortune 500 companies to shame.
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This access will mean huge shifts in the way search is done, how sites are ranked, the speed with
which sites are created and deployed and the way they are ranked and optimised by Google.
I haven’t even mentioned mobile. That’s another huge change in how we see influence exerted,
changing the results. Imagine your search results on a mobile search affected by your geo
location or by the “networks” of people in your immediate vicinity? Not an unbelievable
scenario based on the evidence of the current technology available.
Lyena Solomon
I see websites moving towards more personalization. Already we see “related posts” on blogs
and “your friends who like us on Facebook” widgets to make the website and the content more
relevant, more personal to the visitor. With expansion of social media, I see more integration
with the sites, more interaction. And the reason is that personalization gets results. I also think
that search will be more personalized. We already rank results, see what our friends read or
liked. Community filter of information will get more prominent.
Michelle Robbins
In the next year or two, I think brands, the social graph and off page factors will continue to
grow in importance where web page – or more accurately, whole web site - rankings are
concerned. With personalized search, mobile and other location aware searching, as well as
social sharing, reviews, etc. - the ability for a search engine to develop a better, holistic picture
about the content of a site overall (vs. just a given single page) will continue to improve. As for
optimization, I see larger teams comprised of individuals specializing in specific channels (social,
ppc, apps, mobile, offline) working together on more integrated campaigns – a more traditional
agency style approach, with brand development as the primary goal.
M.J. Taylor
I believe “self service” links – blog commenting and article directories in particular – will be less
and less effective. Panda has already ushered in changes to Google’s algorithm to erode their
effectiveness. That will continue.
Rand Fishkin
I suspect we'll see even more use of user + usage data, combined with signals of authenticity
about a content's producer/author (possibly through more social-based signals).
Rebekah May
I think this will be a great next few years or more for Social Media managers. In addition to
Google releasing Google + and the +1 service, Google has been making a big push in the areas of
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social search, personalized search and real time search. I see this trend continuing where social
media mentions and friends may even become the backlink profiles of yesterday. There will be
a bigger emphasis placed on trust and authenticity as these factors will help determine how the
search engines may or may not rank your content.
I think this has its pros and cons. This will be good for those who have built a strong reputation
around what they do – but I also think this will make the entry barrier for new websites and new
authors to get visibility a lot more difficult. While this seems a little unfair to new businesses, I
can understand the intention behind this, as it will be more difficult for spammers as they tend
to use multiple identities without building a solid reputation under a single identity.
I keep mentioning less emphasis on links – and I want to say that I don’t think link building as an
SEO method is going to die out completely; I just think it will not be as important to SEO as it is.
Currently, link building is one of the most important factors in optimizing a website for search
engines. I think this will be taken down a notch or two, and in time, social media may take first
place.
While social media will be an increasingly important “off page” ranking factor, I think that
content improvement will gain more attention. The saying ‘content is king’ which has not held
true in all circumstances previously, will become more important as others start seeing the value
that good content can provide in tandem with proper social media usage.
I also think video and mobile are both going to become more important. By mobile, I am
referring to mobile websites as well as marketing techniques such as click to call numbers in
both website and Adwords, the use of QR codes and more.
I believe we will start seeing a lot more videos too, and that a lot of SEOs, myself included
should start looking into video SEO as well as marketing.
Steve Gerencser
Most likely we will see more and more social signals integrated in to the ranking algorithm. I
think we would already be seeing more of that if Facebook had opened its analytics to Google
when they were trying to negotiate a deal. With the #1 destination website closed to Google
they have been forced to rely on lesser indicators and to try, again, to create a social site of their
own that they can mine for data to be used for rankings.
S. Emerson
Even though there are lots of Do It Yourself (DIY) services for building websites, unless they
upgrade them to ask the right questions for the user, the DIY website owner is going to have to
either hire someone that keeps up with the latest SEO tactics or spend a lot of time learning
how they need to tweak the sites these services produce.
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With all the semantic web things, Resource Description Framework (RDF), product feeds and
HTML 5 coming, the DIY website owner is going to lose out. Even those who sub out the
creation of their site are going to have to learn something about this stuff so they pay once to
have the site produced correctly the first time.
Taylor Pratt
A much stronger emphasis on structured data and holistic Internet marketing, and we’re already
seeing evidence of both.
Structured data like schemas enhance the display of search results. They are great not only for
humans in terms of usability, but it’s beneficial to the search engine robots themselves.
Traditionally, search engines have had to rely on how the HTML was coded and rendered which
prevented them from interpreting all relevant data points – like venue, price and time for
concerts or movies. You can learn more about schemas at schema.org and take advantage of
this free tool: schema-creator.org.
Holistic Internet marketing refers to how our various marketing activities work together and
influence each other. We’ve seen over the last 1-2 years the social impact of SEO – and those
types of influences are only going to grow whether they are direct ranking influences or just
strong data sources.
Thomas Fjordside
I feel that to keep your sites optimized, a more and more holistic approach is needed. You need
to have it all to keep your website safe from the many changes that are happening everywhere. I
also see video and local keep growing as the smartphones with internet access will become the
standard (that’s about.. now). I also see social and local happening at the same time. I want to
know what my friends liked in the city I’m in.
Tim Nash
I think Google is going through a period of being reactive rather than proactive. As social media
continues to gain momentum and ideas spread faster, there is a genuine possibility that the
major search engines could face stiff competition from something not yet on the market. Search
Engines are currently in a halfway house and while they try and fail to bring social media factors
into their rankings the results will wildly fluctuate. In the meantime, segmentation and more
machine-readable meta data will start to drive search engines into true content segmentation.
This can already be seen with recipes and reviews and I expect that to be expanded.
William Slawski
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I’m seeing a strong move towards object level ranking, where information is collected about
named entities, or specific people, places and things, including brands and ideas. Google’s
acquisition of Metaweb and their system for associating the same entities under different
names is one aspect of this.
While Google recently introduced schema.org and metadata that can be associated with
different businesses and entities, Google has also been working hard on understanding
structured data that appears on Web pages in tables, lists, and where key-value pairs are
located, and trying to learn from labels associated with those to create their own understanding
of schemas as they find them., using an attribute correlation statistics database as described in
Google papers such as “WebTables: Exploring the Power of Tables on the Web”
(http://yz.mit.edu/papers/webtables-vldb08.pdf) and in “Uncovering the Relational Web”
(http://yz.mit.edu/papers/relweb-webdb08.pdf)

Return to Table of Contents
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Chapter Eight

Your Tools

There are tons of tools available for KW research and analytics, many of them free, some a one-time
purchase and others a monthly subscription. For those still learning, a free tool is probably the wisest
choice, at first, in order to learn what can be accomplished with tools. Then, you’ll be better able to
select the tool that best suits your needs.
Much depends on the nature of your work, too. For instance, some sites will require a very granular
analysis of referrers while others might be more interested in less detailed data. Many tools do a great
job in one area, and fall short of the mark in another.
That’s why many SEOs will have a number of different tools that they draw upon, depending upon what
their immediate goals are. I know several that use a handful of tools on each site audit, in order to
extract the information they want. Others may stick with nothing more than GWT and an Excel
spreadsheet to drill down to the necessary level.
Unfortunately, the majority of the tools out there have a lot in common. In fact, some are nothing more
than copies of others, offering nothing new. Most of us will go through a long array of tools before we
finally settle on a collection that we feel comfortable relying upon.
Those that are proficient coders will sometimes build their own tool, concentrating on the criteria that
are important to them. The ability of a tool to focus upon only certain data can result in a tool that is
faster or more granular than others, either of which can be a major benefit.
A good place to start, of course, is to talk to others, and hear which tools they’ve come to prefer after
having gone through that selection process. Perhaps it’ll help you to hear what tools these members of
our panel of contributors prefer.
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We put this question to our contributors:

7. What tools, if any, do you regularly use in your work?

Alan Bleiweiss
My team. Oh – sorry – they’re not really “tools” in the negative connotation. They’re “tools” in
the sense that each is someone who is becoming ever more skilled in certain aspects of our
industry. Content writing, social media, code, keyword research, project management…
Each therefore serves a purpose in helping me achieve my goals and our company’s goals. And
so yeah, from the regard of “we need to achieve a certain goal, we’ll need the following tools”,
that’s my team nowadays 
If you’re looking for an answer regarding industry based automated solutions that help us do
our work more efficiently? Here’s my list of tools:
OpenSiteExplorer.org
AuthorityLabs.com
Google Keyword Tool
MyNextCustomer.com dashboard
Excel
Trackur
Knowem
Google Analytics
Google Webmaster Tools
Bing Webmaster Tools
In addition, more and more, I’m diving into using the internal Click2Rank app, a dashboard that
initially came from the mind of Kris Roadruck, and that I’ve overseen the evolving of. It’s
replacing our use of Basecamp for project management, various and sundry rank checkers, and
it even has a great fundamental ORM aid.
Andrea Scarpetta
Excel (doh)
Seomoz tools
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MajesticSeo
Market Samurai (less and less, unfortunately has been nerfed)
Ubersuggest
Link assistant (the Rank tracker module)
Andrew Bleakley
I am not using any tools anymore. A couple of years ago they were a useful way to automate
several processes, but as search results are becoming more localised, personalised and socially
influenced the gaps between what an automated tool reports and what the customers and
clients see is getting to great to try and shortcut. The tools will eventually catch up with how
“real people” use search results but at the moment they are just not there.
Anthony Verre
Screaming Frog, Google Keyword Tool, Majestic SEO, SEOMoz’s Tool Suite
Barry Adams
I use different tools for different types of internet marketing. For SEO the tools I rely on the
most are Screaming Frog’s SEO spider, SEOmoz’s Open Site Explorer, MajesticSEO, and a lot of
plugins for my browsers. I also make abundant use of Excel and the various tools that Google
provides, such as Webmaster Tools.
Google Analytics is an absolutely vital tool for any internet marketer, as without the insights it
can provide you’re just groping around in the dark. An internet marketer that isn’t perfectly
comfortable with web analytics isn’t a good internet marketer.
But the most important tool of all is my brain, specifically my common sense. IM is a fast-moving
industry that requires constant learning and improving, but it’s also rife with hype, and a good
set of brains will pierce that hype and allow the marketer to focus on stuff that really works.
Dana Lookadoo
Gosh...this is tough. I’m going to “cheat” and give you the top 3:
A.
Brain
B.
Excel
C.
Browser – spend a lot of time looking at the SERPs
Other tools are too numerous to list and vary depending upon the aspect of the project. If you
asked which one free tool could I not do without that’s not listed above?
IIS SEO Toolkit by Microsoft
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Paid tools? SEOmoz and SEOBook are regularly-used tools sets, plus a few more.
Danny Sullivan
Twhirl. WordPresss. ChartBeat. Bit.ly. CoTweet. Twitter apps on my iPhone and Android. Sea
Monkey for off-line authoring.
Dean Cruddace
Domain Samurai, Google Keyword Tool, QUIX, URIM, CherryPicker, GeoSetter, SEOSpyglass,
AWR, IIS SEO Toolkit, ScreamingFrog, Pixie, Irfanview, TOAD for MySQL and few of the other
usual suspects like Google Analytics, Statcounter, Wordtracker make their way into my daily
routines. All of them make my life as an SEO a little easier.
Debra Mastaler
I can't live without my alert services, I have no less than four running at the same time, each
with about 50 keywords phrases. I also use DropBox,, with as much travelling as I do, it's a
convenient way to store and access information.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
I have a huge list of tools that I use, that I’ve collected over years. Most of them are totally free.
There are too many to list them all here. I’ll soon be launching this list on my blog:
http://www.embracinghome.com/blog/ .
Gabriella Sannino
Google Webmaster Tools, WebCEO, Raven Tools, SEOmoz, Cavario, and anything else I can get
my hands on.
Garrett French
I use my broken link building tool (http://brokenlinkbuilding.com ), spreadsheets, Yahoo Site
Explorer (and when it closes will switch to OSE), my SERP scraper tool for content promotion
prospecting , email, a countdown timer so I don't stay in research mode too long
(http://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown-timer/ ), the link opener tool for opening LOTS
of URLs at once (http://linkopener.com/ ), Pandora for music, Google of course and lastly the
unbelievably nifty Google Suggest Scraper (http://suggest.thinkpragmatic.net/ .)
Heather Lloyd-Martin
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I love Wordstream. :)
Hugo Gill
Xenu Link Sleuth, Screaming Frog SEO Spider, SeoBook's SEO Toolbar, Link Diagnosis and various
Keyword Research Tools.
Ian Lurie
Google Spreadsheets. I use it for calculation and analysis, and as a scraper/dashboard for clients.
Jahnelle Pittman
Anything I can get my hands on! For the most part, I use a mix of old-fashioned, by-handthrough-the-SERPs research and Excel. As tools get more powerful, I’ve started using programs
like RavenTools and WebCEO as a starting point for research, and Google Analytics or other
analytics program for monitoring/tracking.
Jey Pandian
I use Google.com search and primarily keyword research tools such as SEO Book’s
Keyword Research Tool and SEOmoz’s Open Site Explorer
Joe Hall
Raven’s SEO Tools, WordPress, and many self built ones.
Joshua Titsworth
I’m a big fan of SEOmoz and Raven Tools. SEOmoz has an awesome set of tools that cut a lot of
the work time in half. Raven is great for tracking data and comparing current site behaviour to
that of past behaviour. Awesome tools everyone should be using.
Justin Parks
A pretty wide range of things. I use all the available Google tools when I’m doing my work.
Google Keywords, Analytics, Trends and webmaster tools to cite just a few.
I don’t tend to go for third party products except maybe Majestic and Raven tools as I find most
of them limited, due to the data sets they can process or because they don’t provide the right
type of information I need for European-based research.
So many have neglected or simply don’t address data from this side of the pond that you have
to be cautious about the information you analyse.
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Lyena Solomon
I use many tools for different purposes. For SEO projects I use SEOmoz tools (Open Site
Explorer, toolbar, keyword difficulty tool, dashboard, labs, etc.), Raven Tools, Market Samurai,
SEM Rush, Majestic SEO, Xenu, IIS SEO Toolkit, WhiteSpark, and others. For Analytics, I use
Google Analytics, WASP plugin for Firefox, NextAnalytics plugin for Excel. My favourite usability
tool for websites is CrazyEgg. I have also used FeedbackArmy, 4Q and Usabilla.
Michelle Robbins
There are 2 tools I've used regularly since I began doing this in the mid 90s – TextPad (every day)
and Xenu (multiple times per week at least).
M.J. Taylor
My brain and my instinct – oh, and my computer; Google Analytics, WT, Adwords – I use PPC
campaigns to test keywords.
Rand Fishkin
I have a whole presentation I just did on this topic! http://www.slideshare.net/randfish/a-fewfavorite-tools-for-inbound-marketing
Rebekah May
I take advantage of a number of tools in my daily work. To start off with, I have Pro Membership
with SEOMoz, which offers some really great tools – my favorite being Linkscape which is an
absolutely wonderful tool for link building, auditing and more.
I also use a variety of toolbars. I have the SEOMoz toolbar, web developer Toolbar and also use
Firebug and SEOQuake.
As far as Keyword tools go, depending on my needs I will use SEOMoz’s tool, Keyword Spy,
SEMRush, or Wordstream.
I will also use tools like Whitespark to research citations around the web which is useful for both
my own sites and my clients sites when I am working on local SEO campaigns.
S. Emerson
Google Webmaster Tools to observe how the sites are doing, find pages that need some internal
link loving and assess any other information Google cares to share with me. Improve Internal
Linking Using Google Webmaster Tools. Verify Site Ownership - Google Webmaster Tools.
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Google Webmaster Tools Overview. Create Account at Google. Google Analytics to get my
weekly report for each site. Results in the reports are up and down each week but use this as a
general guide of how the sites are doing.
Yahoo! Site Explorer to check backlinks but they are doing away with that tool so I will have to
find a replacement.
A header checker to double check my 301 redirects have been done correctly.
Google Adwords Keyword tool to check the viability of keyword phrases I am considering using
then check each major search engine for the results when the keyword phrase is searched for.
Services provided by W3C such as the W3C HTML Validator to check my coding for errors and
W3C CSS Validator to check for CSS errors. I use the validators to make sure coding is not an
issue when checking for cross-browser issues. The search engines have to be able to decipher
poor coding but my philosophy is that if your site works in all browsers and is accessible then
the visitors are going to stay (reduced bounce rate) and spread the word for you via word of
mouth, social bookmarking and social networking (free incoming links).
W3C Link Checker for broken links. Sites close down or move their pages around without using
301 redirects so as a benefit to my readers I make sure the outgoing links are up to date. There
is nothing more annoying than an article having a broken link to a suggested resource. Find
Broken Links.
For download speed I use Google Site Speed and Yahoo! Slow plugins in Firefox to check how
slow or quick the sites are downloading. Not only has Google included this in their factors, you
are going to have a high bounce rate if the site is slow to download. People are very impatient
(me included) when pages do not download quickly enough. Test Web Page Download Speed.
Quirk SearchStatus plugin is installed in Firefox to check client sites for nofollow attributes that
are damaging their internal linking.
The NoScript Firefox plugin I use to check for content that is script driven and the search engine
bots will not be able to see.
Thomas Fjordside
Market Samurai, whois.domaintools.com, Screaming Frog SEO Spider. And some tools
developed for our sites.
Tim Nash
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Most of the tools I use are custom built. When we do use third party tools, it’s because we need
something outside our core competencies; for example, Capsule CRM is invaluable for
maintaining contact, link building leads and blogger outreach, the same for MailChimp which we
use for newsletters, mail shots and autoresponders. For engagement with users on our sites, we
use Olark which is an instant messaging client that uses Jabber on the backend so members of
staff can engage with our site visitors via their usual chat plugin. For twitter I use the chrome
version of Tweetdeck which hopefully Twitter will keep up and running without adverts for a
while longer.
William Slawski
I try to keep the tools I use to a minimum, but do regularly use Xenu Link Sleuth, the Screaming
Frog SEO Spider, Excel, and the search engines themselves (I like to look at a lot of search
operator and query results).
Analytics and log file tools, and Google Webmaster Tools are also pretty helpful in finding
possible opportunities to make positive changes.
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Chapter Nine

Your Dream-tools

Having tried a hundred different tools and settling upon a half-dozen that perform at least part of what
we need, we often still find ourselves wishing for something more. This is where our coder-fiend
toolbuilder friends often get their inspiration – filling a void with increased functionality.
Not all our dreams, unfortunately, can be easily made reality. Alan’s below, for example, might still be a
few years away. But feedback to toolbuilders does feed innovation. “Give us this option”, “add that
capability”, “lose that¸ it’s just clutter!”… constructive criticism and suggestions can contribute a lot to
the evolution of a tool into something that we later wonder how we lived without.
Besides, without dreaming, where would we be, as a species? Flight, medicine, automation, space
travel… they all began as dreams. Surely a tool that does our job while we languish on the beach can’t
be too much to ask, can it?
As you go through your selection process of the tools you intend to make use of, I strongly suggest you
reach out to the developer and share your impressions and suggestions. Whether you find their tool to
be a keeper or not, your feedback may help them improve it, and if delivered constructively, will most
likely be appreciated.
Here are a few of our panelists’ ideas of some new tools that they would find helpful additions to their
arsenals. Coming from these folks, I’d say their recommendations warrant some consideration.
We put this question to our contributors:
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8. What tool do you wish existed to use in your work?

Alan Bleiweiss
The one where I could be sitting on a tropical beach, enjoying the sun, sand and surf, and where
I’d still be able to provide world class SEO to those I choose to work with.  #WIN
Andrea Scarpetta
Something that would speed up keyword research, because it has become very time consuming!
Andrew Bleakley
I would like a tool like browsershots.org to allow me to grab snapshots of SERP’s from
computers physically located in and around my target markets – constantly switching proxies
and remote desktop sessions takes its toll some nights.
Anthony Verre
A tool that allowed me to conduct keyword research while simultaneously looking at semantic
and temporal variations of that keyword.
Barry Adams
I’d love a tool that automatically writes insightful, detailed monthly reports to send to my
clients, because that takes up a lot of my time nowadays. I suppose such a tool exists – it’s called
a junior digital marketer.
On the software front, a configurable and reliable rank tracker that takes universal search
elements into account would be handy to some degree, though nothing will ever replace
actually typing in queries on Google and see what comes up, including Instant and Suggest
results.
Dana Lookadoo
A ranking tool that provided a synopsis of exactly why each listing ranked #1.
Danny Sullivan
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I wish Sea Monkey was improved as a light-weight HTML editor. I really miss how FrontPage
could produce clean, simple HTML and had auto-save. Sea Monkey is close, but I sure miss not
having auto-save.
Dean Cruddace
A tool that would encompass everything from the audit right through to the analytics in one
shiny box would be a good start but I am guessing I would need 30GB just to install it, tools are
great in themselves but I have never been over reliant upon them and when it comes to the
important aspects of SEO I have never put my all into the reliability of a single tool, always
looking at alternatives and never taking away the human side of understanding what it is I am
trying to achieve.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
Since we’re talking wishes here, I wish a tool existed that would somehow make me an invisible
fairy that could fly into Google’s headquarters and find out how much PageRank, anchor text,
relevance and authority flows through every backlink on the internet.
Gabriella Sannino
One program that can let me track all my SN including SERPS on one platform; this includes
being able to schedule and track my social, blogs, etc. I would also like it to allow me to add to
my favourites so I can pull things out of my hat of preference.
Garrett French
I wish the tools I'm building were completed :)
Heather Lloyd-Martin
A magical way that I could peer inside people's heads and figure out exactly what they're
thinking at any given moment.
Hugo Gill
An accurate tool that can check for consistency in external mentions of a company business
address and phone number.
Ian Lurie
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A true, unified reporting platform. Something like Geckoboard, but with broader support for
different platforms.
Jahnelle Pittman
The same tool everybody wants – one that does it all! Technical SEO – scanning the site for
issues and allowing page comparisons. On Page SEO – including the keyword research, relevancy
computations, and so on. Oh, and Off Page SEO – with good link recommendations, link tracking,
etc. Give me some campaign tracking, with the ability to track SEO and social campaigns. Most
importantly, I’d like it all wrapped up in a big bow with A/B/C testing ability and reliable data.
Jey Pandian
A tool which constantly updates itself in realtime and shows conversions and inbound
links on basis of search rankings would be invaluable for gauging the success or failure
of search campaigns.
Joe Hall
I would love to see a persona social media management tool. That can scale quickly. I have read
rumours that the NSA has one. Though it might be a project I build in the future.
Joshua Titsworth
I’d like to see a type of backlink checker that not only counted where the links were at, but how
the links are being used on the page, where the links are located at on the page and how it
compares to the other links on the page. This tool would also check the usage of that particular
anchor text against the other ways it’s used on similar sites. It would be a way to check for link
wheels/mini-nets.
Justin Parks
I wish I had a large virtual gun to blow websites off the internet that are so obviously spam or
just plain crap. I can wish, can’t I ? Aside from that, everything else is quite well catered for,
although I think, and this is quite possible, that a dashboard that allows me to pull any sets of
data into one screen for comparison in one place would be very useful.
Lyena Solomon
Many tools integrate Analytics into their reports, which is fantastic. However, there is not
enough segmentation of data. For example, you can see the amount of organic traffic you are
getting from a keyword but not the revenue. I think, smarter integration of Analytics in any tool
will be very useful.
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Michelle Robbins
I think marketing campaign analysis tools are still in their infancy. I look forward to the "one tool
to rule them all" that easily combines data across platforms and channels, tracks the
distribution and spread of a viral event, and enables deeper social graph analysis than current
tools provide.
M.J. Taylor
A crystal ball to see into the minds of users.
Rand Fishkin
I've been longing for a better version of Google Alerts (more comprehensive, less spam, good
data about the site/page's importance + reach, historical tracking, etc) at a low price.
Rebekah May
I see a lot of online tools for generating sitemaps easily, but I have yet to find an online based
video sitemap generator – I would like to see one of those.
Right now, I think there is a problem with too many similar tools rather than not enough tools.
S. Emerson
One tool that encompasses all of the above without annoying the search engines. There are
tools out there you can buy but you have to be really careful how they collect the information
they give you. Google specifically states in their Terms of Service you are not to use automated
tools to access their site and collect information.
Thomas Fjordside
A cloning device. I don’t need more tools, just more people doing the work, but if I had the
option I would like a keyword research tool that was effective in other languages than English. :)
Tim Nash
Time travel, or similar device to allow me a few extra hours a day - that or a decent content
aggregator. Many people have tried to create it but no one has got it quite right; but to be able
to see content and linked content across all channels would be very powerful not just in brand
management but for generally keeping up to date with my interests. A combination of brand
watch, summify, del.icio.us, ipaper and Reeder and Tweetdeck would be perfect.
William Slawski
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A flexible project management tool that can track hours different people have worked upon a
project, with different “rates” for different types of work, the ability to customize workflows
based upon the needs of a specific project, and to define different importance levels associated
with those tasks.
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Chapter Ten

Rubbing Elbows

I used to attend a lot of conferences, in my former career. Even as only an attendee, it was usually a
costly process. Between airfare, hotel, meals and “entertaining” expenses, I rarely got by for less than
$5K. As an exhibitor, my smallest annual budget was $25k for a five day conference. One year, the
budget for that same conference was $100K. So don’t sell short the investment that exhibitors make to
be there to hand out their swag.
Now, semi-retired, I simply can’t afford to attend a conference unless it happens to be within
commuting distance of my home. So I do the next best thing, and hang on every Tweet and blog post of
those that liveblog from the conferences, in order to get as much out of it as possible.
Unfortunately, the part that is most important to me is lost… the networking.
“Hello, my name is Doc Sheldon, and I’m a networking addict!”
I’ve been a serious networker for nearly 30 years. It’s proven its value to me many times over and it’s an
addiction I’ll never give it up. I’ve helped colleagues find jobs, new-hires, clients, even homes, and others
have helped me do the same. Some people in my network are casual acquaintances that I’ve never met,
and perhaps never will. Others, I’ve worked with on one or more occasions, and consider close friends.
I’d be less than honest if I didn’t admit that sometimes, those I’ve actually shaken hands with are given
more attention than those I’ve never laid eyes upon. That implies some value to a face-to-face meeting,
doesn’t it?
I feel close to a number of SEO practitioners that I’ve never met. Perhaps because we’ve spent hundreds
of hours together in a community setting or spoken several times by phone. Maybe we just found that
we thought alike on some things that matter to us, and a friendship began to form. Regardless, we were
connected by something more than just a day-old comment posted on a forum or blog… there was some
degree of human contact.
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So it stands to reason that sharing a table at dinner or rubbing elbows at the bar at the end of the day
can only help in establishing a relationship, right? Sharing our impressions with each other during a
presentation certainly has to help, too. At the end of the conference, we all head home with newly
formed friendships in our expanded network… people we may one day be able to help, whether they
can help us or not.
Networking should not be mercenary in nature. It should consist of establishing relationships, no more.
Whether that relationship ever proves to be helpful to just one or the other, or even neither, should
have no bearing whatsoever. A true networker helps people in his network, even if it is highly unlikely
that the recipient will ever be able to reciprocate. True networkers don’t pay it back, they pay it
forward.
And to me, even disappointing content at a conference can still be a worthwhile investment, if the
networking results in new or deeper relationships.
We put this question to our contributors:

9. For you, what is the most valuable conference to follow/attend, and why?

Alan Bleiweiss
SMX Advanced. Bar none. It’s the single most invaluable place for people to be for both
absorbing knowledge and building critical industry relationships that can’t come from sitting in
an office or cubicle.
Next, I’d have to say it would be the Blueglass series of conferences. They’re few and far
between, and they get sprung on us with little advance warning. Yet when they do, and if you
can get to one, do so. Since they’re smaller events, they’re more intimate – so the networking is
first class. And some of the speakers go beyond the typical topics in most conferences.
Andrea Scarpetta
From a “technical” point of view, I would say Mozcon: there’s plenty of great speakers! But if I
had to improve my sense of “marketing”I would love to attend the Affiliate Summit: those
people are focused on selling and sometimes you have to learn from the people the right
“attitude” to improve your conversions… there’s a limit to what you can learn from paper (or ebooks).
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Andrew Bleakley
I have never been a huge fan of attending (or following) conferences they are rarely the best
forum to learn anything cutting edge and seem more suited to salesmen and drinking games
than learning anything remotely cerebral.
Anthony Verre
For me, personally, the most valuable conference to attend is SMX Advanced. 9 times out of 10
top notch material that discusses the most recent issues. Moreover, it’s jam-packed with
networking opportunities and intimate enough that networking with lots of different people is
possible and to create some lasting friendships.
Barry Adams
I think every conference has some value, as they often feature many of the same speakers. And
those speakers are there for a reason: because they deliver interesting talks.
For me personally I prefer the smaller local SEO conferences such as SAScon and ThinkVis, as
they’re as much about the craic as about sharing SEO insights.
Dana Lookadoo
The questions are getting tougher...
PubCon would have to be the one I’d choose to attend if I could only go to one conference. It
attracts the largest following and offers multiple tracks, thereby offering more networking
opportunities and variety of sessions.
SMX Advanced would be the one I’d follow if I could only “track” the content that comes out of
one conference, because that’s where the most high-level morsels and often game-changing
announcements occur.
Danny Sullivan
Well, I mainly get to our SMX: Search Marketing Expo events, and I find them the most valuable
because I think we do a great job of programming stuff that’s right on the cutting edge of
search. Beyond search shows, I’ve been to Foo Camp three times in the past and found that
fantastic as an informal way to connect with and talk to leading people in the tech and other
industries. I’ve also enjoyed events like D or Web 2.0 Summit for the quality of speakers and
presentations. I attended Signal LA which had a fascinating line-up talking about content. And
SXSW is fun.
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Dean Cruddace
ThinkVisibilty, SasCon and BrightonSEO are the conferences that have the most visibility in the
UK and have some very clued up speakers. Beyond the sessions though there is the opportunity
to get to know those avatars you have had conversations with online and share knowledge that
would under other circumstances not see print.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
It’s hard for me to attend conferences since I live in Brazil, and am a mom to 3 boys. However if I
could choose a conference to attend, it would be SMX.
Gabriella Sannino
I’d have to choose two. SES, because I’m in the business of Search; Pubcon, because I met some
great people and the networking was awesome.
Garrett French
I was really impressed with the quality of the Link Love conference put on by SEOMoz and
Distilled. WOW! I'd love to go to the Content Marketing Institute's conference as well... and
ConFab. Niche conferences are usually more interesting to me. I also love going to my local SEO
meetups here in RTP.
Heather Lloyd-Martin
I love the SMX conference series. Smart people, a fantastic speaker lineup and great food (and
yes, conference food does make a huge difference!) Many conferences are good. This
conference series is great. After all, how can you go wrong with a conference series led by
Danny Sullivan and Chris Sherman?
Hugo Gill
I like to follow the smaller conferences such as Think Visibility as the topics are varied, original
and interesting. I hope to have the opportunity of attending this conference in the future (it
would be my first).
Of the larger SEO conferences, I like to follow Search Engine Strategies as it brings together
some fine professionals giving valuable information and opinions on a variety of Internet
marketing topics.
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Ian Lurie
MozCon is definitely my favorite. The presenters are top-notch. Presentations are stuffed with
useful information. And there aren’t any 5-person, 45-minute ego-stroking panels. It’s far and
away the most valuable 3 days in search.
Jahnelle Pittman
I’ve never been, but I’d go to SES – because who doesn’t want to know what others have to say
about your industry? However, if I could only go to one, it’d be any seminar, workshop, class or
conference that included Jakob Nielsen, because the man is a genius on usability!
Jey Pandian
I’ve only been to SMX Advanced and I felt that it was a waste of time with too many
speakers who were focused on self-promotion. I’ve heard good news about Pubcon and
the Affiliate Marketing Summit but have been to neither.
Joe Hall
I think most of them are pretty good….generally speaking you aren’t going to hear that much
difference at any of them. But I love the BlueGlass ones, because they are so low key and create
a much more intimate networking event.
Joshua Titsworth
For me it isn’t about which conference is most valuable to attend, but the one most of my peers
and friends will be at. Two reasons. One, I’m friends with most of the people in this industry that
I share the same beliefs with. So if they’re heading to that conference it’s one I really want to
make sure to attend because they’re attending because they see some great value in it. And
two, because it gives me a chance to network with others in this industry. Growing my network
is about building more relationships to give/get client referrals and give/get link opportunities.
The possible job offer down the road isn’t a bad thing to have either.
Justin Parks
I usually only go to one conference and that’s ThinkVis in the UK. It’s not a sales effort, it’s not
heavily branded and it still holds true to its roots of a networking event as a core aspect rather
than a promotional vehicle. Of course, promotion goes on, in the talks and events, but it has a
very respectable and welcoming attitude, and that’s what makes it work for me.
Lyena Solomon
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I like MozCon conference very much. It is very focused on SEO, the speakers are usually
outstanding and share information that we can use. They offer specifics, not just generalizations
0about the industry. We all know what we are supposed to do in theory. MozCon manages to
illuminate the path.
Michelle Robbins
For search and internet marketing, and again I realize this sounds self serving, but I have to go
with Search Marketing Expo (SMX). I've been attending search marketing conferences since the
very first one Danny Sullivan organized in 1999. After attending each of the major conferences
(multiple times) I always come away thinking that SMX consistently kills it in content. The others
have great aspects as well (some are maybe better for networking/social events) but when it
comes to the programming and content, nothing tops SMX. I always learn something new.
M.J. Taylor
None have ever caught my interest.
Rand Fishkin
It's not fair for me to say MozCon (http://www.seomoz.org/mozcon) or the Distilled events
(http://www.distilled.net/events/), though these are, in my opinion, some of the best advanced
conferences in the online marketing world. Instead, I'll go with
Dreamforce http://www.salesforce.com/dreamforce (Salesforce's annual event).
Steve Gerencser
Don't do conferences any more. Stopped many years ago when they became giant echo
chambers. Too much money for too little bang.
Taylor Pratt
I think this is going to be different for everybody. You need to attend a conference that is going
to challenge the way you do things for the better. If you’ve solely focused on SEO and aren’t too
analytics savvy, you may need to attend a conference like eMetrics or a Google Analytics
training seminar to help improve the quality of data you’re focusing on. Or maybe you’ve been
hired on the social media side of things and you are trying to get a better grasp of SEO, so you
might choose to attend a show like SMX or PubCon to improve your skills in that area.
Tim Nash
I am not a fan of most conferences. Most are simply places for people to brown nose
“celebrities” within the industry and listen to people preaching myths and waffle. That said,
networking in person is invaluable and while too old to go partying all night long, it’s nice to let
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your hair down. If your UK based, I would recommend Think Visibility. It’s every 6 months,
smaller and unlike other conferences, the emphasis is on proper one-speaker sessions, without
panels. This makes the sessions worthwhile and goes more in-depth than any other conference.
It also has some of the most fun parties going, if your new to the industry, avoid the larger
conferences. And if you do go to them. don’t go the sessions - you will learn far more in the
lobby.
William Slawski
There can be a lot of value to be gained from attending one of the bigger conferences for a
number of reasons.
One is that people from around the world converge upon them, and provide a chance to meet
with and talk to people whom you otherwise might not have had a chance to talk with. I
remember skipping an after lunch session at one conference because of a conversation on
geology-based differences in search that included two people from Ireland, one from England,
another from Germany, a couple from the US, and another from Australia.
Bigger conferences can also draw keynote and other speakers who might not be as willing to
present at a smaller conference.
Having said that, I’ve been only attending or speaking at smaller venues recently, such as
meetups, because of the opportunity to have deeper conversations with participants, including
site owners who know their sites very well.
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Chapter Eleven

Who Were Your Mentors?

I’ve had the good fortune to have had many mentors in my life. Some were personal, some professional,
and a few were both. Because I benefited greatly from those associations, I feel obligated to share my
experience with others when I can. If anyone can learn from my mistakes, then I have a lot to offer,
because I’ve certainly made plenty of mistakes!
I won’t mention all of them here, but I do want to comment on a few.
Lee Cooper, a former CEO of Franklin Electric, was one of the first prominent businessmen
with whom I had close personal contact. He was hired as a consultant for the company at
which I acted both as Chief Engineer and Marketing Manager. Consequently, we worked
very closely together, and developed a friendship as well as a mentor/protégé relationship. I
learned a great deal from Lee about old-school marketing and people, in general, that has
stuck with me and helped form my business philosophy.
Bob Robbins, founder & president of Acran, Inc., took me under his wing as a fledgling
engineer and taught me an invaluable skill – scientific testing protocols and technical
writing. He was also a great personal role model, with a kind and charitable heart. Bob was
one that I considered a close personal friend.
Bill Taylor, Vice President of Operations at a couple of companies where we worked
together, helped me focus on the people side of operations. A consummate professional, he
is expert at guiding people in their own professional development to maximize their own
potential. Bill is another close friend that helped form my professional style.
Mark Eichhorn, President/CEO of The Anchor Hocking Company, was the President/CEO of a
company that was a turnaround project for him, Bill Taylor, myself and others on the team.
Mark is one of the most professional and personable individuals with whom I have had the
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pleasure of working, and I learned a great deal from him about the importance of displaying
and living up to a professional image.
In terms of SEO and IM, there are several that have impacted me. John Britsios has been a
friend of mine for several years and helped me learn a great deal about the Semantic Web
and the tools best used to cater to it. Steve Gerencser and Terry Van Horne, both of whom I
have known since my first forays into learning SEO, have both helped me greatly in
understanding the nature of the search engine beast, as well as giving me a sound
perspective of “hats”. Gabriella Sannino generously shared her considerable wisdom on
social media management on more than one occasion, and drug me, kicking and screaming,
into the 21st Century. Cricket Walker taught me the importance of “the other side of the
monitor” and being true to your values.
There are several others I could name, but these suffice to make my point. Our personal and
professional character is largely formed by associations we’ve had over the years – learned by example,
if you will. Over the years, I’ve found that everyone can teach me something, if I’m willing to listen.
If we’re very fortunate, we find ourselves bound to someone that is much more experienced and willing
to give us the benefit of their knowledge. The value of such relationships, of course, may not be evident
to us until years later, when we find ourselves reflecting upon what “makes us tick”.
I just hope my mentors got as much satisfaction from teaching me as I get from paying it forward.

We put this question to our contributors:

10. Did (or do) you have a mentor that has shaped your outlook or approach to the business?

Alan Bleiweiss
No mentors as far as SEO goes. I’m autodidactic. And spend a billion hours a year reading and
researching and testing. I have, however, had several life mentors and business mentors
throughout my career, whose insights, experience and philosophies have helped me succeed
overall.
Every one of them has built a life on integrity, passion and honesty. My latest mentor is
Christine Gibbs, Click2Rank’s CEO. She’s the embodiment of the combination of all my past life
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and business mentors rolled into the most successful business leader I’ve ever had the honor to
meet, learn from, and work for.
Andrea Scarpetta
That would probably be Aaron Wall (SEObook): he was one of the first people to speak about
SEO in a very organized and methodical way…When I started years ago there were very few
sources of information about Internet Marketing in Italy so I had to learn everything from the
English-speaking community. SEObook was one of the first websites I found… even though he
used Drupal (which I hate). The SEObook Blog has remained one of my favourite readings in my
feed reader so far!
Andrew Bleakley
I didn’t have a one on one teacher as such when I started down the Internet marketing path but
I was very quick to identify those people in the community that did the job the way I wanted to
be doing it. Rae Hoffman, Frank Watson and Dave Harry are the three that are still active and
still writing stuff I rush to read.
Anthony Verre
Absolutely. James Shore was the man who taught me the basics of SEO years ago and helped to
get me started in the intricacies of internet marketing as a whole.
Barry Adams
When I started out I really needed a mentor, but I didn’t have one. I made a lot of mistakes and
bought in to a lot of the baseless hype. When I matured as a marketer I left that phase behind
me, but now I actually find myself with several mentors – all part of the SEO Training Dojo.
Especially David Harry has opened my eyes to a whole field of incredibly fascinating material on
information retrieval, information architecture, and what we’d call ‘advanced SEO’. So yes I’d
call him my mentor, but every member of the Dojo is a mentor and a student at the same time –
it’s all about learning and sharing what we know.
Dana Lookadoo
No. A seasoned SEO mentor is one of my greatest desires. I collaborate with and ask questions
of many people whom I admire. Maybe a mentor is the real answer to an earlier question.
Having a mentor would be THE one tool I would love to have.
Danny Sullivan
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Well, way back, Glenn Fleischman had run an internet marketing list in like 1995. I enjoyed how
it brought people together and hoped to do something like that. But that’s probably about it.
There’s no one individual that stands out, but I’ve seen how people have helped others on the
internet in general, and I’ve liked to try and give back myself.
Dean Cruddace
I have come to respect quite a few within my time but more importantly I have learned from
them. I have never had a mentor but there are quite a few out there that have stood up above
the noise consistently enough to make me sit up and take notice.
Debra Mastaler
Several people come to mind but none more so than Jill Whalen. She hired me in 2000 to
handle her link building work and patiently answered any question I threw at her. There wasn't
a lot of SEO training material in those days so I was very lucky Jill took me under her wing and
showed me the ropes.
She also introduced me around, in 2002 I met Danny Sullivan at an industry conference and in
2003 I was part of that conference as a guest speaker. I am grateful both Jill and Danny
supported me in the early years and helped make Alliance-Link what it is today.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
The people that have helped me move forward in my vision and gain the ‘thousand foot’ view
are: Steve Gerencser, David Harry, Terry Van Horne, Debra Mastaler, Robert Adler, Jason Bates,
Lynn Terry, and Linda Stacy. Their insights have helped me overcome obstacles and gain the
right perspective for my online business.
Gabriella Sannino
Yeah, my mentor is called hard knocks!
Garrett French
My grandfather was a salesman for Burroughs, which at one time had 98% of Banking computer
business in the US. They chose to stay mechanical as IBM and other competitors went digital
and ended up getting devoured. That aside, my monthly and sometimes weekly conversations
with my grandfather, especially about sales, are incredibly valuable to me on many, many levels.
He's 95.
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Heather Lloyd-Martin
I never had an SEO industry mentor, however, I love the friendships I have with my other "first
generation" SEO colleagues. We have always shared information, taught and supported each
other - which is so much different than most industries.
If I was entering the business now, then, yes, I'd look for a mentor. If nothing else, a mentor
teaches you how to invest your energy and run your business - and that can shorten your
learning curve tremendously. I've been honored that I've been able to mentor a few people
along the way, and I hope that they return the favor.
Hugo Gill
No.
Ian Lurie
Hmmm. I have several. One is David Ogilvy. He isn’t a mentor – I’m not a medium – but his
writing has shaped my approach to internet marketing more than anyone else. His success with
great, honest marketing, and his conscious effort to engage in storytelling, has shaped
marketing for decades.
Seth Godin’s writing is another huge influence. His work on brand, storytelling and rewarding
customers in subtle ways pops up in almost every campaign I run.
After that, two colleagues – Fred Janssen and Lenora Edwards – taught me essential lessons
about the operational and marketing side (respectively) of what I do.
Jahnelle Pittman
I’ve had several mentors, but they include:
a. Clients, who have taught me that business is not as black and white as I once
thought
b. Gabriella Sannino, who has taught me more than I can list about how a business
runs, how to deal with clients, social, copywriting, and almost everything we do at
Level343
c. Terry Van Horne, who has shared a lot of helpful insight into the technical and off
page part of SEO
d. David Harry, who blithely shares anything and everything on his mind for people to
soak up
e. Many, many more….
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Jey Pandian
No, I’ve had no direct mentor although one could say that I was mentored by reading the works
of folks such as Aaron Wall/PeterD of SEO Book and Todd Malicoat of Stuntdubl.
Joe Hall
Yes, several to name a few: Andy Beal, David Harry, Donna Fontenot, Brian Chappell, Dave
Snyder, Jordan Kasteler, Loren Baker, and many more.
Joshua Titsworth
Pastor Ryan Foldhazi. He taught me a lot about taking risks, pushing myself to become better,
developing a better decision making process and how to pick the right people for the right job.
Justin Parks
Several. Finding mentors is hard work. So many people out there profess to know what they
are talking about and on deeper investigation or with a growth in your experience of “following”
these people, you begin to see some flaws and indeed repetition in their outlook and advice.
One who stands out is David Harry, from the SEO Dojo. He’s well read, his ego is basically nonexistent and his advice has always been sound. Few others will admit when they are wrong with
such humility or are open to other ideas and when they are right, few can nail it as well as him.
Lyena Solomon
I learn from many people. I was fortunate to meet real pros who helped me find my own
approach to my business. I am still learning.
Michelle Robbins
I had a few very different mentors that shaped my outlook to the disciplines I practice today. I
was fortunate to learn search and search marketing from Danny Sullivan. I first worked with
Danny in 1995, at a small online company in Orange County. As he began covering search,
developed the Webmaster’s Guide to Search Engines, and then the search news sites and
conferences, I learned along and had open access. The most noteworthy and influential aspects
of Danny’s personality – that continue to this day – are his passion for search, and his willingness
to engage with and educate anyone and everyone about it. I strive to model both his passion
and openness with colleagues new and old in this industry.
My mentors in web development and programming also came from same firm Danny & I did –
Ken Spreitzer, Steve McKay and Joachim Vance. I don’t think I’d be a programmer today without
their selfless guidance and Yoda-like instruction. After working at the firm in a more general
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marketing/sales capacity for a year or so, I told them I wanted to have a better understanding of
what they did (developing web and desktop software apps) so they said “Okay. Pick a topic and
we’ll set aside an hour or two a week and answer any questions you have about it. Let’s start
with TCP/IP.” And thus began my journey.
M.J. Taylor
No.
Rand Fishkin
I’ve had quite a few actually! It’s hard to name one, but if I had to, it would be Dharmesh Shah,
co-founder of Hubspot and creator of the Onstartups blog. http://twitter.com/#!/dharmesh
Rebekah May
I do not have a formal mentor, but I think that in a way, both Dave and Terry at the SEODojo are
mentors to myself as well as the whole Dojo community (and even outside of that community).
They both have a great deal of experience and are always available to answer questions or just
give advice based on what they have learned throughout their careers in the industry.
Steve Gerencser
I don’t have someone I would consider a ‘mentor’ when it comes to SEO. There are plenty of
people whose advice I value and I go to when I have an issue that leaves me doubting myself,
but my business mentors come from outside the SEO industry. When it comes to running a
business I look at a couple of people as mentors.
a. My dad, also Steve, taught me how to treat employees and customers with respect
and to encourage them to learn and understand the issues that affect business. I
also got my work ethic from him. We call it pushing the rock. Much like Sisyphus he
taught me to put my head down and push. Always. From time to time we look up,
check our course, then put our heads back down and push some more.
This has become invaluable to me, especially when you are so busy pushing the
rock that you don’t notice that you have blown right past what you thought was
the goal and get farther than you ever thought you could.
b. Bob Klose taught me several things. First, how to fire a customer. One of the
hardest things to learn is when to tell a customer that it is time to end the
relationship. Not only is the customer NOT always right, he rarely is. Being able to
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determine when a client becomes a drain on you both in business and personally
and then knowing how to end the relationship are invaluable tools.
Bob also taught me to stay focused on my business and pay little attention to your
competition. Especially when they start “cheating”. This is a common issue in SEO.
We constantly see people complaining that some other website is outranking them
simply because they cheated somehow.
In a recent example someone approached me convinced that they lost their #3
ranking to someone that paid for links. These were really bad links, and obviously
paid for. He spent several weeks reporting the site, complaining about them, and
generally losing focus on his own business. We took a look at his site, made a few
suggestions and a few weeks later he had not only passed the “cheater” but shot
clear to #1, a ranking that they had never achieved before. How much further along
would his business be if he spent less time watching everything his competitor was
doing and focused on his own business?
S. Emerson
J. Cricket Walker of GNC Web Creations has been a wonderful sounding board over the years.
Always keeping abreast of what is new she gets me to do some things I would have no interest
in trying otherwise.
Taylor Pratt
When I first got into this industry, everything I learned was either self-taught, stumbled upon
accidentally or read in a forum or blog. Over the last two years, however, I’ve learned an
enormous amount about all aspects of this industry from Raven’s Director of Product
Innovation, Jon Henshaw.
Thomas Fjordside
There has been more than one. And yes they have helped shape my outlook on things. And have
been willing to take different levels of risks(I dislike hats), so I feel that they have given me a well
rounded outlook. But my approach will always be do something, don’t sit and wait.
Tim Nash
There wasn’t really anyone around when I first started, also rather than coming from a business
background, I come from an engineering background. So I used a mixture of common sense,
engineering first principles and dumb luck. These days I’m surrounded by bright intelligent
people who really get where the industry can go and to start without a mentor or without
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seeking advice would be foolish. With that goes the warning of always taking advice with a pinch
of salt, test and come to your own conclusions. Just because someone has been around a while
does not mean they know more than you.
William Slawski
I didn’t have one specific mentor, but I do owe a great deal of debt to many people who
interacted with me in forums and private conversations about topics that we were all passionate
about.
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Chapter Twelve

Any Regrets?

If you had it to do all over again…
Not a very complex question, but one that can give rise to some complex reflection. Personally, I adhere
to a similar philosophy as Steve, as he states below. I am what I am, because of what I’ve done… to
change that would change what I am.
Nevertheless, I still wouldn’t change my decision to dive into the SEO pool – even the deep end. I’ve
always enjoyed a challenge, and this certainly supplies that. Besides, it’s interesting and fun. Even small
victories are enjoyable, when earned, and in SEO, you earn every inch.
Then there’s the people. I’ve met some great folks in the last eight years, and managed to build some
great relationships in the process. Some of those people are represented here, and others here may one
day count me as a friend. So I’m very pleased with the outcome, and wouldn’t change it for the world.
A few years back, I retired, satisfied that I wouldn’t have to work again unless I wanted to. Then a
faltering economy hit me harder than I had reason to expect, and I suddenly was faced with the
necessity of going back to work.
Even that upsetting of my retirement applecart, I wouldn’t change. Did I choose the most lucrative
option available to me? Undoubtedly not. Do I now have a vision of another retirement on the horizon?
Again, no. In today’s economy, I have to wonder if anyone that is contemplating retirement in the
foreseeable future has a grip on reality. I may work until the day I die, but at least I’ll be doing something
I love.
So, for my part, I’m right where I should be at this point in time… enjoying a challenging and invigorating
career, in a still-ample market, surrounded by people I like and respect.
How many people half my age can say even that?
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We put this question to our contributors:

11. If you had it to do all over again, would you still enter your present field?

Alan Bleiweiss
There’s no doubt in my mind that I would. From the first moment I was introduced to the
Internet I knew it was my future. It’s in my blood. And so too, is SEO for that matter.
Andrea Scarpetta
I doubt there is another field which is so active and ever-changing… since I hate stagnation and
routines, my answer could only be YES!
Andrew Bleakley
Absolutely, there are few other jobs that afford you the opportunity to learn and break
something new every day with a community that is by and large wonderful and very intelligent.
Finding and driving quality traffic to client websites is a fantastic reason to wake up every
morning and watching sales grow for clients as I work away gives it a solid grounding.
Anthony Verre
Without thinking twice.
Barry Adams
In all honestly, I’d probably do something different. If I had to do it over again I’d change my
university major to Artificial Intelligence and would probably be working at some research
institute right now. Or, who knows, for Google. ;)
Dana Lookadoo
Yes, undoubtedly!
Danny Sullivan
Absolutely!
Dean Cruddace
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Faster than the speed of a startled Gazelle, this has been the most rewarding journey I have
been on beyond meeting my beautiful other half and the birth of my daughter, internet
marketing offers such a feel good factor when you see your clients making good honest money
from fantastic products and services and that I was an instrumental piece in making that
happen.
Debra Mastaler
Yes I would, but I would do some things differently. On the professional front I would niche my
services down even more than they are now, trying to offer too much dilutes the quality of the
process. On a personal level I wouldn’t be so trusting and I’d speak up more.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
This is my dream so “yes” would be my definite answer.
Gabriella Sannino
Absolutely.
Garrett French
Absolutely. I love it here. I would have gone into business for myself sooner though!
Heather Lloyd-Martin
Heck yes. SEO is an ever-changing field – so it’s perfect for folks who always love to learn new
things. Plus, there are so many opportunities whether you want to work in-house or freelance.
I’ve been doing this for 14 years now, and I can’t imagine living any other life. 
Hugo Gill
Yes.
Ian Lurie
Absolutely. I can’t imagine a cooler job. I get to help people who make great products put those
products in the hands of the people who need them most.
Someday, I’d like to have my own product to sell, but right now, this can’t be beat.
Jahnelle Pittman
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Absolutely.
Jey Pandian
Yes, without a doubt. I love it too much :)
Joe Hall
Yes.
Joshua Titsworth
In a heartbeat. I would just make sure to make better decisions than when I first got started. I’d
follow my gut more and be more vocal about my thoughts about the condition of a client site in
the work place rather than sitting silently. I’ve gotten better at both, but it made for a rocky
beginning.
Justin Parks
Yes... and No. I would obviously do so many things differently, but no other business I know
offers so much variety, so many challenges and so much “freshness” as the online world. I like
to think I have played some small part in influencing the world of tomorrow. Even though no
one listens to me .
Lyena Solomon
If I was allowed a do-over, I would definitely enter my present field. I enjoy what I do and the
more I practice, the more I want to learn. I like that online marketing is not boring.
Michelle Robbins
Yes, absolutely. We live long lives – why not explore as many fields of interest as possible?
M.J. Taylor
Absolutely! I love love love what I do.
Rand Fishkin
Absolutely! SEOs are some of the best people in the world. I'm consistently amazed by their
kindness, generosity, willingness to share and wonderful attitudes.
Rebekah May
Absolutely! This is a fast paced and incredibly challenging field, but I love that challenge. I am a
very competitive person, so really this is the perfect choice for me. I feel more like I am playing
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a giant game all day instead of working. If anything, I would have entered much sooner. Of
course there are times when it just feels like you have so much work to do and news to catch up
on that it can become overwhelming – but the wonderful people I have met and the satisfaction
you get from a job well done is so worth it.
Steve Gerencser
Of course. I'm not a fan of looking backwards and playing what if. I am who I am today because
of everything behind me. I like who I am, even if I am a raging ass from time to time, and
changing anything in my past would change who I am now.
S. Emerson
Yes. Keeping up with all the changes is quite time consuming but when you implement them for
yourself or a client and see positive results it really is rewarding.
Taylor Pratt
Absolutely! I love this industry. It’s constant evolution as a whole keeps it incredibly refreshing
and exciting. You have so much freedom as to what you can do – whether you’re passionate
about food, sports, music or any other topic, you have the opportunity to build a business
around it. What other job can offer that?
Thomas Fjordside
Without a doubt. I like the changing and challenging nature of the internet. And I like developing
websites, I have done it since I was 12. :)
Tim Nash
Yes, though I would obviously make changes. Hindsight is wonderful and so much has changed
since I first entered the field. Interesting looking at an article I wrote in 2000 - I suggested the
web would need to become less anonymous and engage in real friendships to really take off as a
communication medium. I wish I had paid attention to myself and looked towards social media
earlier on. While there is still huge potential, it has gone down a different route to the one I had
sort of envisioned.
William Slawski
I’ve had the chance to work in a factory building industrial machinery, support myself through
college and law school as a chef in a number of restaurants, spend 14 years as legal and
technical administrator at a trial court, teach community college, and try my hands at a number
of other professions.
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None of those professions has been as fulfilling as being able to help website owners improve
their websites and their businesses and help them succeed.
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Chapter Thirteen

Mentoring Others

I mentioned paying it forward in a previous chapter. That’s a concept I’ve practiced for many years, as
my way of saying thanks to the people that have offered me their help, when there was no way I could
possibly pay them back. Instead, I pay it forward¸ freely giving my assistance to others. If they express a
desire to pay me back for the favor, I suggest they follow the same policy.
I’ve had the satisfaction of mentoring a few people in my lifetime, and found it to be a tremendously
rewarding experience. Personally, I get some satisfaction out of giving something without reason other
than that I can. Perhaps that’s human nature, to feel good about doing some good.
But I find it even more fulfilling to see someone take what’s offered and build upon it, turning it into
something even more valuable.
Mentoring another is probably something akin to teaching a child a new skill, like riding a bicycle, and
then watching them go zooming away for the first time, unaided. It feels good, it’s productive and it
helps put more new minds at work in an industry, better prepared to survive, produce and prosper. You
lose absolutely nothing from the exercise, and stand to gain quite a lot.
If you’ve never tried it, I seriously suggest you consider it. I think it’s safe to say you won’t regret it.
My three important lessons would be:
1. Live up to your values. Set an example worth following;
2. Treat everyone as you would want to be treated;
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3. Be responsible for your own actions and inactions, and hold others to the same standard.

We put this question to our contributors:

12. If you were mentoring a young up-and-coming person in your field… what would be the three
most important lessons you would wish to impart to them?

Alan Bleiweiss
I happen to be mentoring just such a person these days, and have mentored a couple others
along the way.
1. Integrity. We’re nothing without integrity.
2. Empathy. Not sympathy, but empathy.
3. Find your unique voice – the expression of your unique God-given talents, skill and
knowledge that are the culmination of all of your previous life lessons.
Andrea Scarpetta
1. Remember to check your Analytics every day, you’ll find the answer you are looking for. And
even more questions to answer.
2. Study a server-side language (preferably php). You don’t need to be a full-fledged
programmer, you just need to think like one and know how to solve the small issues.
3. Become an affiliate marketer and start earning some money without Adsense! After this
experience, if you will use the same skills and motivation acquired, you will do wonders for your
customer business!
Andrew Bleakley
1) Spread your wings; actively participate in many different communities and groups and you
will become a more rounded Internet professional
2) Be less concerned about the colour of your hat and more concerned about the consistency of
your results
3) The Internet is larger than search engines and social networks – don’t be falling to the trap of
thinking the only places you can get traffic from is Google and Facebook.
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Anthony Verre
Never think you’ve got the game licked. Always keep learning, always keep reading.
Get to know people within the industry. Sharpen your networking skills. The more people
you know the more opportunities and knowledge you’ll be able to give and get.
If you focus on the user-experience by providing great content and a great site, the SEM will
almost take care of itself.
Barry Adams
First lesson: avoid hype. Follow the tried & tested paths of Stuff That Works, and don’t try to
chase the latest Killer Ranking Method. Others do that for you, and they will make the necessary
mistakes along the way so that in the end you can profit from the lessons they learned the hard
way.
Second lesson: move beyond your comfort zone. Read about things you’d normally not
associate directly with internet marketing, such as neurology, mathematics, computer science,
and even science fiction. And be sure to always invest time & effort into learning the basics of
business and marketing.
See also my list of recommended SEO books that aren’t about SEO:
http://www.stateofsearch.com/the-5-best-seo-books-that-arent-about-seo/
Third lesson: find your own voice and be your own person. Don’t try to fit the mold of what you
perceive to be the ‘successful internet marketer’ template, because that doesn’t work. Everyone
comes at this thing of ours from a different angle and perspective, and that’s what makes us
stronger. Be authentic.
Take myself as an example: I’m loud and brash, and some might say even a bully when it comes
to debating aspects of SEO and IM online. I regularly offend people and say the wrong things to
the wrong folks. And while I sometimes regret getting on some people’s wrong side, most often
I don’t. How people react to confrontation says a lot about who they are as a person and how
confident they feel about their own skills and knowledge. My approach works for me, because
the people I feel close to now in this industry are those I know I can trust. Being myself has
turned out very well for me.
Dana Lookadoo
A. Listen to and care about people more than search engines. Your marketing and content
strategies will succeed as a result.
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B. Don’t try to be a one-stop shop. Become really good at your strengths, and partner with
others who compliment your skills.
C. When estimating how long a project will take, double it and allow for unknowns and “white
space.”
Danny Sullivan
Test things.
Learn from others.
Don’t be afraid to share what you’ve learned.
Dean Cruddace
Learn to code HTML at the very least, SEO’s can get by without it and I have seen many a
conversation for and against, but somewhere down the line you need to be on a level of
knowing what you want devs and designers to achieve with the advice you are offering. Build a
site of your own from scratch, learn from reliable and consistent sources about what works and
what does not. If they say it does not work test that theory, if they say it does work test that as
well.
Above all else, listen! You can’t hear a thing while your own teeth are making the noise, so when
someone that has been around the block a few times is offering you golden advice, take it. Test
it. Test it again.
Debra Mastaler
1. Learn how to research. It doesn't matter what type of link building tactic you implement, it
matters where you place the link. Learn how to find the best sites and a lot of them.
2. Don't scrimp on paying a copywriter, spend money and hire experts from the industry you're
promoting. Even if you're writing short basic articles, hire a person who already has a "voice"
within the niche you're promoting.
3. Don't depend on tools to do your marketing. Tools are good for research and for keeping
track but they won't help build relationships or establish credibility. You are the best marketing
tool you can have, be aggressive, be creative, ask for the link and always keep looking.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
1- If you think that going online is going to be less work ... think again. You’ll work a whole lot
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more than a 9 to 5 job. If you’re not willing or able to push yourself to work, then you might as
well go get a J-O-B.
2- You will find heaps of lying marketers out there who just want to make a quick buck off of
you. Do not open your wallet to lying scumbags. Research anything before you buy. Most of all
surround yourself with people who know what they’re taking about and are willing to help you
out.
3- Don’t ever stop learning. The internet is constantly evolving. You need to have basic
knowledge in a lot of areas ~ not just one. So, although I don’t recommend spending ALL of your
time learning (you do have to work), it’s essential to separate a day or an afternoon every week
to study.
Gabriella Sannino
1. Never take bullshit from a client.
2. Don’t ever think you can’t do something.
3. Never make an important decision overnight.
Garrett French
I love this question and I love finding + promoting talented up-and-comers that haven't built a
large platform for themselves yet. My main advice would be to publish your expertise regularly,
build your personal brand through emailing/engaging your heroes and to learn as much as you
possibly can from your immediate work (even if it's not quite exactly what you want to be
doing).
Heather Lloyd-Martin
1. Know the history of SEO - not just what's happened in the last couple years. Having that
foundation helps you evaluate new information much more critically - and that's a good thing,
2. Know that this is a demanding, fast-moving field. It's not enough to read a book and say that
"you know SEO." It means that you're constantly reading, going to conferences, checking
analytics - etc. The second you stop learning or think you know it all is the second you need to
get out of the business.
3. Get to know the "big names" in search. We aren't scary (really). And we do want to help.
Hugo Gill
Know your industry inside out.
Don't believe all the hype.
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Conduct thorough keyword research before every project.
Ian Lurie
Know that you’re an advocate for your clients. Don’t just mine them for contracts – be their
business partners, and help them really grow/improve their businesses.
Quality writing is the most valuable asset.
Constantly refine how you explain marketing to clients. Your ability to teach will drive your
success and theirs.
Jahnelle Pittman
a.
b.
c.

It’s great to be specialised in one area of SEO (i.e. link building or on page analysis, etc.),
but the more you know about the whole process, the better you can serve your clients
Never ignore the marketing team
Pay attention to others in your industry, read everything and discard all but 15% of it;
which 15% you discard is what decides how good an SEO you are.

Jey Pandian
I would tell them to read the following articles and memorize them and ingrain them into their
psyche because it will assure a solid foundation for any marketing discipline:
a. http://www.seobook.com/introducing-icons-internet-marketing
b. http://www.seobook.com/seo-strategy
c. http://www.stuntdubl.com/2007/05/17/seo-warfares/
Joe Hall
Don’t pigeon-hole yourself into one way of doing things or thinking. Develop a strong intuition
and live and die by it. Get enough sleep.
Joshua Titsworth
1. Network with as many people at every level you can. Getting to know other “up-andcomers” is just as important as getting to know the industry leaders.
2. Invest in your own career. It doesn’t matter if it’s building your own blog, or buying your
own ticket to a conference. When you invest in you, you’ll take it more seriously so the
funds aren’t wasted.
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3. Take advantage of opportunities presented and stay committed if you commit. If you’re
asked to guest blog or speak at an event use it to your advantage. But if you say you’ll do it,
do it. Also, bring the best you have to offer. It doesn’t matter if it’s on a minuscule blog no
one has heard of or a gathering of 10 people. Provide that blog with the best post they’ve
ever had and make it your goal to impress everyone at the gathering so they tell others
about the knowledge you shared.
Justin Parks
Don’t believe everything that you read. Take the time to test with your own creations and don’t
EVER devalue or underrate what you do. People are quick to assume much and also take
advantage of “geeks” and “techies” as they all believe that they can get the same service
somewhere else for a 10th of the price. This may be true in terms of dollar value but not for
service and believe me the work involved and the requirements to be good are high.
Stick to your guns and go for the end goal that suits you and where you want to be, not where
others tell you that you should be.
Lyena Solomon
1) Always keep your customer’s interests in mind. Never set them up with some shady tricks
because it will always work against you;
2) Practice, practice, and practice some more;
3) Never think you are the sharpest tool in the box. There are always people to learn from;
Michelle Robbins
The three most important lessons I'd impart to a young or new person in the field would be
those I learned from my mentors:
1. Be passionate in your perspective, but be open to new ideas, viewpoints and ways of doing
things.
2. There's nothing you can't learn to do. Channels, platforms and tools will always change but
the fundamentals remain. Learn the fundamentals and you'll be able to adapt to what is an
ever-shifting landscape.
3. Share your knowledge. You never know who or what you might inspire.
M.J. Taylor
1. Network: it really is who you know.
2. Strive for the highest ethical standards; it pays off and you will sleep better at night.
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3. Answer the phone and respond to business inquiry emails immediately. I know that sounds
funny, but so many clients have told me over the years that they hired me and kept me because
I was, aside from competent, always available.
Rand Fishkin
I wrote an answer to a question on Quora that I think is perfect here: http://www.quora.com/Ifyou-could-today-send-a-tweet-to-yourself-back-to-the-time-when-you-were-building-your-firststartup-what-would-you-be-sending-just-140-chars
("Build software that solves everyone's SEO problems, not just yours. Be crazy-picky
about hiring. Don't try to raise VC post-2008. Blog more."
I think that's exactly 140, but boy I wish I could send more :-) )
Rebekah May
Don’t believe everything you are told, or read. Go out, do it yourself and come up with your
own conclusions. This gives you experience, and you may find a better way to do it that wasn’t
thought of yet, or yields interesting results. Always test.
Develop good organization and time management skills from the start. Things change so rapidly
in this field you need to be on the ball with everything. Good organization will help you do that.
Network and make friends. There are a lot of great people out there who have more knowledge
than you do in some area or another that you can learn from.
Steve Gerencser
1. Think for yourself. Read, learn. But always take everything you learn with a grain of salt no
matter who it comes from. Many of them may know a lot about the subject, but we are all
working in a darkened room making educated guesses at the cause and effect of SEO.
2. Test everything. Even when you think you know what will happen, test it. Every niche, every
website, every keyphrase is different. The only way to really know if you are right is to test
it.
3. Try everything. How do you know it won't work if you don't try it? And just because a search
engines says you can't do it is no reason.
S. Emerson
Learn SEO before you start creating websites for yourself or others. Not just a bit about on page
search engine optimization but the whole ball of wax as related to the construction of a search
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engine friendly site. You can also provide off site search engine optimization services or advise
and an additional service to your clients.
Get yourself a RSS feed reader and follow all the people who participated in this ebook plus the
search blogs for the major search engines. You can follow each person’s Twitter RSS feed and
Facebook feed also so you don’t miss out on any important information.
Read everything you can about search engine optimization. You will soon learn what
information out there is parroted myths and what is actual fact based information you should
follow.
Taylor Pratt
1. Don’t blindly follow advice from other marketers. You need to do what works best for you
and your site. It’s great to get ideas from other people, but if there’s one thing I’ve learned
and latched onto in this industry it’s that there is more than one way to successfully market
your site.
2. Brush up on your statistics/analytics skills. You need to feel comfortable navigating through
analytics tools to help give you insight as to what’s working and what isn’t.
3. Focus. Success online requires dedication, commitment and original thinking.
Thomas Fjordside
To not believe everything they read and to stop reading every bit of SEO news that comes to
your feed reader. You will not get paid for sitting around reading. Do something, even if it’s
wrong, it’s very often better than nothing.
Tim Nash
1. Listen to more than just me; gain a broad spectrum of opinion and thoughts.
2. Filter and test these opinions and thoughts, find the ones that work vs the rubbish
3. Don’t ever call yourself a guru...
William Slawski
1. To be passionate about what they are doing and give all of their ability to the efforts that
they find themselves engaged in.
2. To be open to new ideas and learn from successes and failures – both their own and those
of others.
3. To be rationally sceptical, and test and try things out for themselves rather than taking what
they read or are told at face value.
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Chapter Fourteen

Which is Your Font of Wisdom?

From my standpoint, the most reliable source of information is that which only offers what is known to
be true. Opinions are fine, but they should be couched as just that… opinion. Opinions, however, usually
won’t stand the scrutiny of someone on a fact-finding mission.
I rarely seek facts from others. I may ask their opinion, suggestion or observation, but I tend to tune out
those that present them as facts. A fact is something that can be independently substantiated, and if the
source is reliable, I’ve found that they’ll usually offer that substantiation up front. If I am looking for
facts, I’m more likely to ask for a reference where I can find the information myself.
The blogs that I most enjoy reading are those that present their opinion and offer the evidence that led
them to it. They make me think it through, and the result will usually carry more weight than simply
stating their opinion or offering the evidence, separately.
Bill Slawski, for instance, in his dissection of patents, will cite certain aspects of the patent application,
present the possible alternative interpretations that he sees there, and then offer his opinion as to
which interpretation is most credible. That’s ideal, in my opinion. He makes me think, he teaches me
something in the process and he makes it quite clear that his opinion is only that… an opinion.
I’m sure his opinions have been wrong many, many times… I just haven’t seen it happen yet. ;)
For the purposes of this question, my “font of wisdom” is whichever source I may be listening to that
offers substantiating support to their argument and presents a reasonable and credible opinion that is
supported by the evidence. As to which font that may be, it varies by day and by topic.
But I will never automatically give credence to any source simply because of who it is. I’ve been offered
claptrap opinions from sources that I had previously considered to be impeccable. I’ve also heard some
pretty enlightened ideas from sources I had previously discounted as being way out in left field.
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We put this question to our contributors:

13. What do you feel is the single most reliable source of information pertaining to your field?

Alan Bleiweiss
My own experience. Anything you read or hear is nothing without weighing it against or testing
it as relates to each unique situation you’re dealing with. It’s what speaks to us when we have
an intuitive, or gut feeling about how to go about something.
Andrea Scarpetta
I always read with the utmost attention the blog of Alan Bleiweiss, SearchMarketingWisdom.
Andrew Bleakley
Hard work coupled with your own research and testing is the only way to be sure that any
theory has weight. Search is now different from location to location and nation to nation, you
cannot assume that just because you read it on a reputable website that it applies to the
markets your clients are competing in.
Anthony Verre
The most reliable source, for me, is Google. Anything published officially by Google is about as
reliable as you can get.
Barry Adams
I’ll not fall in to the self-promotional invite that’s implied there and won’t recommend any of the
sites I write for. :)
As much as I like to slag off the big boys, the quality of their reporting is often beyond
questioning. They’re the big boys for a reason, after all. So for SEO, Search Engine Land is
unquestionably the key resource out there. They’re on the ball nearly all the time and have the
insider contacts to get the juicy stuff sooner than anyone else. And their blogger team boasts
some of the sharpest minds in search & IM. Their content is a bit US-centric so Europeans will
have to use other sources as well, but if your market is the USA you can’t go wrong with SEL.
Dana Lookadoo
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SEORoundtable.com – Barry Schwartz is the Walter Cronkite of search. He keeps his finger on
the pulse and provides mostly unbiased reporting of the latest, nearly as it happens.
Danny Sullivan
For search, our own Search Engine Land site.
Dean Cruddace
The SEO Training Dojo forums and chat room is for me the fountain of knowledge to my
questions, even when there are no answers we work together to find solutions, for me that is
gold dust, everybody is on a level playing field where image and reputation gets left at the door
and we all muck in.
Dom Hodgson

Eren McKay
Like I’ve said previously… I don’t follow single sources. I research a lot before making an
informed decision. If I had to narrow it down to what I feel is the most reliable way to research,
it would be: knowing how to use a variety of advanced Google search operators.
Gabriella Sannino
Single, shezz – I’m not sure there is ONE single place. It’s an antipasto for me – blogs, news sites,
journals, TV media…
Garrett French
Personal experience – mine and the experience of my valued and trusted peers in the space.
Heather Lloyd-Martin
That's a tough one, as there are some great publications that all have their own "take" on SEO
copywriting. Copyblogger is a good resource. Convince and Convert is another. Anything from
Level 343. I'd also include my SEO Copywriting blog as well.
Hugo Gill
Radio: SEO Dojo Radio
Website: Search Engine Land
Ian Lurie
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I’m probably getting obscure, but the Harvard Business Review tends to have really insightful,
well-researched work. I tend to pull in advice from lots of different sources, but if I was on a
desert island (and still running my business, for some reason) I’d want HBR.
Jahnelle Pittman
The Internet! :D Seems like a flippant answer, but it’s not. The Internet is so full of information –
yes, a lot of it is unreliable, but that’s why you do the research, compare what one site says with
another and dig for the truth. As with most fields, articles about SEO are written from the
perceptions, experiences, knowledge and ideas of the writer – which may differ widely (and this
doesn’t necessarily mean the five points of view are wrong!) Finding good information is a
treasure hunt!
Jey Pandian
Nothing. All information on the web is written through another individual’s perspective, never
trust information at face value unless the veracity is proved beyond doubt.
Joe Hall
There isn’t one.
Joshua Titsworth
I don’t think there is one piece of information that’s more important than another when it
comes to search marketing. All aspects can influence each other for the better or worse. So I
guess if there is one piece of reliable information, it comes down to knowing how on-site and
off-site tactics effect each other for the long term, not the short term.
Justin Parks
There isn’t one. The whole industry needs and indeed thrives on variables, conversation,
opinions and suggestions. Take them all and NEVER ever focus in on just one place as the be all
and end all, the Holy Grail, of information. It simply doesn’t exist.
Lyena Solomon
There is never just one source of information. If everyone agrees, it means that they missed
something. I like to read different sources, be aware of different opinions, have different
perspectives. I read blogs: SEOmoz, SEObook, Search Engine Land, Search Engine Journal,
Search Engine People, etc. Following just one source makes you narrow-minded.
Michelle Robbins
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For me, the single most reliable source for search and internet marketing information is Search
Engine Land.
M.J. Taylor
SEOmoz - and I am not even a member. I need to change that.
Rand Fishkin
If we're talking about search in particular, http://searchengineland.com is very good. As an
aggregator for the wider world of web technology - http://techmeme.com is excellent.
Rebekah May
It’s difficult to say what the single most reliable source is, while I can cite many popular search
engine marketing blog – not everyone always agrees on the degree of accuracy or the method
of discovering that information. To ensure you are finding the most reliable information, always
rely on yourself. If you are don’t know the answer, go out and test it and document your results
then come up with your own conclusions.
S. Emerson
The search engine webmaster guidelines and their blogs. They are the one reliable resource you
can go back to verify something you have read elsewhere.
Tim Nash
Feedback, both analytics or direct user feedback. Everything is about results, both tangible and
intangible. Learning from your successes and failures will give you far more information than
any single blog posts. If you have direct access to your user base (customers, clients etc) then
direct feedback from them can be exceptionally valuable, especially if you are responsible for a
sales funnel or lead acquisition. Likewise, testing, be it simple split testing or behavioural testing,
will often return unexpected results. If you’re ever in doubt, run a test - then run a few more.
William Slawski
Again, I would turn to the patent filings I find at the patent office, primarily because they are
directly from the search engines. While I wouldn’t read a patent and assume that something
described within it has or will be implemented by the search engines, the ideas and assumptions
set forth are ones that I feel I can place some faith in as being genuine.
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Chapter Fifteen

Separating the Wheat from the Chaff

I think this may be the toughest question of the entire batch. Given the burgeoning number of people
calling themselves guru, expert and ninja these days, there’s a hell of a lot of chaff and precious little
wheat to be found in the SEO industry.
But wheat there is! It’s just finding it that’s challenging.
Early in my SEO self-education, my method was to engage as many people as possible, in as many
different venues as possible, and observe how they present their case, and how other people respond to
them. As you might imagine, I heard a lot of conflicting points of view, and more than a few instances
turned into exchanges of insults.
It didn’t take long to recognize the folks that made reasonable claims in a reasonable fashion. Likewise, I
quickly learned to spot those that were as full of crap as a Christmas turkey in late November. With
time, my bullshit detection abilities developed sufficiently to spot a lot of the manure-pushers. But those
are two different extremes. Like a classic bell-curve, the vast majority fall between the extremes, and
those are often harder to classify.
My method was to simply engage people in discussions, and observe the discussions between others,
and evaluate the worth of their claims, based upon my limited experience and the input from the other
folks involved. It took a little while, but eventually, I was able to sort out which notions seemed to be
unreasonable or unsupported and which were based upon solid logic.
In the process, I was also able to form my own opinions regarding the reliability of many individuals. And
I was able to identify a number of things that I wanted to either investigate further or test for myself.
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I honestly don’t believe there is a more foolproof method. None of us has time to test everything
ourselves. But some reasonable analysis of the sources of information and the nature of that
information can at least help us narrow down the field of necessary testing to a manageable level.
Whether you’re talking about a media source or an individual, I thing the process can be much the same.
It takes some time, and a little effort. But if time and effort are commodities you’re not willing to invest,
then perhaps the Internet isn’t the right playground for you.
We put this question to our contributors:

14. How do you suggest readers differentiate between good and bad advice?

Alan Bleiweiss
Get to as many industry conferences as you can get to, or even if you can, at the very least,
reach out to industry people through Twitter for the same purpose.
Spend quality time one on one with as many people as you can. If you think someone is worth
listening to, ask around. Not just one or two people. Ask several. In private. Weigh that
against your own moral compass, your own view on ethics in business. Then take what you read
or hear from that person, and test it for yourself.
Andrea Scarpetta
Interact, ask questions in public! Almost nobody in our sector is unapproachable and if asked
nicely almost everybody will answer. Don’t take anything for granted! If you have the chance,
ask the same question to different people and compare the answers.
Andrew Bleakley
In Internet marketing the difference between good and bad advice is usually in the supporting
data. Far too many authors in our space publish as fact, theory’s they have never fully tested
and more than a handful of young SEO’s have burnt client sites by diving in to eagerly.
Always look for the underlying data and never be afraid to ask someone what testing they have
based their statements on.
Anthony Verre
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First and foremost, consider the source of the advice. Is it someone you trust? But perhaps, the
most important thing is to do a gut-check. Does the advice fly in the face of everything you know
to be true? If it does, consider why it does.
Barry Adams
That’s easy: if it’s presented as a Killer Method, it’s bad advice. If it’s written by someone who
hasn’t earned their stripes in the industry, be wary (but don’t discount it straight away, as
sometimes valuable insights can come from those with fresh outsider perspectives). And if
someone declares that New Gizmo ABC is the ‘death of *insert IM channel here+’, ignore
everything they say.
Dana Lookadoo
1) Put the advice to the test on your own domains.
2) If the advice results in trying to fool Google or is against their Webmaster Guidelines, shove
it under the rug.
Danny Sullivan
That’s tough, because if you’re inexperienced, you can’t really judge. Look for comments, for
one. Are others raising critical questions and getting responses that seem reasonable? What are
others saying about the source or author that you’re reading?
Dean Cruddace
This can be a tricky one because we are all different types of personality and my learning curve
may not be the same as yours. We all want to achieve the same end goal of success for
ourselves in our businesses our roles within our current employer & ultimately in this industry a
continued success for our clients.
Differentiating good advice from bad comes through experience, experience is only achieved
through mistakes we have made in the past that we have learned from, it sounds very cliche but
its true. You do get a gut feeling from reading advice that is being offered via blog posts,
conferences or even face to face when something does not quite sit right through your own past
endeavours.
Keep an open mind about everything you read or hear but above all else if you have not already
done so, test theories, test them again, don’t ever take anything as the gospel according to SEO,
find your path.
Debra Mastaler
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All advice is good until proven bad; test everything before you form an opinion. Keep in mind
most SEO articles are written with a single industry or handful of keywords in mind, what works
in one area might not work in another.
Dom Hodgson

Gabriella Sannino
Good advice has the pros and cons. Bad advice only has the golden pot at the end of the
rainbow. That’s not reality. Nothing is 100% full proof.
Garrett French
I would recommend extracting the core principle from the advice and test that. Short of testing
you could outreach to the author to get a sense of their character, which can shed some light on
the value of their advice. For example ask about their methodologies and reasons for making
such suggestions if it wasn't mentioned in the advice itself. Lastly, I'd recommend they also learn
the difference between good/bad and useful/not useful advice.

Heather Lloyd-Martin
I recently wrote a blog post about this. This can be tricky, especially since I've seen bad SEO
information repeated on a number of sites - so an inexperienced newbie may believe that X
(say, a 5.5% keyphrase density) must be true. Really consider the source when you're reading
any new piece of information. Be critical. And make sure you are 100% sure that you know what
you're doing before implementing any SEO technique that you read about in a forum.
Sometimes, the best (and safest) thing you can do is hire a consultant to double-check your
strategy.
Hugo Gill
Check the background and reputation of the person giving advice.
Ian Lurie
If it seems too good to be true, it is. That’s it. I rarely see bad advice that makes sense. Take the
keywords meta tag as an example: Really? An invisible tag on my page will help me rank higher?
All I have to do is pour in a bunch of keywords? I don’t think so. Another example: Rented e-mail
lists. What are the odds that a list you buy for $.03/address is going to generate any real value?
Poor.
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Good advice usually requires work. Bad advice usually requires leaving your computer on all
night while a script runs, or cutting-and-pasting the same text 1000 times.
Jahnelle Pittman
First, use common sense – some of the stuff you’ll read just doesn’t match what you intuitively
know. For example, if anyone ever tells you meta descriptions aren’t important, you can ignore
that person; they may or may not be valuable from an SEO stand point, but from a usability and
marketability stand point, they’re invaluable. Second, make industry contacts – people who
have been around since before there was SEO – you can talk to if you have questions. Third, (if
you’re an implementer) try their advice out on a test site before you ever put it on a live site,
especially a clients. Finally, if it goes against usability for the visitor, it’s probably not a good
idea.
Jey Pandian
It is difficult to trust the information online. Aaron Wall of SEO Book, once said that “an
economic transaction occurs only when there is a perceived double inequality.” Always think
about why people wrote the things they did and look for this “double inequality.” It will save
you more times than one from making a bad decision.
Joe Hall
Develop a strong intuition and live and die by it. Or “always listen to your gut”.
Joshua Titsworth
That’s really tough. I’d look at who else is sharing it and who has commented on it. If it’s a bunch
of obvious bots tweeting it out and the only comments are from people that have the name
“free Nike shoes” saying “great post plz visit my site”. It’s safe to say the article isn’t of much
worth.
However, if high profile people in the industry are sharing and commenting on it, then I’d say it’s
a good read. Even if the comments aren’t from anyone you know in the industry, but are
thought provoking about the article, it’s also a safe bet the piece is worth reading once. It really
comes down to the individual’s knowledge and skill set. A more experienced SEO won’t find the
same articles as good as someone just getting started.
Justin Parks
While looking at the work completed on other projects is certainly one way to assess if advice is
good or bad, it’s not always possible to do in every aspect of life. Talking to peers and associates
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will lead you along the right path most of the time, and having a wide range of people in your
network helps you differentiate between what’s the flavour of the month or who actually has
long term solid and lasting input.
The only other method is to roll up the sleeves and commit to doing the tests and gaining the
experience firsthand. Something that many of these other people begin with but cannot
feasibly continue as their work load or direction changes so it boils back to you, what you know
and how this stands up against what others are telling you.
Lyena Solomon
If you want to follow good advice, read more. I would also single out people whose opinion you
trust. For example, I follow SEOmoz because they are transparent: they tell exactly how they
came to their conclusion. This way, you can disagree intelligently. Most importantly, collaborate
with other people, brainstorm, to find your unique way to success.
Michelle Robbins
To differentiate the good from bad advice, readers should get information from a variety of
sources. If multiple, authoritative sources espouse a particular technique or tactic, it's a fairly
safe bet that it is a good one. A single source where tactics are concerned is never a good idea unless that source is Greg Boser.
M.J. Taylor
Follow the source. Twitter, G+, forums, blogs – read everything the source has to say and see
how others you respect respond.
Rand Fishkin
Try it! If you test and engage in things, even some bad advice on occasion, you'll learn a
remarkable amount and have a great sense for what might work vs. not.
Rebekah May
Differentiating between good and bad advice gets easier after you have been in the industry
awhile and learned who is trustworthy and who is just blowing steam – but this doesn’t help
those new to the industry know where to look or how to find that information.
The first suggestion I would give is what I would suggest with any advice – test it yourself
whenever possible. Secondly rely on any peers that you trust to validate the advice, you can
also turn to Google and see what other people have to say on the subject – do most blogs in the
field suggest different advice?
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There is unfortunately no reliable method to always use when differentiating between good or
poor advice. Being able to tell the difference comes naturally once you have learned more,
networked with individuals in the field more, and gained more experience. If all else fails, stick
with the first suggestion, or perhaps test it anyway just for the experience it will give you.
Steve Gerencser
Testing. SEO tends to polarize people when it comes to tactics that work vs tactic that don't.
When you gain more experience you can rely on that to help you find the path that will work
best for you. But people new to the business of SEO tend to end up following one brand or
personality and simply assume that that person is always right because the rest of crowd agrees.
S. Emerson
Anything you see on forums, if they do not provide a link to a respected, reliable source, verify
yourself by reading the guidelines and respected writers of SEO information.
This is kind of a hard question to answer as SEO people cannot agree on some points. Hence
why there is no official SEO certification program/criteria for certification. You will have to
decide for yourself which camp you want to follow.
Anything that breaks the TOS or guidelines set out by the search engines I would definitely stay
away from on your most important site(s).
Taylor Pratt
Online marketing is much like everything in life – if it seems too good to be true and is made out
to be ridiculously simple, it probably will fail. Think practically and don’t let others distract you
with their supposed quick successes that resulted in huge dividends that they’ve conveniently
detailed in their new book for only $19.99.
Thomas Fjordside
Does it make sense? Why would this work? Watch out for the word guarantee and lame graphs
that says nothing. Ask yourself questions and ask your peers.
Tim Nash
I use a three step approach to advice: first is, does it sound too good to be true? Then it
probably is. Does it defy logic and or common sense? Then it’s unlikely but not impossible that
it’s sound advice. And finally, can it be tested against? If it can be, then the answer is to test
against it. If it can’t be, then how can they quantify the advice?
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William Slawski
I was at a court-wide meeting once, representing my office on a project to build an orientation
manual for new employees. The top Court Administrator asked us to tell him what we didn’t
know about what the other offices did. I raised my hand and stated that if we know that, we
wouldn’t need to have the meeting.
While sources like patents and white papers, search engine guidelines and blog posts,
conferences and forums and other sources of information can give us hints of how search
engines operate, we do only have hints.
It’s important to approach new ideas and advice with some level of rational scepticism. To keep
in mind that what we don’t know about something can often be much more complex and
complicated than we may be able to guess at. Or at times, much simpler.
When I do something like read a patent, my first reaction is to come up with questions that it
raises that I might not have even known to ask before I read it. Many times they contain new
concepts or terms or ideas that might have been guessed at, and many times they contain new
ideas that open up completely new areas to explore.
My advice on differentiating between good advice and bad advice is to seek more information,
to find collaborating sources of information about the subject in question, to attempt to
understand implications that the advice might have in other ways.
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Chapter Sixteen

Takeaways

You’ll decide which tidbits will be your takeaways from Critical Thinking. But I’m going to offer some
notes that you might want to think about, by Chapter:

1. Learn how to fish
Critical Thinking isn’t intended to teach you what to think, but how to think.
2. Challenges
Internet marketing now encompasses more disciplines than in the past.
Engagement, client education and awareness play an increasing role in IM.
Changes such as the weighting of the link profile, schema.org, increasingly tighter
budget constraints, attribution requirements, the every-broadening selection of
social media platforms, negative perception of the IM industry and other
distractions all make it more difficult to focus efforts where most needed.
3. Managing Change
If there’s one thing that’s constant in the SEO/IM fields, it’s change.
A desire by some to see exact-match domain names and backlinks given less
weight.
A need for more freshness. QDF.
4. Who has Time to Waste?
Corporate blogging a waste of effort?
Too many voices to know which to heed
Determining which IM channels suit your client, because all don’t
Too much use of social media to replace customer service channels
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Too many different social media channels
Rank-tracking instead of Revenue-Tracking a mistake
Not enough attention given to data analysis
Bickering about what does or doesn’t work, vs just doing it
Too much focus on quantity of data, rather than quality
5. If Rumplestiltskin Could do it…
Conversion marketing – conversion rate optimization
Wealth of metrics available
SEO - Organic SERPs
Social media, if used properly
Effective KW research yields great results
Honest and effective networking
SEO – brand marketing
Proper content for the proper audience
Remarketing
A/B testing
Content is King
6. What Do You Read?
No single source is sufficient… leads to tunnel vision
Twitter seems to be the most popular because it leads to more info
SEJ, SEL, SEO Dojo, Techmeme, Hacker News, Avinash Kaushik’s Analytics blog
are popular
(There are some great links offered in Chapter 5… I strongly suggest you check
them out to find the best sources for you)
7. Foreseeing the Future
Schema.org – increasing linguistics capability
increasing social signals, personalization and blended search
Decreasing valuation of links, in favor of new ranking signal
increasing use of authenticity signals like rel=me, rel=author
8. Your Tools
Some great tool recommendations
9. Your Dream-tools
Some interesting wishful thinking
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10. Rubbing Elbows
Networking
Some recommendations for specific conferences
Smaller, more intimate conferences seem to be popular
11. Who Were Your Mentors?
Some mentions of mentors that have helped form the contributors’
personalities
12. Any Regrets?
Comments on whether they would make the same career choice again, and why
13. Mentoring Others
Contributors offer the three most important lessons they would want to pass on
to a protégé.
14. Which is Your Font of Wisdom?
Some great suggestions of reliable sources of information and some discussion
of what makes a source reliable.
15. Separating the Wheat from the Chaff
Some great recommendations on how to sort the bad advice from the good.

You undoubtedly noticed that some of our contributors disagree on a thing or two. That’s to be
expected, whenever so many minds are pulled together from different environments. As I mentioned
earlier, some techniques will render entirely different results for differente sites. And as more than one
here has said, there are often multiple paths to the same result.
I’m sure you also noticed several areas in which many of the contributors agreed. Those are the areas
that I suggest you give some serious consideration to their ideas. With nearly 300 years of SEO and IM
experience gathered on these pages, I think they bear listening to.
Whatever takeaways you get from Critical Thinking, I hope they serve you well. If you’re just starting
out, I think you’ll find them helpful in establishing your own mindset. If you’ve already been at this game
a while, perhaps they’ll jog loose some old memories or help clear some cobwebs.
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Whichever the case, thank you for taking the time to read this. I sincerely hope you enjoyed reading it as
much as I enjoyed its crafting .

Doc Sheldon
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Nearly Three Centuries of Knowledge
Here’s your chance to meet our contributors one-by-one, see what they look like, hear what they do for
a living and how they think. They’re all accomplished professionals, with a combined level of Internet
experience approaching three centuries.
I only have about six years, so I find that pretty humbling.
With so much knowledge gathered in one setting, there’s bound to be some valuable takeaways
offered. I tried to present some questions that would evoke the sort of responses that would be of
immediate use to the readers, but I knew I couldn’t think of everything.
In addition, each contributor was asked to provide one question that hadn’t been asked, that they
would like to respond to. I figured that some of them might be personal pet peeves, while others might
be nagging questions or even tongue-in-cheek comments, but I was pretty sure that they’d be great
food for thought.
And thought is what Critical Thinking is all about!

Here are the very generous contributors, and what they have for you…
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Alan Bleiweiss
Director of Search Services,

Click2Rank Consulting
Sixteen years internet marketing experience, ten in SEO. Known mostly as a forensic SEO audit
specialist, Alan has actually worn all the SEO hats at various times; in-house, agency and consultant. A
strong advocate of ethical SEO best practices, he believes the single biggest factor that separates
successful SEO from failed SEO over the long-haul can be summed up in two phrases he coined during
his Google Survivor Tips panel presentation at SMX Advanced in 2011 - Sustainable SEO vs. Myopic SEO.
As Director of Search Services at Click2Rank, a Lacey, Washington Search Marketing Agency, Alan
oversees a team of specialists in SEO, Social Media, and PPC advertising. A noted industry speaker and
eBook author, Alan also writes for Search Engine Journal and Search Marketing Wisdom. And if you
follow him on Twitter, be prepared for rants. Because ranting on Twitter is Alan's way of not having to
pay a therapist.
Alan asked this question:
“Yeah – is this questioning over yet? ”
And his own answer to that was:
“I’m honoured to have been asked to contribute to what could very well be the single most
valuable resource this industry has ever produced. And if anything I’ve shared helps even one
person become better, then it’s a blessing and a #WIN.”

Wow, Alan - I don’t know what I could say that would add to that! I agree wholeheartedly with the
sentiment, though - if the collective wisdom shared here shines light on the path of even one person,
then the effort was well worthwhile.
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My hope is that readers will find many takeaways here, but the greatest of all may be learning how to
think critically so that they can reach their own viable conclusions. With that tool on their belts, the
challenges of internet marketing (or any other field, for that matter) are much more manageable.
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Andrea Scarpetta

Andrea is an SEO Specialist at Sems S.R.L., and a freelance SEO and Social Media Consultant,

practicing from his location in the Turin area, in Italy. He worked for several years as a
computer technician, then a web designer, CG artist and programmer, before focusing on
search engine optimization and search engine marketing. He is a passionate SEO that revels in
the challenges that SEO presents.
Andrea Tweets regularly as Gareth Jax.
Andrea asked this question:

"Is SEO Dead" ?
And his own answer to that was:

“The day Google will disclose every tiny detail about the ranking algorithm, most
"tricks" known as "SEO" will die in order to focus on the most important signals of the
algorithm. And even if that improbable day arrives, there will be jobs for people
focused on conversion!
“So, I'm sorry, that Zombie called "SEO" is alive and kickin'!”
I couldn’t agree more, Andrea. Even with all the changes to search, I think there’ll always be a need for
those that know how to optimize for the search engines. In fact, as it gets more sophisticated, the need
may increase.
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Andrew Bleakley
Andrew is a developer turned internet and performance marketer who is just as happy
surfing the waves as he is surfing the web. Expertly able to build and promote your website,
Andrew is based in Byron Bay, Australia and has a proven record of long term success
marketing ecommerce stores.
You can contact him on his website or on Twitter.
Andrew asked this question:

“What can small online retailers do with a limited budget to improve their immediate
situation?”
And his own answer to that was:
“1) Fix any errors and broken links on their website;
2) Write better and more complete product descriptions of their own (instead of short blurbs
copied from manufacturers);
3) Ensure any social media integrations are functioning properly, including full and properly
configured Open Graph data;
4) Upload higher quality product images.”
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I’ve always been a strong proponent of getting the on-page stuff correct, first. And most
sites seem to have more on-site problems than anything else. Many of those aspects can
often be addressed at a relatively low cost, and the higher cost items can be attacked a little
at a time in many cases.
I wouldn’t wait for my guests to arrive before I started cleaning house. So why would I want
to invest in a linkbuilding campaign before my site was presentable to all concerned? ;)
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Anthony Verre
I am the CEO of Silver Arc Search Marketing, a local Milwaukee, WI company working to
help small and mid-sized business owners with their search marketing strategy and search
engine marketing tactics. I’ve been working in the search engine marketing and search
engine optimization industry for the last 6 years.
I write The Milwaukee SEO, a blog dedicated and devoted to search engine marketing,
search engine optimization, and online business philosophy. I am also a regular columnist
at Search News Central and participant at the SEO Dojo. Co-authored eProfitability; a
guide for C-Level executives and upper management to understand the search landscape
and maximize their profitability online.
To learn more about Tony, follow him on Twitter.
Anthony asked this question:
“Given limited budgets and time on projects, what is/are the most essential thing(s) you
address first?”
And his own answer to that was:
“I always address the core of websites first (information architecture, keyword research,
content, and finding and addressing technical issues). Everything starts with a strong
foundation, all the deft algorithm-techniques in the world won't matter if you're building on a
faulty foundation.”
Couldn’t have said it better, Tony. No sense throwing good money at something that can’t
provide real benefits because of a ton of on-site problems.
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Barry Adams
Starting out his career in all things online in the mid-’90s as an intranet content manager,
Barry has worked in a wide variety of positions including corporate webmaster for
multinationals, in-house SEO specialist for a large regional newspaper, and web consultant
for dozens of SMEs.
Now he’s the Senior Digital Marketer for Search at Pierce Communications in Belfast,
where he works on a wide range of internet marketing projects for clients in the UK and
Ireland.
In addition Barry is a regular contributor to several major SEO blogs such as State of
Search and Search News Central, and he's a technology columnist for the Belfast
Telegraph. He also regularly lectures on SEO and PPC for the Digital Marketing Institute
in Ireland.

Barry asked this question:
“What type of formal education best prepares you for a job as an internet marketer?”
And his own answer to that was:
“In the early days of IM, I’d say having a background in computer science would have been an
advantage. Especially with SEO, that type of technical education would help immensely.
But now that internet marketing is maturing as a marketing discipline, I find that the technical
stuff is taking a back seat and the marketing aspect is starting to dominate. In the end IM is
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about people doing stuff online, and marketing & communications are the educational
pathways that prepare you for dealing with humans in commercial environments.
The ideal internet marketing education has aspects of both CS and Marketing, as it requires a
solid understanding of both the technical and human & commercial side of the internet. But
that education hasn’t been invented yet. Most IM courses and bootcamps are too much about
the practical implementations of things, and don’t really teach you the right mindset – and
that, in my opinion, is what a good education should do.
IM is about web technology enabling business and commerce, so a solid grasp of both of those
pillars will definitely give you a head start.”

While I still believe that an SEO can be more effective if he/she has a good working
knowledge of mark-up, I do agree that marketing is becoming more necessary than the
technical aspects. I think to a degree, it depends upon which specialty area one is focused
on. Managing ad campaigns effectively certainly requires a good bit of marketing
background, but strictly optimizing for organic search would benefit more from a solid
understanding of the intricacies of IR.
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DanaLookadoo
YoYoSEO
Dana Lookadoo started her career in website development and online marketing in 1996.
She has 17 years of corporate experience with degrees in Telecommunications, Multimedia
& Applied Computing and Business Administration with a minor in Instructional
Technology. Dana taught Web Design at Cal State University, Monterey Bay and has
conducted numerous corporate and technical training courses. She authored a 100-page
book for Sun Microsystems, "Traveling the Internet," a guide for how to travel safely and
securely on the Web. She began "playing" with SEO in 1999 and has been focused on search
engine optimization since 2003.
As an SEO consultant, Dana works closely with mid- to large-size companies to help them
plan and develop their search engagement efforts - from information architecture, SEO,
content writing to social media engagement.
Dana is a guest writer for a number of search marketing blogs and is very active in the
search industry. You can learn more about Dana on her website or follow her on Twitter.
Dana asked this question:
“What is the one area of search marketing and SEO that is often overlooked when
planning/designing a website?”
And her own answer to that was:
“Information Architecture combined with mapping of keywords based off the site’s target
audience.”
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Danny Sullivan
Widely considered a leading "search engine guru," Danny Sullivan has been helping
webmasters, marketers and everyday web users understand how search engines work for
over a decade.
Danny's expertise about search engines is often sought by the media, and he has been
quoted in places like The Wall St. Journal, USA Today, The Los Angeles Times, Forbes, The
New Yorker and Newsweek and ABC's Nightline.
Danny began covering search engines in late 1995, when he undertook a study of how they
indexed web pages. The results were published online as "A Webmaster's Guide To Search
Engines," a pioneering effort to answer the many questions site designers and Internet
publicists had about search engines.
Danny currently heads up Search Engine Land as editor-in-chief, which covers all aspects
of search marketing and search engine news. Danny also serves as Third Door Media's chief
content officer, which owns Search Engine Land and the SMX: Search Marketing Expo
conference series. Danny also maintains a personal blog called Daggle andmicroblogs on
Twitter: @dannysullivan.

Danny asked this question:
"When internet marketing is changing so often, with new opportunities emerging all the time,
how do you decide which ones make the most sense to pursue and not get stuck in deadends?"
And his own answer to that was:
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“For me, I try to understand more about the company behind an opportunity. A larger,
established company often is more worth paying attention to. If Google rolls something out,
that might have a better chance than something from a small new start-up. However, you
can't just depend on that. A small start-up might go viral. Am I seeing chatter in places like
Twitter or in mainstream press, not the tech press, about a particular service? That can be one
sign. Groupon is a good example here. For me, I heard much in the tech press — but then I also
could see real merchants using it, could hear from non-tech friends who were actually using it.
Are there distribution partnerships? Does the product seem new and unique? Something that
offers to let you tweet longer than Twitter really isn't that much more an improvement than
Twitter, so it might not improve. What's the existing and potential audience? Virtual worlds
sounded cool, but were lots of people really using them. These are just some of the things I try
to assess for myself.”
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Dean Cruddace
I am an SEO consultant living in Sunderland in the North East of England, working online
since 2001 I provide SEO audits and deliver buying eyes to web properties using organic
search.
Owner of SEO Begin Ltd where I blog about search or invite others to. I also run the SEO
Company Directory with Doc Sheldon and Alex Moss.
I play around with SEO on my own personal site before I even consider recommending to
my SEO clients, some of which I have been working with for years in competitive industries
such as travel and financial.
Guest Blogger at various sites including State of Search & Search Engine People. First
guest author at Level343. Associate editor at Blekko for /seoblogs slashtag (the default
search for SEO on Blekko). Proud participating member of the SEO Training Dojo.
Dean asked this question:

“SEO has been dead since the first time it was uttered many many moons ago. Is it dead yet?”
And his own answer to that was:
“Nope.”
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Debra Mastaler
Based in Fairfax Station, Virginia, Debra Mastaler is President of Alliance-Link, an
interactive marketing company focused on providing custom link marketing campaigns and
link training.
In business since 2000, Debra and her talented staff offer a common sense approach to link
building by combining traditional sales and promotional strategies with effective online
search engine marketing tactics.
In addition to client projects and link training for Fortune 500 companies as well as a
number of top SEO firms in the USA, UK and Canada, Debra is a featured guest speaker at
the Search Engine Strategies Conference (SES), Search Marketing Expo (SMX), is a guest
blogger for Search Engine Land and Search Engine Guide, has done numerous High
Ranking Seminars, Small Business Unleashed Seminars as well as the Link Building
Training session for Search Engine Strategies (SES) and the Direct Marketing Association
(DMA). She is also the Link Building Moderator on the SEOBook Community
Forums, Small Business Ideas Forum and Sphinn .
In 2009 she was listed 17th in the Top 100 Most Influential Marketers of 2009.
In 2011 Debra was voted one of the Top SEO Women of 2011
Follow Debra on Twitter or Facebook.

Debra asked this question:
“If you were allowed to share just one piece of link building advice to a crowd of people, what
would it be?”
And her own answer to that was:
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“Build links to pages optimized for the keyword terms found in your anchors and place those
anchors on pages/sites that have been around for awhile. It doesn't matter what linking
tactic you use but it definitely matters where you place the link and what it (the anchor)
says.”
I’ve heard arguments being made recently that anchor text was no longer as valuable as it
once was, but I can’t see any evidence of that being true. What’s more, I really don’t think it
would make any sense for the search engines to devalue anchor text, since contextual
relevance is a good indicator.
Your advice to place links on pages that have been optimized for the same keywords as your
anchor text makes perfect sense… wonder why so many don’t seem to get that. ;)
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Dom Hodgson

Dom asked this question:
And his own answer to that was:
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Eren McKay
Eren McKay is a work at home mom, caring for her three boys in their home in Brazil. She
abandoned her Physical Therapy degree, deciding she preferred to stay home and care for
her children. When her boys were old enough to allow her time to pursue her career, she
developed her online presence across several properties. She also began studying SEO and
online marketing in 2006, to allow her to optimize her own internet properties. She blogs
about a variety of topics, however her primary passion is personal development.
You can follow Eren on Twitter and GooglePlus.

Eren asked this question:
“How do you know who to believe when there are so many different opinions to be found on
every question?”
And her own answer to that was:
“The first step is to find the experts. Then I suggest reading several ‘views’ before determining
what’s good or bad advice on a certain topic. To find out what the best minds are thinking, use
a variety of search queries. For example; if you want to know more about QDF (query deserves
freshness), link bait, or some other subject what would you do? You could just ‘Google’ it, but
can you really trust the top SERPs? If you know how search engines work, then you’re well
aware that an idiot could be at number one for a keyword phrase through link spamming.
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Why not use the resources freely available to you and go straight to the source for the best
advice? Using Google search operators is like being able to pick the brains of well known
experts. There are lots of search operators, so for the sake of brevity I’ll just show you two:
If you wanted to learn more about QDF (query deserves freshness) you could perform a site
search on authority blogs like these:
site:huomah.com "query deserves freshness"
site:seobythesea.com "query deserves freshness"
site:seobook.com "query deserves freshness"
Find several places that an expert has published by using the ‘in post author’ search. For
example when researching about link bait, I would typically perform the following searches:
inpostauthor:“Debra Mastaler” "link bait"
inpostauthor:“Wiep” "link bait"
inpostauthor:“Garrett French” "link bait"
inpostauthor:“David Harry” "link bait"
When you’ve found enough information on the topic, you can read all of it and identify a
common thread amongst all experts.
Personally I like to read articles from all kinds of different people… not only the experts. Each
person has a unique story and strategies that I may be able to learn from. Of course the
experts have a lot more experience so I tend to search for what they have to say first. I believe
anyone can read ‘non expert’ advice and still find gems for their online presence. It’s
important to analyze what they wrote by asking certain questions such as:
Was this assumption based on accurate sources of information?
Is this person’s emotional state and past history wrongly influencing his or her conclusions?
If the ‘non expert’ that wrote the article researched several sides on the subject and covered
certain critical questions, then it should be good advice.
Another thing to keep top of mind is that some people have reached a certain level of success
by applying tactics that are outdated or that only work for a small amount of time. It’s really
sad to see naïve people (sheeple) following these fake ‘gurus’ and hanging onto their every
word like everything they say is absolute truth. No matter how successful someone is, you can
never turn off your analytical thinking skills before accepting something as truth. I really love
this quote:
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"It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting
it." – ~Aristotle
Besides that, there are those who have gotten rich through the use of strategies that are not
compliant with the Google Webmaster Guidelines. If you want to have a long term presence
that will one day produce somewhat passive income, then you want to stay clear of that kind
of ‘advice’. However if you don’t care at all about your income being passive or losing search
engine rankings overnight, then that kind of ‘short term income’ advice might be applicable to
you.”

Good advice, Eren. Now if I could just remember to use those operators the first time
around!
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Gabriella Sannino

Gabriella Sannino is the owner and head of Business Development for Level 343, an
Organic SEO and copywriting company based in Mississippi. As an Italian citizen she has
always thought differently than the American businessman. Incorporating her
International business know-how with her commandment of several languages she has
garnered worldwide notice for her straight talking business knowledge.
For over 20 years Gabriella has held positions as a web developer, creative director and
consultant before opening Level 343. Widely recognized in the social media and SEO world,
she shares her knowledge in organic search engine optimization, content development
strategy, user experience and social media with anyone willing to listen. You can also follow
Gabriella on Twitter for some great tweets.
Gabriella asked this question:
“If you could start any project what would it be?”
And her own answer to that was:
“I’d like to build a growing community where young women (18 – 25) can apply and be chosen
for a 2 year mentorship. The mentorship would be a work/live environment, involved in social
media/marketing in their city. It would give them the chance to progress in their personal and
professional lives. Maybe offer housing, where they can live and work at the training “center”
for a minimum of 2 years before they went off on their own.
I’d like to offer a lot of outreach programs for the homeless, drug abuse, education seminars
for safe sex, etc. In other words, I want a way to give back, and a way to show others how to
do the same.”
Sounds like a worthy venture, Gabs. I think there’s a demand for such mentorship
programs In many different fields, and most certainly in Internet marketing.
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As for the outreach programs, that sounds like a great way of “paying it forward”, a concept
that I’ve supported for many years. Maybe combine both your ideas into one?
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Garrett French
Garrett has a good deal of experience under his belt. As Editor in Chief at
iEntry/WebProNews and manager of Communications at MarketSmart Interactive, then cofounding Ontolo, he built a name for himself in the marketing world. He then went on to
found Citation Labs, where he currently puts his marketing wisdom to work for his clients.
You can learn more about Garrett on LinkedIn or follow him on Twitter.

Garrett asked this question:
“What advice would you have for someone who's just starting an agency?”
And his own answer to that was:
“I WISH I KNEW! ;)”

You and many others, Garrett. Some things just have to be learned the hard way, I guess.
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Heather Lloyd-Martin
SEO Copywriting
Described as a fast-talking, fiery redhead, Heather Lloyd-Martin is a 20-year marketing
veteran, a recognized author and considered the pioneer of SEO copywriting. Recognized
worldwide as a first-generation search marketing expert, her life is split between watching
the search engines dance and pinpointing the exact direct response copywriting strategies
that make people buy.

Fun career highlights include:
Profiled in the book Online Marketing Heroes as the pioneer of SEO copywriting.
Immediate past-chair of the Direct Marketing Association’s Search Engine Marketing Council.
Developer of the SEO Copywriting Certification program, the only industry-endorsed training
program teaching SEO Copywriting best practices.
Nominated for the Top Woman in SEO, 2012 award.
Advisory board member of SEMpdx, and serves on the board of American Writers and Artists,
Inc.
Quoted and cited in many publications, including The Huffington Post, Target Marketing
Magazine, Entrepreneur Magazine and others.

Presenting at industry events is one of Heather’s passions, and she’s frequently crossing
time zones en-route to her next speaking gig. You can see her speaking at Darden School of
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Business, Search Engine Strategies, SMX, Small Business Marketing Unleashed, PubCon
and a host of other events. In her spare time, she enjoys crazy-making travel, grueling
workouts, Starbucks extra-hot soy lattes and hanging out with her husband, two dogs and
one cat in Portland, OR. Contact Heather here!

Heather asked this question:
“What's the biggest challenges site owners face around SEO content development?”
And her own answer to that was:
“Often, the biggest challenge is developing a workable strategic plan - which may be taking
very small baby steps. Some site owners were burned by Panda, so now they're scrambling to
figure out next steps. Others may know that they "have to do something," but they don't
know where to start - so they do nothing at all. Once a plan is in place, everyone is on the
same page and knows what to do next. Maybe that means only writing a few pages a month.
That's OK. It's all about doing what you can do with the resources you have available.”

I’ve found that site owners really appreciate it when you’re willing to propose a schedule
that allows them to see progress and results, as well as program their cashflow. As nice as
it would be to find all the problems and fix them immediately, that’s just not feasible for
many SMBs.
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Hugo Gill

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO), Online Marketing, E-commerce and Web Accessibility
Consultant & Solutions Provider.

Hugo’s website is Design-Ecommerce.com, and you can follow him on Twitter or Facebook,
visit his company’s Facebook page, or you can visit his LinkedIn profile to learn more about
him.

Hugo asked this question:
“If you had 10 hours to optimise an existing 20 page site that has already had its pages indexed by
the search engines, what main areas would you focus on?”
And his own answer to that was:
“Conduct keyword research, address technical issues, improve site architecture and optimise
internal anchor text, page titles, meta descriptions, headings, content and ALT attributes.”
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Ian Lurie
After 13 years as an Internet marketer, Ian pieced together his experiences with the
technology, communications and design issues inherent in our business, and built
Conversation Marketing as a rubric for good decision making. He also serves clients from
Portent.
As in Internet marketer with extensive experience in email marketing, search marketing
and virtually any other type of marketing that can be done via the Internet, Ian is widely
considered to be an expert in his field and has many clients’ successes to his credit. You can
follow him on Twitter or learn more about him on Facebook or LinkedIn.
Ian asked this question:
“Why do you believe writing is so important?”
And his own answer to that was:
“I’m glad I asked me that question!
First, folks communicate using words. Online, the primary way to spread those words around
is through writing. Your ability to choose the right words separates you from competitors.
Second, writing helps you organize ideas. The more fluid your writing – the easier it is for you
to just sit down and write for 5 minutes straight – the easier it becomes to order your thoughts
and turn a bunch of related ideas into a single, concrete plan. Third, writing improves spoken
thought. Putting something down on paper will almost always help you more clearly talk
about it, too.”
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Now you’re touching on a subject that is near and dear to me, Ian! There are many different
ways to convey the same information via the written word, but the ability to do so in a
manner that evokes a certain effect in the reader is the key to success in any kind of
writing.
Elevate that to the level of arousing a desire to convert, and it’s magic you’ve got!
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Jahnelle Pittman

Proud work at home and home schooling mom of 2, site administrator of many and SEO
analyst on the rampage. Don’t mess with me – I know code and have kids.
I'm a true geek with a heart of code and SEO - and a touch of "grammar nazism". I'm called
the "Editing Bulldog", and have been told I'm the private editing nightmare of writers
everywhere. I wave my red pen across every document in search of perfect client
deliverables. When I'm not buried in paperwork, I spend my time buried in website code
and SEO research.
Head of the SEO Department at Level343 Organic SEO and Copywriting
Writer at Level343's SEO Article Archive
Jahnelle on LinkedIn
Jahnelle on Twitter

Jahnelle asked this question:

“Why do you enjoy your field of choice?”
And her own answer to that was:
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“SEO is fast-paced; for that matter, all of internet marketing is. It’s challenging, constantly
changing and pushes me to learn, grow and excel. I can be a spy, watching every move of the
competition. I can be a writer and influencer of people. I can be a politician and smooth the
ways for our clients to interact. I can be a complete geek and pore over data and patents. I can
be a hacker and tweak or build website code that does exactly what I want it to do. Of course,
it’s all in my imagination, based on what I’m doing at the time :D , but that doesn’t make it
any less fun.”
Well said, Jahnelle! Kinda like Disneyland, isn’t it? You can be anything you want at the
moment, which does make it fun.
And of course, there’s that total lack of boredom, to keep us on our toes! ;)
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Jey Pandian
Jey Pandian is a highly experienced SEO, with his greatest areas of specialty being
research and analytics. Perhaps the only characteristic which surpasses his ability to drill
down to the underlying issues is his dedication to provide ultimate solutions to his clients.
“Good enough” simply isn’t, for Jey. He goes to great lengths to ensure that the
recommendations he makes have been examined from every possible angle, tested for
validity and implemented properly.
Jey has recently joined the Catalyst team in their Manhattan office, where we’re sure he’ll
be doing great things. Follow him on Twitter or check out his LinkedIn profile to learn more
about him.
Jey asked this question:
“If I could recommend any 3 books as it pertains to marketing and SEO,
what would I recommend?”
And his own answer to that was:
“1) Marketing Warfares by Al Ries and Jack Trout - it will help you get a better
grasp on competitive strategies when used against you or when forming marketing
strategies.
2) Linchpin by Seth Godin - it will teach you to be passionate about your
work.
3) Landing Page Optimization by Tim Ash - it will put you build a conversion
focused mindset.
Bonus: Web Analytics 2.0 by Avinash Kaushik - you will gain the data
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skills that are vital in this industry.”
Of the three, I’ve only read Linchpin, and it made me into a hard-core follower of Seth
Godin. I’ll have to get my hands on either Tim’s or Avinash’s work next. Thanks for the
great recommendations.
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Joe Hall
Joe Hall is the founder and CEO of 22 Media LLC. Through his work, he has experience on
both the national and local levels around a variety of diverse topics and technologies. Joe's
work has garnered the attention of some of the biggest technology publications in the world,
including white papers from MIT and The Department of Homeland Security.
You can also follow Joe on Twitter or LinkedIn to learn more about him.
Joe asked this question:
“What comes after hypertext? Social signals, voice search, and Google's search by image
feature, all signal a deviation away from analyzing hypertext/link graphs for rankings. So
then, what comes next? How will search engines organize information in the future? Will SEO's
need to radically change their understanding of Information retrieval to stay ahead?”
And his own answer to that was:
“I have no idea!”
You’re always thinking ahead, Joe – a thought-provoking question, for sure! Anyone that
can correctly guess the next wave and take action to get their first will undoubtedly be
basking in glory.
Why do I suspect that may be you?
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Joshua Titsworth
Joshua Titsworth is an SEO project manager with Click2Rank, a word-class search
marketing agency. Josh got his start in search working as a project manager for a
international healthcare organization in Kansas City. He was given a mission to get their
website more visibility online with a budget of zero (it was a non-profit, what did you
expect?). After doing some searches for cheap/free Internet marketing he found a lot of
articles on SEO. He read all he could and began applying it to not only their website, but to
some board member sites as well that were involved in the financial and religious
organization niches. This continued as a passionate hobby for a few years until he decided
to take his passion and make a career out of it.
Following Joshua on Twitter can be very entertaining.

Joshua asked this question:
“Why did you participate in this questionnaire?”
And his own answer to that was:

“A few reasons:
1. Doc Sheldon is a friend of mine and I’m happy to help him out in any way possible. He’s
helped me quite a few times so any chance I can return the favour for him I’ll take
advantage of.
2. As I stated in question 12, “Take advantage of opportunities presented and stay
committed if you commit.” I think this e-book has a lot of different view points from
people at all levels of the industry and from that stance it should make for some good
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reading for just about anyone. Not to mention I told Doc I’d contribute if I could and well,
here I am.
3. When I finally got the list of questions to be answered I knew right away they were going
to require some thinking. I’ve answered client’s questions about their site, but never my
own personal thoughts on SEO. It really gave me a chance to reflect and think about how
I’ve grown in my knowledge and experience.”
Whatever the reason, I’m glad you did, Josh. Funny that you mention reflecting, because
when the idea of this ebook first occurred to me, I had no idea what a great learning
experience it would be, incorporating everyone’s contributions.
Almost as good as going to a conference… but a lot cheaper!
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Justin Parks

Justin Parks has over 12 years experience in the online environment dealing with
marketing, web development and search engine optimisation. He is a prolific social media
user and over his career has development a focused and quality network of experienced
professionals in the online sector.
His experience is spread across a wide range of verticals including lead generation,
campaign creation and management and ecommerce sales.
He utilises WordPress as his main web platform and is continually realising new and
innovative methods of ensuring it produces excellent results for his clients in Search
Engine results. Combined with evolving tools in social media and search engine
optimisation he finds himself “under the hood” most days, fine tuning the platform.
Justin’s main speciality is online networking and social media. With his historical
experience in the sector he investigates these new opportunities and evaluates them in
order to bring the best value to clients and businesses he works with, ensuring that they
stay ahead of the curve in a rapidly evolving environment.
You can learn more about Justin by following him on Twitter or visiting his website.
Justin asked this question:
“Can I make money in the world of SEO and build a successful business?”
And his own answer to that was:
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“Yes. It is possible but it’s not easy. The world of SEO is affected by so many factors in such a
dynamic and indeed dramatic way that sometimes you will be left wondering just how you can
take the business forward.
Understanding SEO is the first step, but understanding good business practices and what they
mean is just as essential. Because you deal with clients in such an intimate way then you have
to be realistic about the services you offer in terms of quality and price, something that many
in the business simply don’t understand or don’t implement. They soon disappear.
SEO, or indeed any side of web development, cannot be done on a shoestring budget if the aim
is to seriously compete in today’s market place and trying to do it as such will destroy you and
the business you are trying to build. Other businesses who wish to hire you and your services
need to be educated about the process of SEO and marketing and allowed to understand that
the associated costs are there, as the expected return should, at the very least, cover the
expense, if not return a profit. I have to be careful here as I could delve into deep and
complicated examples of how this all works out in the real world and that’s just not possible.”
It all boils down to the fundamentals. If you run your business well, offer a quality service and
ensure that YOUR bottom line is profitable, then you will succeed and can indeed run a
successful SEO business. Offer it too cheaply and you won’t be profitable and neither will the
client. Charge too much and you won’t get the clients. Find the right price range and
structure, apply it, prove the value, then begin to grow the service and the associated cost as
you expand, hopefully in line with your clients or partners.

I think we’ve all seen a lot of examples of people in various Internet fields, just starting out,
underpricing their services a LOT. Truth be told, I was guilty of it myself. And as you say,
it nearly put me under, as there was simply no profit to working.
I think too many people focus so much on doing a good job for the client, that they don’t
realize their own business is in trouble until it’s too late. They need to address both sides of
the fence.
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Lyena Solomon

Lyena has 15 years of experience in SEO, analytics, website usability and navigation. She
has a diverse technical background in developing websites, applications, databases, data
analysis, etc. Having done in-house web development and SEO for a number of years, 3
years ago, Lyena started consulting with Silicon Valley companies on optimizing their
websites. She helps clients focus on goals, profitability, targets and their audience. Lyena's
consulting company - NetSprinter, LLC - works with local and global businesses to craft
marketing strategies that improve their revenue.
Twitter Business card: http://twtbizcard.com/lyena
Lyena asked this question:
“What are some valuable skills for an SEO?”
And her own answer to that was:
“One of the most valuable skills is getting out of the box. To be competitive, talk to your PPC
team, find out what keeps your web development team up at night, find out what your CFO’s
goals are for the fiscal quarter. Then, ask yourself, how you can help them achieve their goals.
When you have the answer, you will be successful.”
Great response, Lyena. Rather than living in our own shell, we can sometimes be the
catalyst that causes a team to really get some traction. The power to be had there is
tremendous!
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M.J. Taylor
SEO Consultant and Copywriter M.-J. Taylor owns Cyber Key, Inc. in Key West, Florida.
M.-J.’s career background in journalism naturally led to a fascination for the information
available on the Internet. She created her first personal website in 1996, and in 1997,
started building sites for others. It was immediately clear to her that “build it and they will
come” didn’t apply to websites. She took an SEO certification class early in 1998 from Robin
Nobles though Kennesaw State University, and has kept up with the industry since then
through practice and research. M.-J. is a moderator on several webmaster/SEO forums,
including WebProWorld, V7n forums and SEOWorkers.
You can connect with M.J. on LinkedIn to learn more about her.
M.J. asked this question:
“What’s your inspiration for link bait and compelling content?”
And her own answer to that was:
“Collaboration. I love working for myself and not managing employees, but I feel I miss the
opportunity to brainstorm and collectively create great ideas that can take a website to another
level.”
True, M.J. Working solo does involve some loss of interaction. I find that I can regain some
of that in Skype chats with some of my colleagues, but no, it isn’t the same as face to face.
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Michelle Robbins
Michelle has been designing, developing, deploying and marketing web sites for a variety of
business sectors since 1995, where she worked at one of Southern California's first online
agencies and web server software development startups. Striking out on her own in 1999,
she grew her web development consultancy to create online presences, develop custom
applications and implement various web marketing initiatives for such companies as
American Airlines, Honda Civic Tour, DMX Music, and more.
In 2006, Michelle joined Danny Sullivan at Third Door Media's launch as its Director of
Technology. She currently oversees, develops, and implements all technical initiatives for
each of the company's brands: Search Engine Land, Search Marketing Expo (SMX), Search
Marketing Now (SMN) and Sphinn.
Before crossing over to technology and search, Michelle spent 4 years on the management
team in marketing and promotion at the Walt Disney Company's record label (Hollywood
Records).
Michelle has two bachelor degrees from the University of California, Irvine.
Connect with Michelle - Twitter :: Google+ :: LinkedIn
Michelle asked this question:
“What channel/platform/innovation to emerge in recent years do you find most disruptive to
internet marketing?”
And her own answer to that was:
“I think mobile - specifically mobile apps and the emergence of the App store and app
ecosystem - has been the most disruptive innovation in recent years. Apps have the
opportunity to eclipse traditional, search engine based search, in many ways. More and more
apps provide users with more and more information that previously would have been
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discovered only via SERPs or at web sites. Beyond just app adoption, app usability and in-app
conversions present unique challenges – and we are still in the infancy of this market.”
I agree, Michelle. At least for me, mobile has presented the most new challenges. I don’t
anyone will argue that before long, virtually everyone will be on some sort of mobile device.
So… if we haven’t already, I guess we’d best get a handle on it!
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Rand Fishkin
Rand Fishkin is the CEO & Co-Founder of the web's most popular SEO Software
provider; SEOmoz. He co-authored the Art of SEO from O'Reilly Media and was named on
the 40 Under 40 List and 30 Best Young Tech Entrepreneurs Under 30. Rand has been
written about in The Seattle Times, Newsweek and PC World among others and keynoted
conferences on search around the world. He's particularly passionate about the SEOmoz
blog, read by tens of thousands of search professionals each day. In his miniscule spare
time, Rand enjoys the company of his amazing wife, whose serendipitous travel blog
chronicles their journeys.
Rand asked this question:

“Where are you as you write these answers?”
And his own answer to that was:

“A hotel room with a very slow web connection in downtown Sao Paulo, Brasil ;-)”
That’s dedication, Rand! I think I’ve done that a few times myself, when the so-called “highspeed” couldn’t even keep up with dial-up.
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Rebekah May
Rebekah manages SEO in-house for a software company. On the side she runs Whole SEO,
which provides affordable search engine marketing services to local businesses in the San
Francisco Bay Area. She is also working on a project that will provide SEO and Online
Marketing training to those new to the industry. Follow her on Twitter to say hi and stay
updated.
Rebekah asked this question:
“If someone were looking to get into the Online Marketing or SEO industry, what advice
would you give them?”
And her own answer to that was:
“It really depends on how much current experience you have. For example, if a lot of your
experience lies in marketing – you may have to re-wire your brain to approach things from a
different perspective online.
I would recommend getting a server and installing a basic CMS such as Wordpress or Joomla,
and then just play around with it and see what you can accomplish! You can use Adwords to
send additional traffic to your site which will allow you to test various layouts, calls to action,
or whatever else you want.
I actually started with affiliate marketing which opened the doors to SEO and Online
Marketing. If you want to make your testing more fun and interesting, sign up for some
affiliate accounts and see how much money you can learn while you are playing around.
In addition to testing things yourself, read major industry blogs and forums. Find thought
leaders in that industry and follow them on Twitter. Join community groups (The Dojo and
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SEOmoz are great places to start) and also looked through places like LinkedIn to connect with
other individuals in your industry.
Most importantly, be passionate and enjoy what you do!”
Setting up your own server would be a great way to play around and learn what works,
though not many folks will have that luxury. The method I chose was to listen to all the
noise, and try to sort out the good from the bad by the reactions of others. Testing is always
the best option, but there is some good advice to be had out there… you just need to be able
to identify it.
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Steve Gerencser
(the one on the left)

Steve Gerencser, aka Feydakin, has been developing web sites since 1994. As a serial
entrepreneur, Steve has spent most of his life developing new businesses and traditional
marketing. This gives him a unique take on internet marketing, search engine techniques
and developing online businesses.
Steve is one of those that you have to get to know, before you realize how knowledgeable he
is. That’s mostly because he doesn’t blow his own horn as some do. If you’re curious, you can
learn more about him on his new SteveG blog or on Steam Driven Media.
He’s also a regular on the SEO Training Dojo podcasts, which is great listening for those
that want to learn beneath the surface of SEO and IM.

Steve asked this question:
One of the questions I see a lot that concerns me about the overall health of a website, and
the internet in general.
“What percentage of my site's overall traffic should come from search engines?”
And his own answer to that was:
“The biggest issue with the question is that it assumes that you need any traffic at all from a
search engine for your website to be successful. I know that this may seem like blasphemy
when coming from an SEO, but you don't need traffic from the search engines to be successful.
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There are hundreds, if not thousands of ways to get viewers and customers without them ever
having found you through search.
With this in mind we try hard to get our clients to understand that while ranking #1 for every
possible search term is great, if 95% of your traffic comes from search, and the search engines
change the rules tomorrow, you could lose everything. It only makes sense to make search a
"part" of your overall internet marketing strategy, but not the only part.
Add to this the search engine guidelines. Your need to follow them is proportional to the
amount of traffic you rely on from the search engines. Getting 90% of your traffic from
Google? You better live by the guidelines. Getting 20% or 30% of your traffic from Google? The
guidelines become far less important and you are free to explore other marketing
opportunities that the search engines don't care for.
So, when someone asks me what percentage of their traffic should come from search, I say, as
little as possible.”
A very good point… organic search results are not necessarily critical to a site’s success,
and no site should be so dependent upon any single source of traffic that it would be
seriously impacted if that source were to dry up.
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S. Emerson
S. Emerson of Accrete Web Solutions has been a permanent student of SEO for quite a few
years now (almost 8 as of this writing). She teaches HTML to small business owners, runs
3 blogs where she writes about SEO related information for website and blog owners
(http://www.webpagemistakes.ca/ , http://www.basiccomputerinformation.ca/ ,
http://www.general-business-help.com/ ) , has an HTML information site plus builds search
engine friendly websites and blogs for clients.
S. Emerson asked this question:
“How long does it take to learn SEO?”
And answered it thus:
“The basics do not take long to learn if you are dedicated to learning from respected sources.
However, search engine optimization is a never ending process therefore you will have to become
a permanent student of SEO if you want to be successful.”
As a perpetual student, I agree… it’s a never-ending process.
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Taylor Pratt
Taylor Pratt is the VP of Product Marketing for Raven Internet Marketing Tools, Webbased, multi-user software for managing SEO and social media campaigns. Prior to joining
Raven, Pratt was a senior search specialist at nFusion and LunaMetrics. He promotes the
use of conversion-focused, analytics-based SEO for clients ranging from small businesses to
Fortune 500 companies.
Pratt contributes to Search Engine Journal covering the latest tools and techniques in
social media marketing, and to Search Engine People on search engine optimization. Pratt
is a frequent speaker at small business and search marketing conferences, including
PubCon, SMX Advanced, SMX: East and West and PubCon South.

Taylor asked this question:
“What’s one thing you wished you knew when you first entered this field?”

And his own answer to that was:
“There is more than one way to successfully market your site in any channel. Don’t feel like
you have to stick to the latest trends and follow the advice of the industry leaders to succeed.
Experiment and have the confidence to figure things out on your own. It will make you a
better marketer in the long run.”
Sound advice! It’s difficult to separate the viable advice from the noise, so experimenting
and testing on your own is the most reliable way to find out which is which. It’s also
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important to remember that what works like magic for one site may not be at all effective
for another.
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Thomas Fjordside
Webdesigner & Internet Addict. I currently work as a webdesigner for a Danish internet
company, splitting my time between managing and developing internal projects and
designing websites for large and small businesses. I've been working with internet
marketing for 3 years. It sort of came naturally to want visitors to those nice looking
websites I created. You can learn more about Thomas by following him on Twitter or
LinkedIn, or checking out his blog or photography website.
Thomas asked this question:
“How do you manage larger marketing programs involving a team of people? And what
pitfalls do you often see in these situations?”
And his own answer to that was:
“I/We keep a timeline of our overall goals and activities and then use individual todo lists for
each member of the team. We then stay very flexible on moving items up and down on these
lists because circumstances change very fast.
The biggest pitfall I see is that it’s time consuming to keep people on the right track because it
is easy to get “gadget envy” because a competitor got a new social media profile etc. I find
that it’s important to keep your eyes on the ball at all times. (For reference our team does not
use a “leader” as we are specialists in different fields.)”
I’ve never had to work as part of a large team on an Internet marketing campaign, but your
approach sounds sensible, Thomas. The large off-line campaigns I worked on always had
someone in charge, though.
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Tim Nash
Fondly referred to by friends as the 'stuff consultant', Dr. Tim Nash makes even the most
complex topics interesting, easy to understand and entertaining. As a speaker he discusses
topics such as data mining, site visitor analysis, SEO and information retrieval. He's also a
university lecturer and technical director of Coding Futures Ltd.

Tim asked this question:
“My background is technical/non technical does it help or hinder me?”
And his own answer to that was:
“I come from a engineering and scientific background, which I believe has given me a large
head start over many people in the industry. Being analytical helps in this industry as does
having a healthy dose of common sense. If you are the sort of person who get’s distracted or
quickly moves from one project to another you may find the industry seems to be forever
changing.
Every week someone will announce a big change, the next big thing and unless you have the
sense to analyse from the far and using your own judgment you will be constant changing
without understanding what these changes are doing. Being an engineer sometimes failing is
more fun and useful then succeeding it’s only through making mistakes that we can learn by
them don’t be afraid to screw something up.
It doesn’t matter what your background is, experiment, analyse and test, take advice but
don’t rely on it and don’t be a sheep and follow the herd.”
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We come from similar backgrounds, Tim. For my part, I’ve also always felt like my
engineer’s mindset gave me an edge. Unfortunately, it also tends to make me a
perfectionist, which can be frustrating at times. I do enjoy analysing the cause and effect of
things, though.
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William Slawski

Some of my fondest memories as a young child were family trips to the Jersey shore,
where we would go crabbing and fishing for flounder and eels. The ocean was
immense and unknowable, and a number of years later when I was faced with a
choice of colleges, I found myself torn between a possible career in oceanography or
writing. I ended up as a English major and then a law student, and both involved
searching for information and for primary resources, and learning more about the
unknowable.
A few years later, a couple of friends helped me learn how to build my own
computer, and I reciprocated by building most of a website for one of them for a new
business that he was launching. I started promoting that website while also
working at the highest level trial court in my state, and then started working with
other sites.
I left the Court in 2005, to pursue a career in internet marketing, and I’ve been
using my love of primary resources to explore and write about search related patent
and white papers and use what I’ve learned while practicing SEO, while writing at
SEObythesea.com.

William asked this question:
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“How deeply should someone dive into the Web to learn about Search and SEO when they’ve
decided to make a living helping advise others about search and the Web?”
And his own answer to that was:
“It’s important to be able to look at search engines from the perspective of a searcher, a site
owner, and a search engineer, as well as a marketer.
That means building a number of sites and trying to do different things with them. It means
participating in other kinds of sites, such as editing wikipedia entries or DMOZ submissions,
adding submissions to Hacker News or Slashdot or other communities, commenting on blogs
and news sites. It means participating on a forum as an administrator or moderator. One
should learn about and use social sites such as Stumbleupon and Twitter and Google Plus.
Even if you don’t specialize in paid search, you should sign up for an Adwords account and try
it out.
There are a great number of help pages and tutorials from places like Google, Yahoo, Bing,
Facebook, and so on. Spend time reading them, and understanding why they present they
information that they do, and why they present it in the manner that they do. Try to
understand the motives and assumptions behind those pages. Try to figure out the problems
or opportunities that might have led to the information that they contain.
Perform a lot of searches every day, and look for the results that stand out for one reason or
another – the very good ones, and the ones that appear out of place. Try to understand why
the search engines might treat one query one way, and a different query another way.
Subscribe to RSS feeds from a wide variety of sites if you think those sites might present some
interesting ideas that might be useful to you in the future. Explore those not only for the
content that they contain, but also the way that they present that content. Explore the ideas
behind the ideas. Question them, and look for good questions from them.”

Good response, Bill. Look, listen, analyze, test and learn. I think understanding IR is a big
step in the right direction… one that very few (I only know of you and David) bother to
study in depth. I suppose it’s natural that most SEOs feel greater urgency to learn what
works than they do why it works.
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The Author

Doc Sheldon
Content Strategist
Doc Sheldon retired in 2005 from his business management consulting agency, where he
handled clients from 10,000+ employees down to one-man operations. He performed interim
management services, turnarounds and liquidations, as well as providing executive
training to Fortune 500 clients.
As part of a turnaround project in 2003, Doc started absorbing some SEO knowledge by
frequenting various SEO and webmaster forums. After retiring in 2005, he began studying
it fulltime, as he saw an exciting potential for those that could figure out what the search
engines would do next, and were willing to “color between the lines”.
He presently operates his SEO content strategy agency, Doc Sheldon’s Clinic from his Baja
California location, supporting a selection of regular clients in Europe, Australia, North
America and Asia. Doc has been writing professionally for over 35 years, at one time
owning and publishing both weekly and monthly magazines. He has published one book
and hundreds of articles in his pre-Internet career, and has now begun publishing ebooks,
as well. He also writes for Search News Central and guest-posts on various industry blogs,
and runs SEO Company Directory with Dean Cruddace and Lesson Group with Terry Van
Horne and William Cross. His latest business ebook, Common Sense Management, is
available on his website.
Doc has always been a critical thinker. Follow him on Twitter, Facebook or LinkedIn for
more information.
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